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Abstract

A C˚-algebra satisfies the Universal Coefficient Theorem (UCT) of

Rosenberg and Schochet if it is equivalent in Kasparov’s KK-theory to

a commutative C˚-algebra. This paper is motivated by the problem

of establishing the range of validity of the UCT, and in particular,

whether the UCT holds for all nuclear C˚-algebras.

We introduce the idea of a C˚-algebra that “decomposes” over

a class C of C˚-algebras. Roughly, this means that locally, there are

approximately central elements that approximately cut the C˚-algebra

into two C˚-subalgebras from C that have well-behaved intersection.

We show that if a C˚-algebra decomposes over the class of nuclear,

UCT C˚-algebras, then it satisfies the UCT. The argument is based on

a Mayer-Vietoris principle in the framework of controlled KK-theory;

the latter was introduced by the authors in earlier work. Nuclearity is

used via Kasparov’s Hilbert module version of Voiculescu’s theorem,

and Haagerup’s theorem that nuclear C˚-algebras are amenable.

We say that a C˚-algebra has finite complexity if it is in the small-

est class of C˚-algebras containing the finite-dimensional C˚-algebras,

and closed under decomposability; our main result implies that all C˚-

algebras in this class satisfy the UCT. The class of C˚-algebras with

finite complexity is large, and comes with an ordinal-number invariant

measuring the complexity level. We conjecture that a C˚-algebra of
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finite nuclear dimension and real rank zero has finite complexity; this

(and several other related conjectures) would imply the UCT for all

separable nuclear C˚-algebras. We also give new local formulations of

the UCT, and some other necessary and sufficient conditions for the

UCT to hold for all nuclear C˚-algebras.
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1 Introduction

Our aim in this paper is to present some new techniques to establish the Uni-

versal Coefficient Theorem in C˚-algebra K-theory, and some new necessary

and sufficient conditions for the Universal Coefficient Theorem to hold for

all nuclear C˚-algebras.

Unless otherwise stated, anything in this introduction called A or B is a

separable C˚-algebra.

1.1 The Universal Coefficient Theorem

A C˚-algebra A satisfies the Universal Coefficient Theorem (UCT) of Rosen-

berg and Schochet [55] if for any C˚-algebra B, there is a canonical short

exact sequence

0 Ñ ExtpK˚pAq, K˚pBqq Ñ KKpA,Bq Ñ HompK˚pAq, K˚pBqq Ñ 0.

Equivalently (see [55, page 456] or [60, Proposition 5.2]), A satisfies the UCT

if it is KK-equivalent to a commutative C˚-algebra.
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The UCT is known to hold for a large class of C˚-algebras. The fun-

damental examples are the C˚-algebras in the bootstrap class N . This is

the smallest collection of separable, nuclear C˚-algebras that contains all

type I C˚-algebras, and that is closed under the following operations: ex-

tensions; stable isomorphisms; inductive limits; and crossed products by R
and Z. Rosenberg and Schochet [55] showed that any C˚-algebra in N sat-

isfies the UCT. Another important class of examples was established by Tu

in [64, Proposition 10.7]: building on the work of Higson and Kasparov [35]

on the Baum-Connes conjecture for a-T-menable groups, Tu showed that

the groupoid1 C˚-algebra of any a-T-menable groupoid satisfies the UCT.

In particular, Tu’s work applies to the groupoid C˚-algebras of amenable

groupoids.

There has been other significant work giving sufficient conditions for the

UCT to hold, and in some cases also necessary conditions: as well as the

work mentioned already, one also has for example [60, Proposition 5.2], [53,

Corollary 8.4.6], [21], [43, Remark 2.17], [6, Theorem 4.17], [4], and [5].

Nonetheless, the bootstrap class and the class of C˚-algebras of a-T-menable

groupoids, which are defined in terms of global properties of the C˚-algebras

involved, remain the most important classes of C˚-algebras known to satisfy

the UCT.

On the other hand, Skandalis [60, page 571] has shown2 that there are C˚-

algebras that do not satisfy the UCT. Skandalis’s examples are quite concrete:

they are reduced group C˚-algebras of countably infinite hyperbolic groups

with property (T), and in particular are exact [44, Section 6.E]. Looking

to more exotic examples, failures of exactness can also be used to produce

non-UCT C˚-algebras: see for example [14, Remark 4.3].

Despite these counterexamples, there are no known nuclear C˚-algebras

that do not satisfy the UCT. Whether or not the UCT holds for all nuclear

C˚-algebras is a particularly important open problem. One reason for this is

1To be more precise, we need standard assumptions so that the groupoid C˚-algebra

is defined and separable: here, appropriate assumptions are that the groupoid is locally

compact, Hausdorff, and second countable, and that it admits a Haar system.
2See also the exposition in [34, Sections 6.1 and 6.2].
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the spectacular recent progress (see for example [42, 50, 26, 27, 24, 23, 63, 11])

in the Elliott program [22] to classify simple, separable, nuclear C˚-algebras

by K-theoretic invariants. Establishing the range of validity of the UCT is

now the only barrier to getting the ‘best possible’ classification result in this

setting.

On the other hand, work inspired by the Elliott program has led to recent,

and again spectacular, success in the general structure theory of nuclear C˚-

algebras, including the recent solution of a large part of the Toms-Winter

conjecture [13, 12]. Our motivation in the current paper is to try to bridge

the gap between properties that are relevant in this structure theory – in

particular the theory of nuclear dimension [70] introduced by Winter and

Zacharias – and properties that imply the UCT. In particular, our aim is to

give local conditions that imply the UCT, in contrast to the global conditions

from the work of Rosenberg and Schochet [55] and Tu [64] mentioned above.

1.2 Decompositions and the main theorem

We now introduce our sufficient condition for the UCT. For the statement

below, if X is a metric space, S is a subset of X, x P X, and ε ą 0 we write

“x Pε S” if there exists s P S with dpx, sq ă ε.

Definition 1.1. Let C be a class of unital C˚-algebras. A unital C˚-algebra3

A decomposes over C if for every finite subset X of the unit ball of A and

every ε ą 0 there exist C˚-subalgebras C, D, and E of A that are in the class

C and contain 1A, and a positive contraction h P E such that:

(i) }rh, xs} ă ε for all x P X;

(ii) hx Pε C, p1´ hqx Pε D, and hp1´ hqx Pε E for all x P X;

(iii) for all e in the unit ball of E, e Pε C and e Pε D.

3Not necessarily separable. For applications to the UCT, only the separable case is

relevant, but the definition admits interesting examples in the non-separable case, and it

seems plausible there will be other applications.
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One should think of C and D as being approximately (unitizations of)

ideals in A such that C `D “ A, and E being approximately equal to (the

unitization of) C XD. We will discuss examples later.

Here is our main theorem, which was inspired partly by our earlier work

on the Künneth formula (partly in collaboration with Oyono-Oyono) [48, 67],

and partly by our earlier work on finite dynamical complexity (in collabora-

tion with Guentner) [31]4. See Corollary 7.5 below for the proof.

Theorem 1.2. If A is a separable, unital C˚-algebra that decomposes over

the class of separable, nuclear C˚-algebras that satisfy the UCT, then A is

nuclear and satisfies the UCT.

One can thus think of decomposability as an addition to the closure op-

erations that are used in the definition of the bootstrap class N .

1.3 C˚-algebras with finite complexity

Following the precedent established by [30] in coarse geometry, the notion of

decomposability suggests a complexity hierarchy on C˚-algebras.

Definition 1.3. Let D denote a class of unital C˚-algebras. For an ordinal

number α:

(i) if α “ 0, let D0 be the class of C˚-algebras D that are locally5 in D;

(ii) if α ą 0, let Dα be the class of C˚-algebras that decompose over C˚-

algebras in
Ť

βăαDβ.

A unital C˚-algebra D has finite complexity relative to D if it is in Dα for

some α. If D is the class of finite-dimensional C˚-algebras, we just say that

D has finite complexity.

4This was in turn inspired by the work of Guentner, Tessera, and the second author

on the stable Borel conjecture for groups with finite decomposition complexity [29].
5A C˚-algebra is locally in a class D if for any finite subset X of D and any ε ą 0 there

is a C˚-subalgebra C of D that is in D, and such that x Pε C for all x P X.
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If a unital C˚-algebra D has finite complexity relative to D, the complexity

rank of D relative to D is the smallest α such that D is in Dα. If D is the

class of finite-dimensional C˚-algebras, we just say the complexity rank of D

with no additional qualifiers.

The following result is equivalent to Theorem 1.2 above. However, we

think the reframing in terms of complexity is quite suggestive.

Theorem 1.4. Let C be a class of separable, unital, nuclear C˚-algebras that

satisfy the UCT. Then the class of separable, unital C˚-algebras that have

finite complexity relative to C consists of nuclear C˚-algebras that satisfy the

UCT.

In particular, every separable C˚-algebra of finite complexity is nuclear

and satisfies the UCT.

We can now give some non-trivial examples of C˚-algebras that decom-

pose over natural, simpler, classes.

Examples 1.5. (i) In Proposition A.1, we show that for 2 ď n ă 8, the

Cuntz algebra On has complexity rank one.

(ii) In [31], Guentner and the authors introduced “finite dynamical com-

plexity” for groupoids, which also comes with a notion of complexity

rank. In Proposition A.8 we show that if G is a locally compact, Haus-

dorff, étale, principal, ample groupoid with compact base space, then

the complexity rank of C˚r pGq is bounded above by that of G. The

class of groupoids with finite dynamical complexity is quite large: see

Examples A.9 and A.11 below.

Combining part (ii) above with Theorem 1.4 gives a new proof of the

UCT for the groupoid C˚-algebras of a large class of groupoids. However,

we cannot claim any genuinely new examples: this is because the groupoids

involved are all amenable, so the UCT for their C˚-algebras also follows from

Tu’s theorem [64] (see Remark A.13 below for more details).
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1.4 Kirchberg algebras

Generalizing the Cuntz algebras from (i) above, recall that a Kirchberg alge-

bra is a separable, nuclear C˚-algebra A such that for any non-zero a P A,

there are b, c P A such that bac “ 1A. Kirchberg algebras are closely con-

nected to the UCT problem for nuclear C˚-algebras thanks to the following

theorem of Kirchberg: see [53, Corollary 8.4.6] or [43, Remark 2.17].

Theorem 1.6 (Kirchberg). To establish the UCT for all separable, nuclear

C˚-algebras, it suffices to establish the UCT for any Kirchberg algebra with

zero K-theory.

Theorems 1.4 and 1.6 imply that if any Kirchberg algebra with zero K-

theory has finite complexity, then the UCT holds for all separable, nuclear

C˚-algebras. Conversely, if the UCT holds for all separable, nuclear C˚-

algebras, then from the Kirchberg-Phillips classification theorem [42, 50] (see

also [53, Corollary 8.4.2] for the precise statement we want here), any unital

Kirchberg algebra with zeroK-theory will be isomorphic to the Cuntz algebra

O2, and so will have complexity rank one by Examples 1.5, part (i). We

summarize this discussion in the theorem below.

Theorem 1.7. The following are equivalent:

(i) Any Kirchberg algebra with zero K-theory has complexity rank one.

(ii) All separable nuclear C˚-algebras satisfy the UCT.

Generalizing Example 1.5, part (i) above Jaime and the first author show

in [37] that a Kirchberg algebra that satisfies the UCT has complexity rank

one if and only if its K1 group is torsion free, and that moreover any UCT

Kirchberg algebra has complexity rank at most two. From Theorem 1.7, if

one could prove this without the UCT assumption, then the UCT for all

separable nuclear C˚-algebras would follow.

The paper [37] also discusses several other connections between complex-

ity rank, real rank zero, and nuclear dimension. We will not go into this any

more deeply here; suffice to say that these other connections inspired us to

make the following conjectures.
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Conjecture 1.8. Any separable unital C˚-algebra with real rank zero and

finite nuclear dimension has finite complexity.

Conjecture 1.9. Any separable unital C˚-algebra with finite nuclear di-

mension has finite complexity relative to the class of subhomogeneous6 C˚-

algebras.

Thanks to Theorem 1.7 and the fact that all Kirchberg algebras have

nuclear dimension one (see [9, Theorem G]) and real rank zero (see [72]),

either of these conjectures implies the UCT for all separable, nuclear C˚-

algebras. There are many other related conjectures one could reasonably

make that imply the UCT for all nuclear C˚-algebras. About the strongest

such conjecture would be that any separable, nuclear C˚-algebra with real

rank zero has finite complexity7. One of the weakest is that any Kirchberg

algebra with zero K-theory has finite complexity.

1.5 A local reformulation of the UCT

We now discuss the methods that go into the proof of Theorem 1.2.

In our earlier work [68], we introduced controlled KK-theory groups

KKεpX,Bq associated to a C˚-algebra B, a finite subset X of a C˚-algebra

A and a constant ε ą 0. Very roughly (we give more details below), one

defines these by representing A in “general position” inside the stable mul-

tiplier algebra MpB b Kq of B. The group KKεpX,Bq then consists of the

“part of the K-theory of B that commutes with X, up to ε”.

To be more precise about this, assume that A and B are C˚-algebras,

and assume for simplicity8 that A is unital. Let π : A Ñ MpB b Kq be a

6Recall that a C˚-algebra C is subhomogeneous if there is N P N and a compact

Hausdorff space X such that C is a C˚-subalgebra of MN pCpXqq: see for example [8,

IV.1.4] for background.
7It would also be natural to drop the real rank zero assumption, and then only ask for

finite complexity relative to the subhomogeneous C˚-algebras, or even just relative to the

type I C˚-algebras.
8The theory also works for C˚-algebras that are not unital, but the definitions are a

little more complicated.
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faithful, unital, and strongly unitally absorbing9 representation. Fixing such

a representation, identify A with a diagonal subalgebra of M2pMpB b Kqq
via the representation π ‘ π. For a finite subset X of the unit ball of A and

ε ą 0, define PεpX,Bq to be the set of projections in M2pMpB b Kqq such

that p´
´

1 0

0 0

¯

is in M2pBbKq, and such that }rp, xs} ă ε for all x P X. The

associated controlled KK-theory group10 is then defined to be the set

KK0
ε pX,Bq :“ π0pPεpX,Bqq

of path components in PεpX,Bq. One can show that this group is determined

up to canonical isomorphism by the subset inclusion X Ď A, by B, and by

ε: it does not depend on the choice of representation.

Note that if X “ ∅, then KK0
ε p∅, Bq is canonically isomorphic to the

usual K-theory group K0pBq (for any εq: this is what we mean when we say

KKεpX,Bq consists of the “part of the K-theory of B that commutes with

X, up to ε”.

Now, if 0 ă δ ď ε and if Y Ě X are finite subsets of A1, then there is an

inclusion PδpY,Bq Ď PεpX,Bq that induces a “forget control map”

KKδpY,Bq Ñ KKεpX,Bq

In [68, Theorem 1.1], we showed that there is a short exact ‘Milnor sequence’

relating the inverse system built from these forget control maps to the usual

KK-group KKpA,Bq: see Theorem 2.13 below for details. This sequence

is an analogue of the Milnor sequence appearing in Schochet’s work [56, 57];

however, unlike Schochet’s version, it is local in nature, and does not require

the UCT.

Our first goal in this paper is to use the Milnor sequence to establish the

following ‘local reformulation’ of the UCT.

9Roughly, a strongly unitally absorbing representation is one that satisfies the con-

clusion of Voiculescu’s theorem for all representations of A on Hilbert B-modules; for

the current discussion, it is just important that such a representation always exists. See

Definition 2.5 below for details.
10It is canonically a group, with the operation given by Cuntz sum in an appropriate

sense.
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Theorem 1.10. Let A be a unital C˚-algebra. Then the following are equiv-

alent:

(i) A satisfies the UCT.

(ii) Let B be a separable C˚-algebra such that K˚pBq “ 0, and let π : AÑ

MpSBbKq be a strongly unitally absorbing representation into the sta-

ble multiplier algebra of the suspension of B. Then for any finite subset

X of A and any ε ą 0 there exists a finite subset Y of A containing X

and δ ď ε such that the canonical forget control map

KKδpY, SBq Ñ KKεpX,SBq

for the suspension of B is zero.

This is a key ingredient in our main results, but we hope it will prove to

be useful in its own right. Note in particular that there are no assumptions

on A other than that it is separable and unital11.

There is a technical variation of Theorem 1.10 that applies to nuclear

C˚-algebras, and that plays an important role in our arguments. The key

point is one of order of quantifiers: condition (ii) from Theorem 1.10 starts

with quantifiers of the form

“@B @π @X @ε DY Dδ....”

If A is nuclear, the same statement is true with the order of quantifiers

replaced with

“@ε Dδ @B @π @X DY...”

i.e. δ depends only on ε and not on any of the other choices involved. To

establish this, we adapt an averaging argument due to Christensen, Sin-

clair, Smith, White, and Winter [17, Section 3], which is in turn based on

Haagerup’s theorem that nuclear C˚-algebras are amenable [33].

11Unitality is not really necessary - we do not do it in this paper, but similar tech-

niques establish the result above for non-unital separable C˚-algebras, with appropriately

reformulated controlled KK-groups.
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1.6 Strategy for the proof of the main theorem

Assume that A is a nuclear, unital C˚-algebra that decomposes with respect

to the class of nuclear UCT C˚-algebras as in the statement of Theorem

1.2. Assume moreover that K˚pBq “ 0. Thanks to Theorem 1.10 above, to

establish the UCT for A it suffices to show that for any finite subset X of

the unit ball A1 of A, and any ε ą 0 there exist Y Ě X and δ ď ε such that

the canonical forget control map

KK0
δ pY, SBq Ñ KK0

ε pX,SBq

is zero.

Our approach to this is inspired directly by our earlier work with several

collaborators: this includes the work on the Künneth formula of Oyono-

Oyono and the second author [48], and separately by the first author [67];

the work of Guentner and the authors on the Baum-Connes conjecture for

transformation groupoids with finite dynamical complexity [31]; and the work

of Guentner, Tessera, and the second author on the stable Borel conjecture

for groups of finite decomposition complexity [29]. These other papers all

use controlled K-theory as opposed to KK-theory; the seminal result along

these lines is the second author’s work on the Novikov conjecture for groups

with finite asymptotic dimension [71].

In the current context, we use decomposability and a Mayer-Vietoris ar-

gument. Let γ ą 0 be a very small constant, which is in particular smaller

than ε. Then any suitably small12 δ ą 0 will have the following property. Let

h and C, D, and E be nuclear UCT algebras as in the definition of decom-

posability for the given set X and parameter δ. Let YC , YD and YE be finite

subsets of the unit balls C1, D1, and E1 respectively that contain hX Y thu,

p1´ hqX Y thu and hp1´ hqX Y thu respectively up to δ-error, and so that

YC and YD both contain YE up to δ-error. Let Y “ YC YYDYYE YX. Then

12The size of γ depends linearly on ε and the size of δ depends linearly on γ; the constants

involved are very large.
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one can construct a diagram13 of the form:

KK0
δ pY, SBq

��

κC‘κD// KK0
2δpYC , SBq ‘KK

0
2δpYD, SBq

KKγpYE, S
2Bq

B // KK0
ε pX,SBq

,

(1)

where the vertical arrow is the canonical forget control map. This diagram

has the “exactness” property that if rps goes to zero under the map

κC ‘ κD : KK0
δ pY,Bq Ñ KK0

2δpYC , SBq ‘KK
0
2δpYD, SBq (2)

then the image of rps under the forget control mapKK0
δ pY, SBq Ñ KK0

ε pX,SBq

is in the image of the map

B : KKγpYE, S
2Bq Ñ KK0

ε pX,SBq. (3)

However, as K˚pBq “ 0, if γ and δ are small enough, one can use Theorem

2.15 (in the stronger form for nuclear C˚-algebras) to choose YC , YD, and YE
large enough so that the maps in lines (2) and (3) are zero. This completes

the proof.

In the detailed exposition below we structure the proof to give it as ‘local’

a flavor as possible, partly as we suspect that the ideas might be useful in

other contexts. The two main ‘local’(ish) technical results are recorded as

Propositions 7.1 and 7.2 below.

The argument above is directly inspired by the classical Mayer-Vietoris

principle. Indeed, assume that C and D are nuclear ideals in A with intersec-

tion E, and such that A “ C `D. Then there is14 an exact Mayer-Vietoris

sequence

¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ KK0
pE, SBq Ñ KK0

pA,Bq Ñ KK0
pC,Bq ‘KK0

pD,Bq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ .

13The form of this diagram is not new: the basic idea is modeled on [29, Diagram

(5.8)] from the work of the Guentner, Tessera, and the second author on the stable Borel

conjecture for groups with finite decomposition complexity. See also [31, Proposition 7.6]

from work of the Guentner and the authors in a more closely related context.
14It is not in the literature as far as we can tell. For nuclear C˚-algebras, it can be derived

from the usual long exact sequence in KK-theory using, for example, the argument of [69,

Proposition 2.7.15].
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In particular if the groups at the left and right are zero, then the group in

the middle is also zero. Our analysis of the diagram in line (1) is based

on a concrete construction of this classical Mayer-Vietoris sequence that can

be adapted to our controlled setting. The idea has its roots in algebraic

K-theory, going back at least as far as [46, Chapter 2]. Having said this,

there is significant work to be done adapting these classical ideas to the

analytic superstructure that we built in [68], and the resulting formulas and

arguments end up being quite different.

Remark 1.11. It would be very interesting to remove the nuclearity hypoth-

esis from Theorem 1.2, or at least to replace it with something weaker such

as exactness. Let us explain how nuclearity is used in the proof of Theorem

1.2, in the hope that some reader will see a way around it.

The first use of nuclearity is to show that any nuclear, unital C˚-algebra

admits strongly unitally absorbing representations whose restriction to any

nuclear, unital C˚-subalgebra is also strongly unitally absorbing: see Corol-

lary 2.7 below. The proof of this is based on Kasparov’s version of Voiculescu’s

theorem for Hilbert modules [40, Section 7]. It seems plausible from the dis-

cussion in Remark 2.8 below that some form of nuclearity is necessary for

this to hold, but we do not know this.

The second place nuclearity is used is via an averaging argument due

to Christensen, Sinclair, Smith, White, and Winter [17, Section 3]; this is

applicable to nuclear C˚-algebras thanks to Haagerup’s theorem that nuclear

C˚-algebras are always amenable [33]. This lets us prove a stronger version

of Theorem 1.10: see Corollary 2.22 below. We do not know if this result

holds without nuclearity: see Remark 2.19 for a more detailed discussion.

1.7 Notation and conventions

For a subset S of a metric space X, x P X and ε ą 0, we write “x Pε S” if

there is s P S with dpx, sq ă ε. For elements x, y of a metric space X, we

write “x «ε y” if dpx, yq ă ε.

We write `2 for `2pNq. Throughout, the letters A and B are reserved for

separable C˚-algebras. The letter C will refer to a possibly non-separable
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C˚-algebra. The unit ball of C (or a more general normed space) is denoted

by C1, its unitization is C`, its multiplier algebra is MpCq, its suspension is

SC, and its n-fold suspension is SnC. We write Mn or MnpCq for the nˆ n

matrices, and MnpCq for the nˆ n matrices over a C˚-algebra C.

Our conventions on Hilbert modules follow those of Lance [45]. We will

write HB :“ `2bB for the standard Hilbert B-module, and LB, respectively

KB, as shorthand for the C˚-algebra LpHBq of adjointable operators on HB,

respectively the C˚-algebra KpHBq of compact operators on HB. We will

typically identify LB with the “diagonal subalgebra” 1MnbLB of MnbLB “
MnpLBq. Thus we might write “rx, ys” for the commutator of x P LB and

y P MnpLBq, when it would be more strictly correct to write something like

“r1Mn b x, ys”.

The symbol “b” always denotes a completed tensor product: either the

external tensor product of Hilbert modules (see [45, Chapter 4] for back-

ground on this), or the minimal tensor product of C˚-algebras (see for ex-

ample [10, Chapter 3]).

We will sometimes write 0n and 1n for the zero matrix and identity ma-

trix of size n when this seems helpful to avoid confusion, although we will

generally omit the subscripts to avoid clutter. If n ď m, we will also use

1n PMmpCq for the rank n projection with n ones in the top-left part of the

diagonal and zeros elsewhere. Given an nˆn matrix a and an mˆm matrix

b, a‘ b denotes the “block sum” pn`mq ˆ pn`mq matrix defined by

a‘ b :“

˜

a 0

0 b

¸

.

Finally, K˚pAq :“ K0pAq ‘K1pAq denotes the graded K-theory group of

a C˚-algebra, and KK˚pA,Bq :“ KK0pA,Bq‘KK1pA,Bq the graded KK-

theory group. We will typically just write KKpA,Bq instead of KK0pA,Bq.

1.8 Outline of the paper

Section 2 gives our reformulation of the UCT in terms of a concrete vanishing

condition for controlled KK-theory. The key ingredients for this are the
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Milnor sequence from [68, Theorem 1.1], and some ideas around the Mittag-

Leffler condition from the theory of inverse limits (see for example [66, Section

3.5]). We also show that a stronger vanishing result holds for nuclear, UCT

C˚-algebras using an averaging argument of Christensen, Sinclair, Smith,

White, and Winter [17, Section 3]; the averaging argument is in turn based

on Haagerup’s theorem [33] that nuclearity implies amenability.

Section 3 discusses our controlled KK0-groups. We introduced these in

[68], but we need a technical variation here. This is essentially because in

[68] we were setting up general theory, and for this it is easier to work with

projections in a fixed C˚-algebra. In this paper we are doing computations

with concrete algebraic formulas, where it is more convenient to work with

general idempotents, and to allow taking matrix algebras. We will, however,

use both versions in this paper, as we need to relate our work back here to

the general theory of [68]. We also introduce controlled KK1-groups in a

concrete formulation using invertible operators: in our earlier work [68] we

(implicitly) defined controlled KK1-groups using suspensions, but here we

also need the more concrete version.

Section 4 collects together some technical facts. These are all analogues

for controlled KK-theory of well-known results from K-theory: for example,

we prove “controlled versions” of the statements that homotopic idempotents

are similar, and that similar idempotents are homotopic (up to increasing

matrix sizes). Some arguments in this section are adapted from the work of

Oyono-Oyono and the second author [47] on controlled K-theory.

Section 5 revisits the vanishing conditions of Section 2. Using the tech-

niques of Section 4, we reformulate these results in the more flexible setting

allowed by Section 3. This gives us the vanishing conditions that are the first

main technical ingredient needed for Theorem 1.2.

Section 6 establishes the second main technical ingredient needed for The-

orem 1.2. Here we construct a “Mayer-Vietoris boundary map” for controlled

KK-theory, and prove that it has an exactness property. The construction

is an analogue of the usual index map of operator K-theory (see for example

[54, Chapter 9]), although concrete formulas for the Mayer-Vietoris bound-

ary map unfortunately seem to be missing from the C˚-algebra literature.
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The formulas we use are instead inspired by classical formulas from algebraic

K-theory [46, Chapter 2], adapted to reflect our analytic setting.

Finally in the main body of the paper, Section 7 puts everything together

and gives the proofs of Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.4. We also include

technical ‘local’ vanishing results that we hope elucidate the structure of the

proof, and might be useful in other contexts.

The paper concludes with Appendix A, which gives examples of C˚-

algebras with finite complexity. We first use a technique of Winter and

Zacharias [70, Section 7] to show that the Cuntz alegbras On with 2 ď n ă 8

have complexity rank one. We then use our joint work with Guentner on dy-

namic complexity [31] to show that ample, principal, étale groupoids with fi-

nite dynamical complexity and compact base space have C˚-algebras of finite

complexity; we also get a similar result without the ampleness assumption

if we allow C˚-algebras with finite complexity relative to subhomogeneous

C˚-algebras.
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2 Reformulating the UCT

In this section (as throughout), if B is a separable C˚-algebra, then LB and

KB are respectively the adjointable and compact operators on the standard

Hilbert B-module `2 bB.
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Our goal in this section is to recall the definition of the controlled KK-

theory groups, and then to reformulate the universal coefficient theorem in

these terms.

We first recall the definition of the controlled KK-theory groups from

[68]: to be precise, we need the version from [68, Sections A.1 and A.2] that

is specific to unital C˚-algebras. We need a definition.

Definition 2.1. Let B be a separable C˚-algebra. Choose a unitary iso-

morphism `2 – C2 b `2 b `2, which induces a unitary isomorphism `2 bB –

pC2 b `2 b `2q bB of Hilbert B-modules. With respect to this isomorphism,

let e P LB be the projection corresponding to

˜

1 0

0 0

¸

b 1`2b`2bB. We call e

the neutral projection. A subset X of LB is called large if every x P X is of

the form 1C2b`2by for some y P Lp`2bBq with respect to this decomposition.

Definition 2.2. Let B be a separable C˚-algebra. Let ε ą 0, let X be a

finite, large, subset of the unit ball of LB and let e P LB be the neutral

projection as in Definition 2.1. Let PεpX,Bq consist of those projections p

in LB such that:

(i) p´ e P KB; and

(ii) }rp, xs} ă ε for all x P X.

DefineKKεpX,Bq to be the set π0pPεpX,Bqq of path components of PεpX,Bq.
We write rps P KKεpX,Bq for the class of p P PεpX,Bq.

Choose now isometries t1, t2 P Bp`2q satisfying the Cuntz relation t1t
˚
1 `

t2t
˚
2 “ 1, and define si :“ 1C2 b ti b 1`2bB P LB. Define an operation on

KKεpX,Bq by the Cuntz sum

rps ` rqs :“ rs1ps
˚
1 ` s2qs

˚
2s.

The same proof as [68, Lemma A.4] shows that KKεpX,Bq is an abelian

group, with identity element given by the class res of the neutral projection.

We finish this subsection with two ancillary lemmas. The first is ex-

tremely well-known; we include an argument for completeness as we do not

know a convenient reference.
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Lemma 2.3. Let a and b be elements of a unital C˚-algebra with b normal.

Then any z in the spectrum of a is contained within distance }a ´ b} of the

spectrum of b.

Proof. We need to show that if z is further than }a ´ b} from the spectrum

of b, then a ´ z is invertible. Indeed, in this case the continuous functional

calculus implies that }pb´ zq´1} ă }a´ b}´1. Hence

}pa´ zqpb´ zq´1 ´ 1} ď }pa´ zq ´ pb´ zq}}pb´ zq´1} ă 1,

whence pa´ zqpb´ zq´1 is invertible, and so a´ z is invertible too.

Lemma 2.4. Let B be a separable C˚-algebra, let ε ą 0, and let X be a

finite, large, subset of the unit ball of LB. With notation as in Definition

2.2, the group KKεpX,Bq is countable.

Proof. As B is separable KB is separable, and so the set PεpX,Bq is also

separable. Let S be a countable dense subset of PεpX,Bq. It suffices to show

that the map S Ñ KKεpX,Bq defined by p ÞÑ rps is surjective.

Let p P PεpX,Bq be arbitrary, and define

δ :“ min
!1

4
pε´max

xPX
}rp, xs}q, 1{2

)

.

Let q P S be such that }p ´ q} ă δ, and let pt :“ p1 ´ tqp ` tq for t P r0, 1s.

Then for each t P r0, 1s, }pt ´ p} ă δ, so Lemma 2.3 and that pt is a positive

contraction implies that the spectrum pt is contained in r0, δqYp1´δ, 1s. Let

χ be the characteristic function of p1{2,8q. Then }χpptq ´ pt} ă δ for all t,

whence }χpptq ´ p} ă 2δ for all t, from which it follows that }rχpptq, xs} ă ε

for all t and all x P X. As pt ´ e P KB for all t, it follows from the fact that

KB is an ideal in LB that χpptq ´ e P KB too. Hence pχpptqqtPr0,1s is a path

connecting p and q within PεpX,Bq so rps “ rqs, and we are done.

2.1 The general case

We need a special class of representations on Hilbert B-modules, essentially

taken from work of Thomsen [62, Definition 2.2] (see also [68, Definition
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A.11]). We do not need the details of the definition below, and only include

it for completeness: all we really need are the facts about existence of such

representations in Lemma 2.6 below.

Definition 2.5. Let A be a separable, unital C˚-algebra, and let B be a

separable C˚-algebra. A representation σ : A Ñ LB is unitally absorbing if

for any unital completely positive map φ : A Ñ LB there exists a sequence

of isometries pvnq in LB such that }v˚nσpaqvn ´ φpaq} Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8, and

such that v˚nσpaqvn ´ φpaq P KB for all n P N.

For a representation σ : A Ñ LB “ LpHBq, let σ8 : A Ñ LpH‘8
B q

be its infinite amplification, which we identify with a representation σ8 :

AÑ LB via a choice of unitary isomorphism p`2q‘8 – `2 as in the string of

identifications below

LpH‘8
B q “ Lpp`2 bBq‘8q “ Lpp`2q‘8 bBq – Lp`2 bBq “ LB

(all of the identifications labeled “=” are canonical). A unital representation

π : A Ñ LB is strongly unitally absorbing if there is a unitally absorbing

representation σ : AÑ LB such that π “ σ‘8.

Note that a (strongly) unitally absorbing representation is faithful. The

following result is essentially due to Thomsen and Kasparov. Our main use

of part (ii) occurs much later in the paper.

Lemma 2.6. Let A be a separable, unital C˚-algebra, and let B be a separable

C˚-algebra. Then:

(i) There exists a strongly unitally absorbing representation π : AÑ LB.

(ii) Assume in addition that A or B is nuclear. Let σ : A Ñ Bp`2q be

any faithful unital representation, let ι : Bp`2q Ñ LB be the canonical

inclusion arising from the decomposition HB “ `2bB, and let π : AÑ

LB be the infinite amplification of ι ˝ σ. Then π is strongly unitally

absorbing.
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Proof. For part (i), Thomsen shows in [62, Theorem 2.4] that a unitally

absorbing representation σ : AÑ LB exists under the given hypotheses. Its

infinite amplification π is then strongly unitally absorbing.

For part (ii), note first that identifying pι ˝σq8 with pι ˝ pσ‘8qq8 we may

assume σ is the infinite amplification of some faithful unital representation

AÑ Bp`2q. Having made this assumption, note that σpAqXKp`2q “ t0u. In

[40, Theorem 5], Kasparov shows that if A is a separable, unital C˚-algebra

and σ : AÑ Bp`2q is a faithful representation such that σpAq XKp`2q “ t0u,
and moreover if either A or B is nuclear, then the composition ι ˝ σ satisfies

the condition Thomsen gives in [62, Theorem 2.1, condition (4)]. Comparing

[62, Theorem 2.1] and Definition 2.5, we see that ι ˝ σ is unitally absorbing.

Hence π “ pι ˝ σq‘8 is strongly unitally absorbing.

The following corollary is immediate from part (ii) of Lemma 2.6.

Corollary 2.7. Let A be a separable, unital, nuclear C˚-algebra, and let B

be a separable C˚-algebra. Then there exists a strongly unitally absorbing

representation π : A Ñ LB such that the restriction of π to any unital,

nuclear C˚-subalgebra of A is also strongly unitally absorbing.

Remark 2.8. Corollary 2.7 is one of the two places nuclearity is used in the

proof of Theorem 1.2, so it would be interesting to establish the corollary

under some weaker assumption than nuclearity. The following observation

shows that the method we used to establish Corollary 2.7 cannot extend

beyond the nuclear case, however.

Let A be a separable, unital C˚-algebra, and let A “ B. Let σ : A Ñ

Bp`2q be a unital representation, and let π :“ ι˝σ : AÑ LA be as in Lemma

2.6 part (ii). We claim that if π is unitally absorbing, then A is nuclear15.

Let φ : A Ñ LA be the ˚-homomorphism a ÞÑ 1`2 b a. If π is unitally

absorbing then for any ε and finite subset X of A there is an isometry v P LA
such that }v˚πpaqv ´ φpaq} ă ε for all a P X. For each n, let pn P Bp`2q
be the orthogonal projection onto `2pt1, ..., nuq, and let qn :“ pn b 1A P LA.

15The following argument is inspired by [60, Théorème 1.5, Definition 1.6, and Remarque

1.7].
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Note that q1LAq1 identifies canonically with A, and up to this identification

q1φpaqq1 “ a for all a P A, so in particular }q1v
˚πpaqvq1 ´ a} ă ε for all

a P X. As pqnq converges strictly to the identity in LA, and as q1v P KA, we

have moreover that q1v
˚qnπpaqqnvq1 converges in norm to q1v

˚πpaqv˚q1, so

there is n such that }q1v
˚qnπnpaqqnvq1 ´ a} ă ε for all a P X. We thus have

ucp maps

A
aÞÑqnπpaqqn // qnpBp`2q b 1Aqqn –MnpCq

bÞÑq1v˚bvq1 // A

whose composition agrees with the identity on X to within ε error. As X and

ε were arbitrary, this implies nuclearity of A (see for example [10, Chapter

2]).

To state the main result of [68], we need some more definitions.

Definition 2.9. Let A be a separable, unital C˚-algebra, and let B be a

separable C˚-algebra. A representation π : A Ñ LB is large if there is a

unitally absorbing representation σ : A Ñ LB such that with respect to the

choice of isomorphism `2 b B – C2 b `2 b `2 b B of Definition 2.1, we have

πpaq “ 1C2b`2 b σpaq for all a P A.

Lemma 2.6 part (i) implies that large representations exist for any (sepa-

rable) A and B. Note that if π is large in the sense of Definition 2.9 then for

any X Ď A, the subset πpXq Ď LB is large in the sense of Definition 2.1. In

particular, if we identify X with πpXq, the group KKεpX,Bq of Definition

2.2 makes sense.

Definition 2.10. Let C be a C˚-algebra, and let XC consist of all pairs of

the form pX, εq where X is a finite subset of C1, and ε ą 0. Put a partial

order on XC by stipulating that pX, εq ď pY, δq if δ ď ε, and if for all x P X

there exists y P Y with }x´ y} ď 1
2
pε´ δq.

A good approximation of C is a cofinal sequence16 ppXn, εnqq
8
n“1 of ele-

ments of XC .

16A sequence psnq
8
n“1 in a partially ordered set S is cofinal if s1 ď s2 ď s3 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ and if

for all s P S there is n such that s ď sn.
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Note that if X Ď Y and δ ď ε, then pX, εq ď pY, δq; in particular, this

implies that XC is a directed set. Note also that good approximations exist if

and only if C is separable: if pεnq is a decreasing sequence that tends to zero,

and pXnq is an increasing sequence with dense union in C1, then ppXn, εnqq
8
n“1

is a good approximation; and if ppXn, εnq
8
n“1 is a good approximation, then

Ť8

n“1Xn is a countable dense subset of C1.

Definition 2.11. Let B be a separable C˚-algebra, and let XLB be the

directed set from Definition 2.10 above for the C˚-algebra LB. If pX, εq ď

pY, δq and X and Y are both large in the sense of Definition 2.1, then with

notation as in Definition 2.2 there is an inclusion

PδpY,Bq Ď PεpX,Bq. (4)

We call the canonical map

KKδpY,Bq Ñ KKεpX,Bq

induced by the inclusion in line (4) above a forget control map.

We now briefly recall some terminology from homological algebra: see

for example [66, Section 3.5] or [58, Section 3] for more background on this

material17. An inverse system of abelian groups consists of a sequence of

abelian groups and homomorphisms

¨ ¨ ¨
φn // An

φn´1 // An´1
φn´2 // ¨ ¨ ¨

φ2 // A2
φ1 // A1 .

Associated to such a system is a homomorphism

φ :
ź

nPN

An Ñ
ź

nPN

An, panq ÞÑ pφnpan`1qq.

The inverse limit, denoted lim
Ð
An, is defined to be the kernel of id ´ φ,

and the lim
Ð

1-group, denoted lim
Ð

1An, is defined to be the cokernel of id ´ φ.

Note that if m ě n, there is a canonical homomorphism Am Ñ An defined as

φn˝φn`1˝¨ ¨ ¨˝φm´1. The inverse system satisfies the Mittag-Leffler condition

if for any n there is N ě n such that for all m ě N , the image of the canonical

map Am Ñ An equals the image of the canonical map AN Ñ An.

17Readers interested in a more sophisticated and general treatment can also see [38].
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Proposition 2.12. Let pAnq be an inverse system of abelian groups. If

pAnq satisfies the Mittag-Leffler condition, then lim
Ð

1An “ 0. Conversely, if

lim
Ð

1An “ 0 and each An is countable, then the inverse system satisfies the

Mittag-Leffler condition.

Proof. It is well-known that the Mittag-Leffler condition implies vanishing

of lim
Ð

1An “ 0: see for example [66, Proposition 3.5.7]. The converse in the

case of countable groups follows from [28, Proposition on page 242].

Now, let A be a separable, unital C˚-algebra, let B be a separable C˚-

algebra, and use a large representation π : A Ñ LB (see Definition 2.9) to

identify A with a C˚-subalgebra of LB. Let ppXn, εnqq
8
n“1 be a good approx-

imation of A as in Definition 2.10, so the forget control maps of Definition

2.11 form an inverse system

¨ ¨ ¨ // KKεnpXn, Bq // KKεn´1pXn´1, Bq // ¨ ¨ ¨ // KKε1pX1, Bq

from which we define lim
Ð
KKεnpXn, Bq and lim

Ð

1KKεnpXn, Bq as above.

The following is [68, Proposition A.10].

Theorem 2.13. Let A and B be separable C˚-algebras with A unital. Let

π : A Ñ LB be a large representation, and use this to identify A with a

C˚-subalgebra of LB. Let ppXn, εnqq
8
n“1 be a good approximation for A. Then

there is a short exact sequence

0 Ñ lim
Ð

1KKεnpXn, SBq Ñ KKpA,Bq Ñ lim
Ð
KKεnpXn, Bq Ñ 0 .

We are now almost ready to state and prove our reformulation of the

UCT. It will be convenient to use the following well-known reformulation of

the UCT: see [55, Page 457] or [60, Proposition 5.3] for a proof.

Theorem 2.14. A separable C˚-algebra A satisfies the UCT if and only if for

any separable C˚-algebra B such that K˚pBq “ 0 we have that KKpA,Bq “

0.

Theorem 2.15. Let A be a separable C˚-algebra. The following are equiva-

lent:
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(i) A satisfies the UCT.

(ii) Let B be a separable C˚-algebra with K˚pBq “ 0. Let π : A Ñ LSB be

a large representation, and use this to identify A with a C˚-subalgebra

of LSB. Then for any pX, γq in the set XA of Definition 2.10, there is

pZ, εq P XA with pX, γq ď pZ, εq and so that the forget control map

KKεpZ, SBq Ñ KKγpX,SBq

of Definition 2.11 is zero.

Proof. Assume first that A satisfies condition (i), and let X, ε, B and π

be as in condition (ii). Let ppXn, εnqq
8
n“1 be a good approximation of A

with X1 “ X and ε1 “ γ. As A satisfies the UCT and as K˚pBq “ 0, we

have KKpA,Bq “ 0. Hence using Theorem 2.13, lim
Ð

1KKεnpXn, SBq “ 0.

Lemma 2.4 implies that the groups KKεnpXn, SBq are all countable, whence

by Proposition 2.12, the inverse system pKKεnpXn, SBqq
8
n“1 satisfies the

Mittag-Leffler condition. On the other hand, as A satisfies the UCT and

K˚pSBq “ 0, we have KKpA, SBq “ 0 by Theorem 2.14. Hence by Theo-

rem 2.13 again, lim
Ð
KKεnpXn, SBq “ 0, whence the definition of the inverse

limit implies that for any n,

č

měn

Image
`

KKεmpXm, SBq Ñ KKεnpXn, SBq
˘

“ 0.

The Mittag-Leffler condition implies that there is N ě n such that

č

měn

Image
`

KKεmpXm, SBq Ñ KKεnpXn, SBq
˘

“ Image
`

KKεN pXN , SBq Ñ KKεnpXn, SBq
˘

so we may conclude that the forget control map

KKεN pXN , SBq Ñ KKεnpXn, SBq

is zero. In particular, such an N exists for n “ 1, and we may set Z “ XN

and ε “ εN .
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Conversely, say A satisfies condition (ii). Using Theorem 2.14, it suf-

fices to show that if B is a separable C˚-algebra with K˚pBq “ 0, then

KKpA,Bq “ 0. Let π2 : A Ñ LS2B (respectively, π3 : A Ñ LS3B) be a

large representation, and use this to identify A with a C˚-subalgebra of LS2B

(respectively, LS3B). Using condition (ii) we may construct a good approxi-

mation ppXn, εnqq
8
n“1 for A in the sense of Definition 2.10 such that for any

n the maps

KKεn`1pXn`1, S
3Bq Ñ KKεnpXn, S

3Bq (5)

and

KKεn`1pXn`1, S
2Bq Ñ KKεnpXn, S

2Bq (6)

are zero. As the maps in line (5) are all zero, the inverse system pKKεnpXn, S
3Bqq8n“1

satisfies the Mittag-Leffler condition, whence by Proposition 2.12 we have

that lim
Ð

1KKεnpXn, S
3Bq “ 0. On the other hand, the fact that the maps in

line (6) are all zero and the definition of the inverse limit immediately imply

that lim
Ð
KKεnpXn, S

2Bq “ 0. Hence in the short exact sequence

0 Ñ lim
Ð

1KKεnpXn, S
3Bq Ñ KKpA, S2Bq Ñ lim

Ð
KKεnpXn, S

2Bq Ñ 0

from Theorem 2.13 the left and right groups are zero, whence KKpA, S2Bq “

0. Hence by Bott periodicity, KKpA,Bq “ 0 as desired.

We include the following remark as the comparison to the existing liter-

ature might help orient some readers; it also gives a sense of why Corollary

2.7 is useful (our main use of that corollary will come later in the paper).

Remark 2.16. Theorem 2.15 can be used to deduce a weak version of a the-

orem of Dadarlat [21, Theorem 1.1]. Dadarlat shows that if A is a separable

nuclear C˚-algebra such for any finite subset X of A and any ε ą 0, one has

a UCT subalgebra C of A such that x Pε C for all x P X, then A satisfies

the UCT. Theorem 1.2 implies the special case of Dadarlat’s theorem where

the subalgebras C can also be taken nuclear.

To see this, note first that as a C˚-algebra satisfies the UCT (respectively,

is nuclear) if and only if its unitization satisfies the UCT (respectively, is

nuclear) by [55, Proposition 2.3 (a)] (respectively, by [10, Exercise 2.3.5]), we
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may assume that A is unital. We aim to establish the condition in Theorem

2.15 part (ii). Let then B be a separable C˚-algebra with K˚pBq “ 0. Using

Corollary 2.7, there exists a large representation π : AÑ LSB such that the

restriction of π to any unital nuclear C˚-subalgebra of A is also large. Let

X be a finite subset of A1, and let ε ą 0. Let C be a nuclear, unital, UCT

C˚-subalgebra of A such that x Pε{5 C for all x P X. Let X 1 be a finite subset

of C1 such that for each x P X there is x1 P X 1 such that }x ´ x1} ă 2ε{5.

Then the forget control map

KKε{5pX
1, SBq Ñ KKεpX,Bq (7)

of Definition 2.11 is defined. As C satisfies the UCT, and as the restriction

of π to C is also large, condition (ii) from Theorem 2.15 gives a finite subset

Y of C1 and δ ą 0 such that the forget control map

KKδpY, SBq Ñ KKε{5pX
1, SBq (8)

is defined and zero. Composing the forget control maps in lines (7) and (8),

we have established the condition from Theorem 2.15 part (ii) for A, and are

done.

It would be interesting if one could use these techniques to recover Dadar-

lat’s theorem without the extra nuclearity assumption on the UCT subalge-

bras. This would seem to require better control over the representations

involved, however: compare Remark 2.8 above.

2.2 The nuclear case

In this section, we prove a stronger version of Theorem 2.15 in the special

case that the C˚-algebra A is nuclear. The key ingredient for this is an

averaging argument due to Christensen, Sinclair, Smith, White, and Winter

[17, Section 3], which in turn relies on Haagerup’s theorem [33] that nuclear

C˚-algebras are amenable.

Let us recall some terminology about bimodules.

Definition 2.17. Let A be a unital C˚-algebra. An A-bimodule is a Banach

space E equipped with left and right module actions of A such that 1Ae “
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e1A “ e for all e P E, and such that }ae}E ď }a}A}e}E and }ea}E ď }e}E}a}A
for all a P A and e P E.

The following reformulation of nuclearity is implicit in [17, Section 3]; the

reader is encouraged to see that reference for further background.

Lemma 2.18. Let A be a unital C˚-algebra. Then the following are equiva-

lent:

(i) A is nuclear;

(ii) for any ε ą 0 and any finite subset X of A, there exist contractions

a1, ..., an P A and scalars t1, ..., tn P r0, 1s such that
řn
i“1 ti “ 1, such

that
›

›

›

›

›

1A ´
n
ÿ

i“1

tiaia
˚
i

›

›

›

›

›

A

ă ε,

and such that for any A-bimodule E, any e P E1, and any x P X,

›

›

›

›

›

x
´

n
ÿ

i“1

tiaiea
˚
i

¯

´

´

n
ÿ

i“1

tiaiea
˚
i

¯

x

›

›

›

›

›

E

ă ε. (9)

Proof. We will need to recall the projective tensor product of Banach spaces.

Let E and F be (complex) Banach spaces, and let EdF denote their algebraic

tensor product (over C). The projective norm of g P E d F is defined by

}g} :“ inf
n
ÿ

i“1

}ei}E}fi}F , (10)

where the infimum is taken over all ways of writing g as a sum
řn
i“1 eibfi of

elementary tensors. The projective tensor product of E and F , denoted EpbF ,

is the completion of E d F for the projective norm. If A is a C˚-algebra,

we make ApbA into an A-A-bimodule via the actions defined on elementary

tensors by

apbb cq :“ abb c and pbb cqa :“ bb ca. (11)
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Now, it is shown in [17, Lemma 3.1]18 that a unital C˚-algebra is nuclear if

and only if the following holds: “for any ε ą 0 and any finite subset X of A,

there exist contractions a1, ..., an P A and scalars t1, ..., tn P r0, 1s such that
řn
i“1 ti “ 1, such that

›

›

›

›

›

1A ´
n
ÿ

i“1

tiaia
˚
i

›

›

›

›

›

A

ă ε,

and such that
›

›

›

›

›

x
´

n
ÿ

i“1

tiai b a
˚
i

¯

´

´

n
ÿ

i“1

tiai b a
˚
i

¯

x

›

›

›

›

›

ApbA

ă ε (12)

for all x P X.” For the sake of this proof, let us call this the “CSSWW”

condition. It suffices for us to show that condition (ii) is equivalent to the

CSSWW condition.

First assume A satisfies condition (ii) above. Then taking E “ ApbA and

e “ 1Ab1A shows that A satisfies the CSSWW condition. Conversely, say A

satisfies the CSSWW condition. Let X be a finite subset of A and let ε ą 0,

and let a1, ..., an and t1, ..., tn satisfy the properties in the CSSWW condition

with respect to this X and ε. Let E be an A-bimodule, and e P E1. Consider

the map

π : Ad AÑ E, ab b ÞÑ aeb

from the algebraic tensor product (over C) of A with itself to E. Using the

definition of the projective tensor norm (line (10) above), it is straightfor-

ward to check that π is contractive for that norm, whence it extends to a

contractive linear map π : ApbA Ñ E. Moreover, the extended map π is

clearly an A-bimodule map for the bimodule structure on ApbA defined in

line (11). Applying π to the expression inside the norm in line (12) therefore

implies the inequality in line (9), so we are done.

18This is based on several deep ingredients: the key points are the result of Connes

[20, Corollary 2] that amenability for a C˚-algebra implies nuclearity; the converse to this

due to Haagerup [33, Theorem 3.1]; and Johnson’s foundational work on amenability and

virtual diagonals [39, Section 1].
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Remark 2.19. We will only need to apply Lemma 2.18 in the special case

that the bimodule E in part (ii) is a C˚-algebra containing A as a unital

C˚-subalgebra, with the bimodule actions defined by left and right multi-

plication. The corresponding, formally weaker, variant of condition (ii) still

implies nuclearity, as we now sketch19. Let A be a unital C˚-algebra satisfy-

ing the variant of condition (ii) from Lemma 2.18, where E is a C˚-algebra

containing A as a unital C˚-subalgebra. Let π : A Ñ BpHq be an arbitrary

unital representation, which we use to make BpHq an A-bimodule. Let I be

the directed set consisting of all pairs i “ pX, εq where X is a finite subset

of A, and ε ą 0, and where pX, εq ď pY, δq if X Ď Y and δ ď ε. For each

i “ pX, εq P I, let a
piq
1 , ..., a

piq
ni and t

piq
1 , ..., t

piq
ni have the properties in Lemma

2.18 condition (ii). For each i, define a ccp map

φi : BpHq Ñ BpHq, b ÞÑ
ni
ÿ

j“1

t
piq
j πpa

piq
j qbπpa

piq
j q

˚,

and let φ : BpHq Ñ BpHq be any point-ultraweak limit point of the net

pφiq (such exists by [10, Theorem 1.3.7], for example). Then one checks that

φ is a conditional expectation from BpHq onto πpAq1, whence the latter is

injective. As π was arbitrary, this implies that A is nuclear: indeed, applying

this to the universal representation π implies that πpAq1 is injective, whence

A˚˚ “ πpAq2 is injective by [8, IV.2.2.7], whence A is nuclear by the main

result of [16].

Variants of the next lemma we need are well-known: see for example the

lemma on page 332 of [3], which we could have used for a purely qualitative

version. For the sake of concreteness, we give a quantitative20 version.

19This also gives an approach to the theorem of Connes that amenable C˚-algebras are

nuclear that is maybe slightly more direct than the original argument from [20, Corollary

2]. However, it still factors through the theorem that injective von Neumann algebras are

semi-discrete (see [19, Theorem 6] for the case of factors, and [65] for the general case), so

cannot really be said to be genuinely simpler.
20The estimate it gives is optimal in some sense: to see this consider C “ M2pCq,

x “
´

δ 0

0 1 ´ δ

¯

, and c “
´

0 1

1 0

¯

.
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Lemma 2.20. Let δ P r0, 1{2q, and let x be a self-adjoint element in a C˚-

algebra C with spectrum that does not intersect the interval pδ, 1´ δq. Let χ

be the characteristic function of p1{2,8q. Then for any c P C,

}rχpxq, cs} ď
1

1´ 2δ
}rx, cs}.

Proof. Let N ą }x}. Let γ be the positively oriented rectangular contour

in the complex plane with vertices at 1
2
˘ iN , and 2N ˘ iN . Then by the

holomorphic functional calculus, χpxq “ 1
2πi

ş

γ
pz ´ xq´1dz. Hence for any

c P C, rχpxq, cs “ 1
2πi

ş

γ
rpz ´ xq´1, csdz. Applying the formula

rpz ´ xq´1, cs “ pz ´ xq´1rc, xspz ´ xq´1

and estimating gives

}rχpxq, cs} ď
}rc, xs}

2π

ż

γ

}pz ´ xq´1}2d|z|. (13)

Let γ1 be the side of γ described by t1
2
` it | ´N ď t ď Nu, and let γ2 be the

union of the other three sides. Then for z in the image of γ2, the continuous

functional calculus implies that }pz ´ xq´1} ď pN ´ }x}q´1. As the length of

γ2 is 4N , we thus see that
ż

γ2

}pz ´ xq´1}2}d|z| ď
4N

pN ´ }x}q2
(14)

On the other hand, for z “ 1
2
`it in the image of γ1, the continuous functional

calculus gives }pz ´ xq´1} ď
`

p1
2
´ δq2 ` t2

˘´1{2
, whence

ż

γ2

}pz ´ xq´1}2d|z| ď

ż N

´N

1

p1
2
´ δq2 ` t2

dt ď

ż 8

´8

1

p1
2
´ δq2 ` t2

dt “
π

1
2
´ δ

.

(15)

Combining lines (13), (14), and (15) we get

}rχpxq, cs} ď
}rc, xs}

2π

˜

4N

pN ´ }x}q2
`

π
1
2
´ δ

¸

.

Letting N Ñ 8 gives }rχpxq, cs} ď }rc,xs}
1´2δ

, which is the claimed estimate.
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The following lemma is our key application of Lemma 2.18.

Lemma 2.21. Let ε P p0, 1q. Let B be a separable C˚-algebra, and let A

be a separable, unital, nuclear C˚-algebra. Let π : A Ñ LSB be a large

representation (see Definition 2.9), and use this to identify A with a C˚-

subalgebra of LSB.

Let X be a finite subset of A1, and let pY, δq be an element of the set XA

of Definition 2.10 such that pX, εq ď pY, δq. Then there exists a finite subset

Z of A1 containing X and a homomorphism

φ˚ : KKε{8pZ,Bq Ñ KKδpY,Bq

such that the following diagram

KKε{8pZ,Bq

φ˚
�� ((

KKδpY,Bq // KKεpX,Bq

(where the unlabeled maps are forget control maps as in Definition 2.11)

commutes.

Proof. Let X, Y , and δ be as in the statement. If δ ě ε{8, we may just take

Z “ Y and φ˚ the forget control map. Assume then that δ ă ε{8. According

to Lemma 2.18 there exists contractions a1, ..., an P A and t1, ..., tn P r0, 1s

such that
řn
i“1 ti “ 1, such that

›

›

›

›

›

1A ´
n
ÿ

i“1

tiaia
˚
i

›

›

›

›

›

A

ă δ{4,

and such that for all y P Y and b in the unit ball of LB,

›

›

›

›

›

y
´

n
ÿ

i“1

tiaiba
˚
i

¯

´

´

n
ÿ

i“1

tiaiba
˚
i

¯

y

›

›

›

›

›

LSB

ă δ{4. (16)

We set Z :“ X Y ta˚1 , ..., a
˚
nu, and claim this works.
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Let p P Pε{8pZ,Bq, let e P LB be the neutral projection (see Definition

2.1), and define

αppq :“
n
ÿ

i“1

tiaipa
˚
i `

˜

e´
n
ÿ

i“1

tiaiea
˚
i

¸

P LB.

As the representation is large, we may use the fixed isomorphism `2 b B –

C2 b `2 b B to identify LB with M2pLBq and have that with respect to

this identification, operators in A are diagonal matrices, and e “
´

1 0

0 0

¯

. In

particular, e commutes with all the ai, and so we have

}p´ αppq} ď

›

›

›

›

›

´

1´
n
ÿ

i“1

tiaia
˚
i

¯

p

›

›

›

›

›

`

n
ÿ

i“1

ti}airp, a
˚
i s} `

›

›

›

›

›

´

1´
n
ÿ

i“1

tiaia
˚
i

¯

e

›

›

›

›

›

ă
δ

4
`
ε

8
`
δ

4
. (17)

As δ ă ε{8 and as ε ă 1, we see that }p ´ αppq} ă 1
4
. As p is a projection,

Lemma 2.3 implies that

spectrumpαppqq X p1{4, 3{4q “ ∅. (18)

Let χ be the characteristic function of p1{2,8q, so χ is continuous on the

spectrum of αppq and we may define φppq :“ χpαppqq. The rest of the proof

will be spent showing that the formula rps ÞÑ rφppqs defines a homomorphism

φ˚ : KKε{6pZ,Bq Ñ KKδpY,Bq

with the claimed properties.

We first claim that if p P Pε{8pZ,Bq, then φppq is in PδpY,Bq. Note first

that

αppq ´ e “
n
ÿ

i“1

tiaipp´ eqa
˚
i ,

which is in KB. As KB is an ideal in LB, it follows fpαppqq ´ fpeq is in

KB for any polynomial f . Letting pfnq be a sequence of polynomials that

converges uniform to χ on the spectrum of αppq and letting n Ñ 8, we see

that χpαppqq ´ e is in KB. Let now y P Y and apply the inequality in line
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(16) once with b “ p and once with b “ e (and use that re, ys “ 0) to deduce

that

}rαppq, ys} ă δ{2. (19)

Lines (19), (18), and Lemma 2.20 imply that }rχpαppqq, ys} ă δ, completing

the proof that φppq is an element of PδpY,Bq. Moreover, it is straightforward

to see that the assignment

Pε{8pZ,Bq Ñ PδpY,Bq, p ÞÑ φppq

takes homotopies to homotopies and Cuntz sums to Cuntz sums. Hence we

do indeed get a well-defined homomorphism

φ˚ : KKε{8pZ,Bq Ñ KKδpY,Bq, rps ÞÑ rφppqs

as claimed.

It remains to show that the diagram

KKε{8pZ,Bq

φ˚
�� ((

KKδpY,Bq // KKεpX,Bq

commutes. For this, let p P Pε{8pZ,Bq represent a class in KKε{8pZ,Bq, and

for t P r0, 1s, define pt :“ p1 ´ tqp ` tαppq. Then by line (17), we have that

}pt ´ p} ă
ε
8
` δ

2
ă 1

4
for all t P r0, 1s, so in particular

spectrumpptq X p1{3, 3{4q “ ∅ for all t P r0, 1s. (20)

Hence χpptq is a well-defined projection for all t P r0, 1s. We claim that χpptq

is an element of PεpX,Bq for all t P r0, 1s; as χpp1q “ χpαppqq and χpp0q “ p,

this will complete the proof.

For this last claim, note first that pt ´ e P KB for all t P r0, 1s, whence

(analogously to the case of χpαppqq argued above) χpptq ´ e P KB for all

t P r0, 1s. Morever, for all z P Z,

}rpt, zs} ď }rpt ´ p, zs} ` }rp, zs} ă 2
´ ε

8
`
δ

2

¯

`
ε

8
ă
ε

2
,
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where the last inequality used that δ ă ε{8. Hence by line (20) and Lemma

2.20, }rχpptq, zs} ă ε for all z P Z, and so in particular for all z P X. This

completes the proof that χpptq P PεpX,Bq for all t P r0, 1s, so we are done.

Corollary 2.22. Let A be a separable, unital, nuclear C˚-algebra. The fol-

lowing are equivalent:

(i) A satisfies the UCT.

(ii) Let ε P p0, 1q, and let B be a separable C˚-algebra B with K˚pBq “ 0.

Let π : A Ñ LSB be a large representation, and use this to identify A

with a C˚-subalgebra of LSB. Then for any finite subset X of A1 there

is a finite subset Z of A1 such that pX, εq ď pZ, ε{8q in the sense of

Definition 2.10, and so that the forget control map

KKε{8pZ, SBq Ñ KKεpX,SBq

of Definition 2.11 is zero.

Proof. Using Theorem 2.15, it suffices to show that condition (ii) from that

theorem implies condition (ii) from the current corollary (the converse is

immediate). Let then ε, B, π, and X be as in the statement. Then condition

(ii) from Theorem 2.15 gives pY, δq ě pX, εq in the sense of Definition 2.10

such that the associated forget control map

KKδpY, SBq Ñ KKεpX,SBq

of Definition 2.11 is zero. Lemma 2.21 then gives a finite subset Z of A1

containing X and a homomorphism

φ˚ : KKε{8pZ, SBq Ñ KKδpY, SBq, rps ÞÑ rφppqs

such that the following diagram

KKε{8pZ, SBq

φ˚
�� ((

KKδpY, SBq // KKεpX,SBq

commutes (the unlabeled arrows are forget control maps). Hence the diagonal

forget control map in the above diagram is zero, which is what we wanted to

show.
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3 Flexible models for controlled KK-theory

In this section (as throughout), if B is a separable C˚-algebra, then LB and

KB denote respectively the adjointable and compact operators on the stan-

dard Hilbert B-module `2bB. For each n, we consider LB as a subalgebra of

MnpLBq via the “diagonal inclusion” LB “ 1MnbLB ĎMnbLB “MnpLBq.
Our goal in this section is to give flexible models for controlled KK-theory

that will be useful for computations. Contrary to the usual conventions of

C˚-algebra K-theory, we base our new even and odd groups on idempotents

and invertibles rather than projections and unitaries. The extra flexibility

this allows is very useful for computations. The main reason for not writing

the whole paper using the more flexible model is that we previously estab-

lished Theorem 2.13 in [68] using the version of controlled KK-theory from

Definition 2.2 above, so need to use that model where we are directly ap-

plying Theorem 2.13. Moreover, we need the results from Section 4 in the

current paper (which are also independently needed in Section 6) to relate

the two models.

3.1 The even case

Our goal in this subsection is to define a variant of the controlled KK-theory

groups of Section 2, but based on idempotents rather than projections. For

the next definition, we recall that C` denotes the unitization of a C˚-algebra

C, and that if a P MnpCq and b P MmpCq are matrices over a C˚-algebra,

then a‘ b denotes the matrix
´

a 0

0 b

¯

in Mn`mpCq.

Definition 3.1. Let B be a separable C˚-algebra, let X be a subset21 of

the unit ball of LB, let κ ě 1, let ε ą 0, and let n P N. Define Pn,κ,εpX,Bq
to be the collection of pairs pp, qq of idempotents in MnpK`Bq satisfying the

following conditions:

21Unlike Definition 2.2, we do not require X to be “large” in the sense of Definition 2.1.

Essentially, largeness is needed to ensure that the sets KKεpX,Bq of Definition 2.2 are

groups; we show the sets we define in Definition 3.1 are groups by using matrix arguments

and a weaker equivalence relation in this definition.
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(i) }p} ď κ and }q} ď κ;

(ii) }rp, xs} ă ε and }rq, xs} ă ε for all x P X;

(iii) the classes rσppqs, rσpqqs P K0pCq defined by the images of p and q under

the canonical quotient map σ : MnpK`Bq ÑMnpCq are the same.

Define

P8,κ,εpX,Bq :“
8
ğ

n“1

Pn,κ,εpX,Bq,

i.e. P8,κ,εpX,Bq is the disjoint union of all the sets Pn,κ,εpX,Bq.
Equip each Pn,κ,εpX,Bq with the norm topology it inherits fromMnpLBq‘

MnpLBq, and equip P8,κ,εpX,Bq with the disjoint union topology. Let „ be

the equivalence relation on P8,κ,εpX,Bq generated by the following relations:

(i) pp, qq „ pp ‘ r, q ‘ rq for any element pr, rq P P8,κ,εpX,Bq with both

components the same;

(ii) pp1, q1q „ pp2, q2q whenever these elements are in the same path com-

ponent of P8,κ,εpX,Bq.22

Define KK0
κ,εpX,Bq to be equal as a set to P8,κ,εpX,Bq{ „, and provisionally

define a binary operation ` on KK0
κ,εpX,Bq by rp1, q1s ` rp2, q2s :“ rp1 ‘

q1, p2 ‘ q2s.

The next lemma is essentially the same as [68, Lemma A.21].

Lemma 3.2. With notation as in Definition 3.1, KK0
κ,εpX,Bq is a well-

defined abelian group with identity element the class r0, 0s of the zero idem-

potent.

Proof. Checking directly from the definitions shows that KK0
κ,εpX,Bq is a

well-defined (associative) monoid with identity element the class r0, 0s. A

standard rotation homotopy shows that KK0
κ,εpX,Bq is commutative. To

22Equivalently, both are in the same Pn,κ,εpX,Bq, and are in the same path component

of this set.
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complete the proof we need to show that any element rp, qs has an inverse.

We claim that this is given by rq, ps. Indeed, applying the rotation homotopy
˜˜

p 0

0 q

¸

,

˜

cosptq sinptq

´ sinptq cosptq

¸˜

q 0

0 p

¸˜

cosptq ´ sinptq

sinptq cosptq

¸¸

, t P r0, π{2s

shows that pp ‘ q, q ‘ pq „ pp ‘ q, p ‘ qq, and the element pp ‘ q, p ‘ qq is

equivalent to p0, 0q by definition of the equivalence relation.

The following lemma gives a useful description of cycles pp, qq P P8,κ,εpX,Bq
that define the zero class in KK0

κ,εpX,Bq .

Lemma 3.3. With notation as in Definition 3.1, let pp, qq P Pn,κ,εpX,Bq,
and assume that rp, qs “ 0 in KK0

κ,εpX,Bq. Then there is m P N and an

element ps, sq of Pn`2m,κ,εpX,Bq such that pp ‘ 1m ‘ 0m, q ‘ 1m ‘ 0mq is in

the same path component of Pn`2m,2κ,εpX,Bq as ps, sq.

Proof. For elements pp1, q1q and pp2, q2q in P8,κ,εpX,Bq let us write: pp1, q1q Ñ

pp2, q2q if pp2, q2q “ pp1 ‘ r, q1 ‘ rq for some pr, rq P P8,κ,εpX,Bq; pp1, q1q
h
„

pp2, q2q if there is a path connecting these elements; and pp1, q1q Ð pp2, q2q

if pp2, q2q Ñ pp1, q1q. Then rp, qs “ 0 means that there is some sequence

of moves from tÑ,Ð,
h
„u starting at pp, qq and finishing at p0, 0q. It is not

difficult to see the following: any time a move from tÑ,Ð,
h
„u is consecu-

tively repeated we may replace it by a single move of the same type; any

occurrence of “
h
„Ñ” may be replaced by an occurrence of “Ñ

h
„”; any occur-

rence of “Ð
h
„” may be replaced by an occurrence of “

h
„Ð”; any occurrence

of “ÐÑ” or “Ð
h
„Ñ” may be replaced by “Ñ

h
„Ð” (we leave the details to

the reader in each case). Using these replacements, we see that our moves

relating pp, qq to p0, 0q may be assumed to be of the form pp, qq Ñ
h
„Ð p0, 0q,

or in other words that there are elements pr, rq and pt, tq in P8,κ,εpX,Bq such

that pp‘ r, q ‘ rq is homotopic to pt, tq.

To complete the proof, note then that pp ‘ r ‘ 1 ´ r, q ‘ r ‘ 1 ´ rq is

homotopic to pt‘ 1´ r, t‘ 1´ rq. For t P r0, π{2s, define

rt :“

˜

r 0

0 0

¸

`

˜

cosptq ´ sinptq

sinptq cosptq

¸˜

0 0

0 1´ r

¸˜

cosptq sinptq

´ sinptq cosptq

¸
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so prtqtPr0,π{2s is a path connecting r ‘ 1 ´ r and 1 ‘ 0. One computes that

}rt} ď 1 ` κ ď 2κ for all t, and that }rrt, xs} ă ε for all x P X. Hence with

s “ t‘ 1´ r we get the claimed result.

We will need a more general variation of Definitions 2.10 and 2.11.

Definition 3.4. Let C be a C˚-algebra. Let X 1
C consist of all triples of the

form pX, κ, εq where X is a finite subset of the unit ball of C, κ ě 1, and

ε ą 0. Put a partial order on X 1
C by pX, κ, εq ď pY, λ, δq if δ ď ε, λ ď κ and

if for all x P X there exists y P Y with }x´ y} ď 1
2λ
pε´ δq.

Let now B be a separable C˚-algebra. Then if pX, κ, εq ď pY, λ, δq in X 1
LB ,

one checks that for each n we have

Pnλ,δpY,Bq Ď Pn,κ,εpX,Bq. (21)

We call the canonical map

KK0
λ,δpY,Bq Ñ KK0

κ,εpX,Bq

induced by the inclusions in line (21) above a forget control map.

3.2 The odd case

Our goal in this subsection is to introduce an odd parity version of the

controlled KK-theory groups of the previous section. For the statement,

recall that C` denotes the unitization of a C˚-algebra C.

Definition 3.5. Let B be a separable C˚-algebra, let X be a subset of the

unit ball of LB, let κ ě 1, let ε ą 0, and let n P N. Define Un,κ,εpX,Bq to be

the subset of those invertible elements u in MnpK`Bq satisfying the following

conditions:

(i) }u} ď κ and }u´1} ď κ;

(ii) }ru, xs} ă ε and }ru´1, xs} ă ε for all x P X.
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Define

U8,κ,εpX,Bq :“
8
ğ

n“1

Un,κ,εpX,Bq,

i.e. U8,κ,εpX,Bq is the disjoint union of all the sets Un,κ,εpX,Bq.
Equip each Un,κ,εpX,Bq with the norm topology it inherits from MnpLBq,

and equip
Ů8

n“1 Un,κ,εpX,Bq with the disjoint union topology. Define an

equivalence relation on U8,κ,εpX,Bq to be generated by the following rela-

tions:

(i) for any k P N, if 1k P Uk,κ,εpX,Bq is the identity element, then u „

u‘ 1k;

(ii) u1 „ u2 if both are elements of the same path component of U8,2κ,εpX,Bq.23

Define KK1
κ,εpX,Bq to be U8,κ,εpX,Bq{ „, and provisionally define a binary

operation ` on KK1
κ,εpX,Bq by ru1s ` ru2s :“ ru1 ‘ u2s.

Lemma 3.6. With notation as in Definition 3.5, KK1
κ,εpX,Bq is a well-

defined abelian group with identity element the class r1Bs of the unit of B.

Proof. It is straightforward to check that KK1
κ,εpX,Bq is a monoid, and the

class r1s is neutral by definition. A standard rotation homotopy shows that

KK1
κ,εpX,Bq is commutative. It remains to show that inverses exist. We

claim that for u P Un,κ,εpX,Bq, the inverse of the class rus is given by ru´1s.

Indeed, consider the homotopy

ut :“

˜

u 0

0 1

¸˜

cosptq ´ sinptq

sinptq cosptq

¸˜

1 0

0 u´1

¸˜

cosptq sinptq

´ sinptq cosptq

¸

, t P r0, π{2s.

This connects u‘u´1 and 12k, so it suffices to show that this passes through

U2n,2κ,εpX,Bq. For the commutator condition, we compute that for a P X

and t P r0, 2πs

ra, uts “

˜

ra, us 0

0 ru´1, as

¸˜

cos2ptq cosptq sinptq

cosptq sinptq ´ cos2ptq

¸

.

23Equivalently, both are in the same Un,2κ,εpX,Bq, and are in the same path component

of this set. Notice also the switch from κ to 2κ here, which is needed for our proof that

KK1
κ,εpX,Bq is a group.
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The scalar matrix on the right has norm | cosptq|, and the matrix on the left

has norm at most maxt}ra, us}, }ra, u´1s}u ă ε, so }ra, uts} ă ε. For the norm

condition, we compute that

ut “

˜

u 0

0 ´u´1

¸˜

cos2ptq cosptq sinptq

cosptq sinptq ´ cos2ptq

¸

`

˜

sin2ptq ´ cosptq sinptq

cosptq sinptq sin2ptq

¸

.

The first scalar matrix appearing above has norm | cosptq|, and the second

has norm | sinptq|. We thus have that }ut} ď κ| cosptq| ` | sinptq|, which is at

most24 2κ as required.

Definition 3.7. Let C be a C˚-algebra, and let X 1
C be the directed set of

Definition 3.4 above. Let B be a separable C˚-algebra. Then if pX, κ, εq ď

pY, λ, δq in X 1
LB , one checks that for each n we have

Un,λ,δpY,Bq Ď Un,κ,εpX,Bq (22)

for all n. We call the canonical map

KK1
λ,δpY,Bq Ď KK1

κ,εpX,Bq

induced by the inclusions in line (22) above a forget control map.

4 Homotopies, similarities, and normalization

In this section (as throughout), if B is a separable C˚-algebra, then LB and

KB denote respectively the adjointable and compact operators on the stan-

dard Hilbert B-module `2bB. For each n, we consider LB as a subalgebra of

MnpLBq via the “diagonal inclusion” LB “ 1MnbLB ĎMnbLB “MnpLBq.
Our goal is to establish some technical lemmas about the controlled

KK-groups KK0
κ,εpX,Bq and KK1

κ,εpX,Bq and the underlying sets of cy-

cles P8,κ,εpX,Bq and U8,κ,εpX,Bq from Definitions 3.1 and 3.5 respectively.

These are all variants of standard facts from C˚-algebra K-theory, but the

24We suspect the optimal estimate is κ – this is the case if u is normal, for example –

but were unable to do better than
?

1` κ2 in general.
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arguments are more involved as we need to do extra work to control commu-

tator estimates. Some of the material is adapted from the foundational work

of Oyono-Oyono and the second author on controlled K-theory [47]; those

authors work in the ‘dual’ setting to us in some sense, and similar techniques

are often useful.

Most of the results in this section come with explicit estimates. We have

generally not tried to get optimal estimates, but as it might be useful for

future work we have tried to point out where one might expect the estimates

to be optimal where this is simple to do.

4.1 Background on idempotents

In this subsection we look at idempotents in C˚-algebras and their relation-

ship to projections. Most of this is well-known; nonetheless, we give proofs

for the sake of completeness where we could not find a good reference.

To establish notation, let us first note that if p P BpHq is an idempotent,

then with respect to the decomposition H “ Imageppq ‘ ImageppqK, p has a

matrix representation

p “

˜

1 a

0 0

¸

(23)

for some a P BpImageppqK, Imageppqq; conversely, any operator admitting a

matrix of this form with respect to some orthogonal direct sum decomposition

of the underlying Hilbert space defines an idempotent.

Lemma 4.1. If p is an idempotent bounded operator on a Hilbert space that

is neither zero nor the identity, then }1´ p} “ }p} and }p´ p˚} ď }p}.

Proof. Writing p as in line (23) (and using that neither Imageppq nor ImageppqK

are the zero subspace), we compute that

}p}2 “ }pp˚} “ }1` aa˚} “ 1` }a}2 (24)

and moreover that

}1´ p}2 “ }p1´ pq˚p1´ pq} “ }1` a˚a} “ 1` }a}2 “ }p}2.
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Looking now at p´ p˚, we see that

pp´ p˚qpp´ p˚q˚ “

˜

0 a

´a˚ 0

¸˜

0 ´a

a˚ 0

¸

“

˜

aa˚ 0

0 a˚a

¸

,

whence }p´ p˚}2 “ }a}2 ď }p}2.

Corollary 4.2. If κ ě 1, and p is any idempotent in a C˚-algebra with

}p} ď κ, then }1´ p} ď κ, }p´ p˚} ď κ, and }2p´ 1} ď 2κ.

Proof. The estimates for }1´p} and }p´p˚} are immediate from Lemma 4.1

(and direct checks for the degenerate cases p “ 0 and p “ 1). The estimate

for 2p´ 1 follows as 2p´ 1 “ p´ p1´ pq.

It will be convenient to formalize a standard construction in C˚-algebra

K-theory for turning idempotents into projections (compare for example [7,

Proposition 4.6.2]).

Definition 4.3. Let p be an idempotent in a C˚-algebra C. Define z :“

1 ` pp ´ p˚qpp˚ ´ pq P C`, and note that z ě 1C` so z is invertible. Define

r :“ pp˚z´1, which is an element of C. We call r the projection25 associated

to p.

Remark 4.4. If C is a concrete C˚-algebra and p is an idempotent with

matrix representation as in line (23), then one computes that the associated

projection has matrix representation

r “

˜

1 0

0 0

¸

(25)

with respect to the same decomposition of the underlying Hilbert space. In

particular, r is the projection with the same image as the idempotent p.

Lemma 4.5. Let p be an idempotent in a C˚-algebra C, and assume that

}p} ď κ for some κ ě 1. Let r be the projection associated to p as in

Definition 4.3, and for t P r0, 1s define rt :“ p1´ tqp` tr. Then the following

hold:
25It will be shown to be a projection in the next lemma.
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(i) The element r is a projection in C, and there is an invertible u P C`

such that upu´1 “ r. Moreover, u and its inverse have norm at most

1` }p}, and u is connected to the identity through a path of invertibles

such that all the invertibles in the path and all of their inverses have

norm at most 1` }p}.

(ii) Each rt is an idempotent such that }rt} ď κ for all t, and the map

t ÞÑ rt is κ-Lipschitz.

(iii) For any c P C and t P r0, 1s we have }rrt, cs} ď p1`2tq}rp, cs}`t}rp, c˚s}.

(iv) The map

tp P C | p “ p2u Ñ tp P C | p “ p2 “ p˚u

that takes an idempotent to its associated projection is 1-Lipschitz.

Proof. Part (i) as in line (23), we may write p “
´

1 a

0 0

¯

, and note as in line

(24) that }p} “
a

1` }a}2, so in particular }a} ď }p}. Using the discussion

in Remark 4.4 we see that u “
´

1 a

0 1

¯

satisfies upu´1 “ r, and that the

path ut “
´

1 ta

0 1

¯

connects u to the identity through invertibles of norm at

most 1 ` }ta} ď 1 ` }p}. The claims on the norms of the inverses follow as
´

1 ta

0 1

¯´1

“

´

1 ´ta

0 1

¯

.

(or see for example the proof of [7, Proposition 4.6.2]).

For part (ii), we write p as in line (23), note that }a} ď κ, and also that

r has the matrix representation as in line (25). This implies the claimed

properties.

For part (iii), we again write p as a matrix as in line (23). Let c P C, and

with respect to the same decomposition of the underlying Hilbert space, let

us write

c “

˜

c11 c12
c21 c22

¸

.

Then one computes that

rp, cs “

˜

ac21 c12 ` ac22 ´ c11a

´c21 ´c21a

¸

. (26)
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As the conditional expectation that sends a matrix to its diagonal is contrac-

tive, we have
›

›

›

›

›

˜

ac21 0

0 ´c21a

¸
›

›

›

›

›

ď }rp, cs}

and combining this with line (26) gives

›

›

›

›

›

˜

0 c12 ` ac22 ´ c11a

´c21 0

¸
›

›

›

›

›

ď 2}rp, cs}. (27)

One computes that the top right entry of rp´ p˚, cs is ac22 ´ c11a, whence

}ac22 ´ c11a} ď }rp´ p
˚, cs} ď }rp, cs} ` }rp, c˚s}.

This and line (27) together imply that

›

›

›

›

›

˜

0 c12
´c21 0

¸›

›

›

›

›

ď 3}rp, cs} ` }rp, c˚s}. (28)

As r has the matrix representation from line (25), the left hand side of the

inequality in line (28) equals }rr, cs}, and so line (28) can be rewritten as the

inequality }rr, cs} ď 3}rp, cs} ` }rp, c˚s}. As rt “ p1 ´ tqp ` tr, this implies

the claimed estimate.

For part (iv) we may assume that C is a concrete C˚-algebra. As noted

in Remark 4.4, the projection r associated to an idempotent p is then simply

the orthogonal projection with the same image as p. In this language, part

(iv) is [41, Chapter One, Theorem 6.35].

4.2 From similarities to homotopies

Our goal in this short subsection is to establish an analogue of the standard

K-theoretic fact that similar idempotents are homotopic, at least up to to

increasing matrix sizes. Compare for example [7, Proposition 4.4.1].

Proposition 4.6. Let B be a separable C˚-algebra, let X be a subset of the

unit ball of LB, and let κ ě 1 and ε ą 0. Let pp0, qq and pp1, qq be elements
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of Pn,κ,εpX,Bq, and let u P Un,κ,εpX,Bq be such that up0u
´1 “ p1. Then the

elements pp0‘0n, q‘0nq and pp1‘0n, q‘0nq are in the same path component

of P2n,κ3,3κ2εpX,Bq, and in particular, pp0, qq and pp1, qq define the same class

in KK0
κ3,3κ2εpX,Bq.

The analogous statement holds with the roles of the first (“ p”) and second

(“ q”) components reversed.

Proof. Define

vt :“

˜

cosptq ´ sinptq

sinptq cosptq

¸˜

1 0

0 u

¸˜

cosptq sinptq

´ sinptq cosptq

¸

PM2npK`Bq.

Then the path

t ÞÑ pvtpp0 ‘ 0nqv
´1
t , q ‘ 0nq, t P r0, π{2s

connects pp0 ‘ 0n, q ‘ 0nq to pp1 ‘ 0n, q ‘ 0nq through P2n,κ3,3κ2εpX,Bq. We

leave the direct checks involved to the reader.

4.3 Normalization

Our goal in this subsection is to show that cycles for KK0
κ,εpX,Bq and

KK1
κ,εpX,Bq can be assumed to have prescribed “scalar part”, at least up to

some deterioration of κ and ε.

The following lemma is well-known without the Lipschitz condition26: see

for example [7, Theorem 4.6.7] or [36, Corollary 4.1.8].

Lemma 4.7. Let L ą 0. Then if pptqtPr0,1s is an L-Lipschitz path of pro-

jections in a unital C˚-algebra C, there is a p3Lq-Lipschitz path putqtPr0,1s of

unitaries in C such that u0 “ 1, and such that pt “ utp0u
˚
t for all t P r0, 1s.

We need a preliminary lemma.

26The constant 3 appearing in the statement is not optimal: one can see from the proof

that 3 can be replaced with 2 ` ε, for any ε ą 0. We do not know what the optimal

constant is.
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Lemma 4.8. Let η ě 1, and let C be a unital C˚-algebra. Then the map

tc P C | c ě η´1u Ñ C, c ÞÑ c´1{2

is 1
2
η3{2-Lipschitz27.

Proof. For any positive real number t, one has

t´1{2 “
2

π

ż 8

0

pλ2 ` tq´1dλ,

whence for any positive invertible elements c, d P C

c´1{2 ´ d´1{2 “
2

π

ż 8

0

`

pλ2 ` cq´1 ´ pλ2 ` dq´1
˘

dλ. (29)

Using the formula

pλ2 ` cq´1 ´ pλ2 ` dq´1 “ pλ2 ` cq´1pd´ cqpλ2 ` dq´1

and assuming that c ě η´1 and d ě η´1, the continuous functional calculus

implies that

}pλ2 ` cq´1 ´ pλ2 ` dq´1} ď }c´ d}pλ2 ` η´1q´2.

This inequality and line (29) imply that

}c´1{2 ´ d´1{2} ď
2}c´ d}

π

ż 8

0

pλ2 ` η´1q´2dλ.

The integral on the right hand side equals pπη3{2q{4, whence the result.

Proof of Lemma 4.7. We first claim that it suffices to show we can choose a

δ ą 0 such that if rt1, t2s is a sub-interval of r0, 1s of length at most δ, and

t ÞÑ pt is a projection-valued L-Lipschitz function on rt1, t2s, then there is

a unitary-valued p3Lq-Lipschitz function t ÞÑ ut on rt1, t2s such that u0 “ 1

and pt “ utp0u
˚
t for all t P rt1, t2s. Indeed, if we can do this, then let

27The constant is optimal in some sense: this follows as the absolute value if the deriva-

tive of the function t ÞÑ t´1{2 on rη´1,8q has maximum value 1
2η

3{2.
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0 “ t0 ă t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tN “ 1 be a partition of the interval r0, 1s such that

each subinterval has length at most δ, and for each i P t0, ..., N ´1u choose a

unitary-valued p3Lq-Lipschitz function t ÞÑ u
piq
t on rti, ti`1s such that u

piq
ti “ 1

and pt “ u
piq
t ptipu

piq
t q

˚ for all t P rti, ti`1s. The function on r0, 1s defined on

each subinterval rti, ti`1s by

t ÞÑ u
piq
t u

pi´1q
ti u

pi´2q
ti´1

¨ ¨ ¨u
p0q
t1

then has the right properties to establish the lemma.

Let us then establish the statement in the claim. Let ε ą 0 be small

enough that p1´p2` εqεq´1{2`p1` εq2p1´p2` εqεq´3{2 ď 3, and let δ ą 0 be

such that if t, s P r0, 1s satisfy |t´s| ď δ, then }ps´pt} ă ε. Let rt1, t2s be an

interval of length at most δ. For t P rt1, t2s, define xt :“ ptpt1`p1´ptqp1´pt1q

and note that

}xt ´ 1} “ }p2pt ´ 1qppt1 ´ ptq} ď }2pt ´ 1}}pt1 ´ pt} ă ε,

and so each xt is invertible, }xt} ă 1 ` ε, and also }x´1t } ă p1 ´ εq´1 by the

Neumann series formula for the inverse. One computes that xtpt1 “ ptpt1 “

ptxt, and so xtpt1x
´1
t “ pt. Moreover, pt1x

˚
t “ x˚t pt, and so pt1x

˚
t xt “ x˚t ptxt “

x˚t xtpt1 , i.e. x˚t xt commutes with pt1 . If we define wt :“ xtpx
˚
t xtq

´1{2, we have

that wt is unitary and moreover

wtpt1w
´1
t “ xtpx

˚
t xtq

´1{2pt1px
˚
t xtq

1{2x´1t “ xtpt1x
´1
t “ pt.

It remains to show that the path defined on rt1, t2s by t ÞÑ wt is p3Lq-

Lipschitz.

We first note that for s, t P rt1, t2s, we have that

}xs ´ xt} “ }ppt ´ psqp2pt1 ´ 1q} ď }pt ´ ps} ď L|s´ t| (30)

by assumption that pptq is L-Lipschitz. Using that }xt} ă 1` ε, this implies

that for any s, t P rt1, t2s

}x˚t xt ´ x
˚
sxs} ď }x

˚
t ´ x

˚
s}}xt} ` }x

˚
s}}xt ´ xs} ă 2p1` εqL|s´ t|.
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Moreover, }1´x˚t xt} ă p2`εqε, whence 1´p2`εqε ď x˚t xt and so in particular

}px˚t xtq
´1{2

} ď p1´ p2` εqεq´1{2 for all t P rt1, t2s. (31)

Hence moreover Lemma 4.8 (with η “ p1 ´ p2 ` εqq´1) implies that for any

s, t P rt1, t2s

}px˚t xtq
´1{2

´ px˚sxsq
´1{2

} ď p1´ p2` εqεq´3{2p1` εqL|s´ t|. (32)

Lines (30), (32), and (31) combined with the fact that }xt} ă 1 ` ε for all

t P rt1, t2s implies that for any s, t P rt1, t2s

}wt ´ ws} ď}xt ´ xs}}px
˚
t xtq

´1{2
} ` }xs}}px

˚
t xtq

´1{2
´ px˚sxsq

´1{2
}

ďp1´ p2` εqεq´1{2L|s´ t| ` p1` εq2p1´ p2` εqεq´3{2L|s´ t|

which implies the desired estimate by choice of ε.

For the statement of the next definition, recall that for l P t1, ..., nu, we

let 1l PMnpCq be the rank l projection with l ones in the top-left part of the

diagonal and zeros elsewhere.

Definition 4.9. With notation as in Definition 3.1, define

P1
n,κ,εpX,Bq :“

#

pp, qq P Pn,κ,εpX,Bq Dl P N such that pp, qq ´ p1l, 1lq

is in MnpKBq ‘MnpKBq

+

.

Define P1
8,κ,εpX,Bq to be the disjoint union of these sets as n ranges over N.

Here is the first of our main goals for this subsection: it allows control of

the “scalar part” of cycles for KK0
κ,εpX,Bq.

Proposition 4.10. Let B be a separable C˚-algebra. Let X be a self-adjoint28

subset of the unit ball of LB, let ε ą 0, let κ ě 1, and let n P N.

(i) Any element Pn,κ,εpX,Bq is in the same path component of Pn,4κ3,εpX,Bq
as an element of P1

n,4κ3,εpX,Bq
29.

28We mean here that X “ X˚, not the stronger assumption that every x P X is self-

adjoint.
29If κ “ 1, one can replace 4κ3 with 1 in the statement: we leave the details to the

reader.
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(ii) If two elements pp0, q0q and pp1, q1q of P1
n,κ,εpX,Bq are connected by a

path in Pn,κ,εpX,Bq, then they are connected by a path in P1
n,κ,4εpX,Bq.

Moreover, if L ě 1 is such that there is an L-Lipschitz path in Pn,κ,εpX,Bq
connecting pp0, q0q and pp1, q1q, then there is a p20κLq-Lipschitz path in

P1
n,κ,4εpX,Bq connecting pp0, q0q and pp1, q1q.

Proof of Proposition 4.10. For part (i), assume that pp, qq is an element of

Pn,κ,εpX,Bq. Hence by definition of Pn,κ,εpX,Bq, if K`B is the unitization of

KB and σ : MnpK`Bq ÑMnpCq is the canonical quotient map then the classes

rσppqs and rσpqqs in K0pCq are the same, so in particular the idempotents

σppq and σpqq have the same rank. Using Lemma 4.5 part (i), there are paths

of invertibles putqtPr0,1s and pvtqtPr0,1s in MnpCq and projections r, s such that

u1 “ v1 is the identity, such that u0ru
´1
0 “ σppq, such that v0sv

´1
0 “ σpqq,

and such that the norms of all the ut, all the vt and their inverses are all

at most 1 ` κ ď 2κ. On the other hand, r and s have the same rank,

whence there are paths of unitaries putqtPr1,2s and pvtqtPr0,1s in MnpCq such

that u1 “ v1 is the identity, and such that u2ru
˚
2 “ 1l, and v2sv

˚
2 “ 1l.

As scalar matrices commute with X, the path pputpu
´1
t , vtqv

´1
t qqtPr0,2s passes

through Pn,4κ3,εpX,Bq, and connects pp, qq to an element of P1
n,4κ3,εpX,Bq as

required.

For part (ii), we just look at the statement involving Lipschitz paths;

the case of general continuous paths follows (in a simpler way) from the

same arguments, and is left to the reader. Assume that pp0, q0q and pp1, q1q

are elements of P1
n,κ,εpX,Bq that are connected by an L-Lipschitz path that

passes through Pn,κ.εpX,Bq. In particular there exists l P N such that σpp0q “

σpq0q “ 1l “ σpp1q “ σpq1q. Let r0 be the projection associated to p0 as in

Definition 4.3. As in Lemma 4.5, part (ii), the path defined for t P r0, 1s by

t ÞÑ p1´ tqp0` tr0 is κ-Lipschitz and connects p0 and r0 through idempotents

of norm at most κ. Moreover, Lemma 4.5, part (iii) implies that for all x P X

and all t P r0, 1s

}rp1´ tqp0 ` tr0, xs} ď p1` 2tq}rp0, xs} ` t}rp0, x
˚
s}.

As X “ X˚, this implies that }rp1´ tqp0` tr0, xs} ă 4ε for all x P X, and all

t P r0, 1s. Note also that σpp1 ´ tqp0 ` tr0q “ 1l for all t. Similarly, we get
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s0 which has the same properties with respect to q0. We have thus shown

that pp0, q0q is connected to the element pr0, s0q via a κ-Lipschitz path in

P1
n,κ,4εpX,Bq. Completely analogously, pp1, q1q is connected to its associated

projection pr1, s1q via a κ-Lipschitz path in P1
n,κ,4εpX,Bq. Moreover, using

Lemma 4.5, part (iv), we have that pr0, s0q and pr1, s1q are connected by an

L-Lipschitz path of projections in Pn,1,4εpX,Bq, say pprt, stqqtPr0,1s.

Now, consider the path pσprtq, σpstqqtPr0,1s in MnpCq‘MnpCq, which is also

L-Lipschitz. Lemma 4.7 gives p3Lq-Lipschitz paths putqtPr0,1s and pvtqtPr0,1s of

unitaries in MnpCq such that σprtq “ utσpr0qu
˚
t and σpstq “ vtσps0qv

˚
t for all

t P r0, 1s. The path ppu˚t rtut, v
˚
t stvtqqtPr0,1s then passes through P1

n,1,4εpX,Bq,

is p6Lq-Lipschitz, and connects pr0, s0q to pu˚1r1u1, v
˚
1s1v1q.

Summarizing where we are, we have the following paths

(i) A κ-Lipschitz path through P1
n,κ,4εpX,Bq, parametrized by r0, 1s, and

that connects pp0, q0q and pr0, s0q.

(ii) A p6Lq-Lipschitz path through P1
n,1,4εpX,Bq, parametrized by r0, 1s,

and that connects pr0, s0q and pu˚1r1u1, v
˚
1s1v1q.

(iii) A κ-Lipschitz path through P1
n,κ,4εpX,Bq, parametrized by r0, 1s, and

that connects pp1, q1q and pr1, s1q.

We claim that there is a 2π-Lipschitz path passing through P1
n,1,4εpX,Bq,

parametrized by r0, 1s and connecting pu˚1r1u1, v
˚
1s1v1q and pr1, s1q. Concate-

nating this new path with the three paths above (and using that κ ě 1

and that L ě 1), and rescaling the two κ-Lipschitz paths by 1{12, the 6L-

Lipschitz path by 4{12, and the 6π-Lipschitz by 6{12, this will give us a

p20κLq-Lipschitz path connecting pp0, q0q and pp1, q1q through P1
n,1,4εpX,Bq,

which will complete the proof.

To establish the claim note that u1 commutes with 1l, and is therefore

connected to the identity in MnpCq via a π-Lipschitz path of unitaries that all

commute with 1l, say putqtPr1,2s. Similarly, we get a π-Lipschitz path pvtqtPr1,2s
with the same properties with respect to v1. The path ppu˚t r1ut, v

˚
t s1vtqqtPr1,2s

then passes through P1
n,1,4εpX,Bq, is 2π-Lipschitz, and connects pu˚1r1u1, v

˚
1s1v1q

to pr1, s1q, so we are done.
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We now move on to results that let us prescribe the “scalar part” of cycles

for KK1, which is much simpler.

Definition 4.11. With notation as in Definition 3.5, define

U1
n,κ,εpX,Bq :“ tu P Un,κ,εpX,Bq | u´ 1 PMnpKBqu.

Define U1
8,κ,εpX,Bq to be the disjoint union of these sets as n ranges over N.

We need a slight variant of the well-known fact that the group of invert-

ibles in a C˚-algebra deform retracts onto the group of unitaries.

Lemma 4.12. Let κ ě 1, let C be a unital C˚-algebra, and let C´1κ be the

set of invertible elements u P C such that }u} ď κ and }u´1} ď κ. Then the

unitary group of C is a deformation retract of C´1κ . In particular, MnpCq´1κ
is connected.

Proof. Let u P C´1κ , and for t P r0, 1{2s define ut :“ upu˚uq´t. This is a

homotopy between the identity u ÞÑ u0 on C´1κ and the map u ÞÑ u1{2; the

latter is a retraction of C´1κ onto the unitary group of C, giving the first

part. In particular, it follows that C´1κ is connected if and only if C´11 is

connected; as the unitary group of MnpCq is connected, this gives the last

statement.

Proposition 4.13. Let B be a separable C˚-space, let X be a subset of the

unit ball of LB, let ε ą 0, let κ ě 1, and let n P N.

(i) Any element v P Un,κ,εpX,Bq is in the same path component of Un,κ2,κεpX,Bq
as an element of U1

n,κ2,κεpX,Bq.

(ii) If two elements v0, v1 P U1
n,κ,εpX,Bq are in the same path component of

Un,κ,εpX,Bq, then they are in the same path component of U1
n,κ2,κεpX,Bq.

Proof. For part (i), let K`B be the unitization of KB, let σ : MnpK`Bq ÑMnpCq
be the canonical quotient map, and set w “ σpu´1q. Using Lemma 4.12,

there is a path pwtqtPr0,1s of invertibles connecting w “ w1 to the identity

and all with norm at most κ. Then the path pwtvqtPr0,1s is in Un,κ2,κεpX,Bq
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and connects v to the element u :“ w1v, which satisfies σpuq “ 1, and so

1´ u PMnpKBq.

For part (ii), let pvtqtPr0,1s be a path in Un,κ,εpX,Bq connecting v0 and

v1. Let wt “ σpv´1t q, and note that w0 “ w1 “ 1. Moreover, }wt} ď κ for

all t. Then ut :“ wtvt is a path connecting v0 and v1 in U1
n,κ2,κεpX,Bq as

required.

4.4 From homotopies to similarities

Our goal in this subsection is to establish a controlled variant of the fact

that homotopic idempotents are similar: compare for example [7, Proposition

4.3.2]. This requires some work, as we need to control the “speed” of the

homotopy in order to control the commutator estimates for the invertible

element appearing in the similarity. The final target is Proposition 4.17

below; the other results build up to it.

Lemma 4.14. Let κ ě 1, and let p0 and p1 be idempotents in a C˚-algebra

C with norm at most κ, and such that }p0 ´ p1} ď 1{p12κ2q. Then there is

a path pptqtPr0,1s of idempotents connecting p0 and p1, and with the following

properties:

(i) each pt is an idempotent in C of norm at most 2κ;

(ii) for all c P C and t P r0, 1s,

}rc, pts} ď 21κ2 max
i“0,1

}rc, pis};

(iii) the function t ÞÑ pt is 1-Lipschitz.

Proof. For each t P r0, 1s, define rt :“ p1 ´ tqp0 ` tp1 P C, and define ut :“

p1´rtqp1´p0q`rtp0 P C
`. Corollary 4.2 implies that }2p0´1} ď 2κ, whence

}1´ ut} “ }p2p0 ´ 1qpp0 ´ rtq} ď 2κ}p0 ´ p1} ď 1{6

In particular, ut is invertible, }ut} ď 7{6, and }u´1t } ď 6{5 by the Neumann

series formula of the inverse. Define pt :“ utp0u
´1
t , which is an idempotent
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in C. We claim that the path pptqtPr0,1s has the desired properties. Note

first that r0 “ p0, whence u0 “ 1, and so the path pptqtPr0,1s does start at

the original p0. On the other hand, u1p0 “ r1p0 “ p1p0 “ p1u1, whence

u1p0u
´1
1 “ p1. Thus the path pptq does connect p0 and p1.

For part (i), note that as utp0 “ rtp0, we get

}pt} “ }rtp0u
´1
t } ď }prt ´ p0qp0u

´1
t } ` }p0u

´1
t } ď

1

12κ2
κ

6

5
` κ

6

5
ď 2κ.

For part (ii), let δ “ maxi“0,1 }rc, pis}. We compute using the identity 1´ut “

p2p0 ´ 1qpp0 ´ rtq that

}rut, cs} “ }r1´ ut, cs} ď }r2p0 ´ 1, cs}}p0 ´ rt} ` }2p0 ´ 1}}rp0 ´ rt, cs}

ď 2}rp0, cs}}p0 ´ rt} ` }2p0 ´ 1}p}rp0, cs} ` }rrt, cs}q.

Using that }2p0 ´ 1} ď 2κ again, this implies that

}rut, cs} ď 2δ
1

12κ2
` 2κ ¨ 2δ “

´

4κ`
1

6κ2

¯

δ.

Hence also

}ru´1t , cs} “ }u´1t rc, utsu
´1
t } ď

36

25

´

4κ`
1

6κ2

¯

δ}c}

and so

}rpt, cs} “ }rutp0u
´1
t , cs}

ď }rut, cs}}p0}}u
´1
t } ` }ut}}rp0, cs}}u

´1
t } ` }ut}}p0}}ru

´1
t , cs}

ď

´

4κ`
1

6κ2

¯

δκ
6

5
`

7

5
δ `

7

6
κ

36

25

´

4κ`
1

6κ2

¯

δ

ď 21κ2δ

as claimed. Finally, for part (iii), we again use that }2p0´1} ď 2κ to compute

that for any s, t P r0, 1s,

}us ´ ut} “ }p2p0 ´ 1qprs ´ rtq} ď }2p0 ´ 1}|s´ t|}p0 ´ p1} ď 2κ|s´ t|
1

12κ2

“
1

6κ
|s´ t|
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and so

}u´1s ´ u´1t } “ }u
´1
t put ´ usqu

´1
s } ď

36

25

1

6κ
|s´ t| “

6

25κ
|s´ t|.

Hence

}pt ´ ps} ď }put ´ usqp0u
´1
t } ` }usp0pu

´1
t ´ u´1s q}

ď
1

6κ
|s´ t|κ

6

5
`

7

6
κ

6

25κ
|s´ t|

ď |s´ t|

as claimed.

The next lemma gives universal control over the “speed” of a homotopy

between idempotents (at the price of moving to larger matrices). The basic

idea is not new: see for example [47, Proposition 1.31]. We give a complete

proof, however, as we need to incorporate commutator estimates and work

with idempotents rather than projections.

Lemma 4.15. Let B be a separable C˚-algebra, let X be a subset of the unit

ball of LB, let ε ą 0, and let n P N. Let pp0, q0q and pp1, q1q be elements of the

same path component of Pn,κ,εpX,Bq. Then there is k P N and a homotopy

pprt, stqqtPr0,1s in Pp2k`1qn,2κ,21κ2εpX,Bq such that pri, siq “ ppi‘1nk‘0nk, qi‘

1nk‘0nkq for i P t0, 1u, and such that the map t ÞÑ prt, stq is p16κq-Lipschitz.

Proof. Let pppt, qtqqtPr0,1s be an arbitrary homotopy in Pn,κ,εpX,Bq connecting

pp0, q0q and pp1, q1q. Let δ ą 0 be such that if s, t P r0, 1s satisfy |s ´ t| ď δ,

then }ps ´ pt} ď 1{p12κ2q and }qs ´ qt} ď 1{p12κ2q. Let 0 “ t0 ă t1 ă .... ă

tk “ 1 be a sequence of points in r0, 1s such that ti`1 ´ ti ď δ for all i. We

claim that this k works, and to show this we build an appropriate homotopy

by concatenating the various steps below.

(i) Connect pp0 ‘ 1nk ‘ 0nk, q0 ‘ 1nk ‘ 0nkq to
`

p0 ‘ p1n ‘ 0nq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ p1n ‘ 0nq
loooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooon

k times

, q0 ‘ p1n ‘ 0nq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ p1n ‘ 0nq
loooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooon

k times

˘

via a 2-Lipschitz rotation homotopy parametrized by r0, π{2s and pass-

ing through Pp2k`1qn,κ,εpX,Bq.
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(ii) In the ith ‘block’ 1n ‘ 0n, use the homotopy
˜

1´ pti 0

0 0

¸

`

˜

cosptq ´ sinptq

sinptq cosptq

¸˜

0 0

0 pti

¸˜

cosptq sinptq

´ sinptq cosptq

¸

(parametrized by t P r0, π{2s) to connect 1n ‘ 0n to 1 ´ pti ‘ pti , and

similarly for q. In order to compute commutator estimates, note that

rearranging gives that the homotopy above is the same as
˜

1 0

0 0

¸

`

˜

pti 0

0 pti

¸˜

´ cos2ptq ´ sinptq cosptq

´ sinptq cosptq cos2ptq

¸

, t P r0, π{2s.

The scalar matrix appearing on the right above has norm | cosptq|,

whence every element in this homotopy has norm at most 2κ. Hence

our homotopy connects the result of the previous stage to

pp0‘1´pt1‘pt1‘¨ ¨ ¨‘1´ptk‘ptk , q0‘1´qt1‘qt1‘¨ ¨ ¨‘1´qtk‘qtkq

through Pp2k`1qn,2κ,εpX,Bq, and is 2κ-Lipschitz.

(iii) From Corollary 4.2, each idempotent 1 ´ pti has norm at most κ. For

each i P t1, ..., ku, using that }p1´ptiq´p1´pti´1
q} ď 1{p12κ2q, Lemma

4.14 gives a path of idempotents connecting 1´pti and 1´pti´1
and with

the following properties: it is 1-Lipschitz; it consists of idempotents of

norm at most 2κ; each idempotent r in the path satisfies }rr, xs} ď 21κ2ε

for all x P X. We get similar paths with respect to the elements 1´ qti ,

and use these paths to connect the result of the previous stage to

pp0‘1´pt0‘pt1‘¨ ¨ ¨‘1´ptk´1
‘ptk , q0‘1´qt0‘qt1‘¨ ¨ ¨‘1´qtk´1

‘qtkq.

via a 1-Lipschitz path in Pp2k`1qn,2κ,21κ2εpX,Bq.

(iv) Use an analog of the homotopy in step (ii) in each block of the form

pti ‘ 1 ´ pti (and similarly for q) to connect the result of the previous

stage to
`

p1n ‘ 0nq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ p1n ‘ 0nq
loooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooon

k times

‘ptk , p1n ‘ 0nq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ p1n ‘ 0nq
loooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooon

k times

‘qtk
˘

.

This passes through Pp2k`1qn,2κ,εpX,Bq, and is 2κ-Lipschitz.
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(v) Finally, noting that ptk “ p1 and qtk “ q1, use a rotation homotopy

parametrized by r0, π{2s to connect the result of the previous stage to

pp1 ‘ 1nk ‘ 0nk, q1 ‘ 1nk ‘ 0nkq. This passes through Pp2k`1qn,κ,εpX,Bq
and is 2κ-Lipschitz.

Concatenating the five homotopies above gives a 2κ-Lipschitz homotopy,

parametrized by r0, 2π` 1s, that passes through Pp2k`1qn,2κ,εpX,Bq and con-

nects pp0 ‘ 1nk ‘ 0nk, q0 ‘ 1nk ‘ 0nkq and pp1 ‘ 1nk ‘ 0nk, q1 ‘ 1nk ‘ 0nkq.

Reparametrizing by r0, 1s, we get a p16κq-Lipschitz homotopy as required.

Before we get to the main result of this subsection, we give one more

elementary lemma; we record it as it will be used multiple times below.

Lemma 4.16. Say x and y1, ..., yn are elements of a C˚-algebra such that

}rx, yis} ď δ and }yi} ď m for all i. Then if y :“ y1y2 ¨ ¨ ¨ yn, we have

}rx, ys} ď nmn´1δ.

Proof. This follows from the formula

rx, ys “
n
ÿ

i“1

´

ź

1ďjăi

yj

¯

rx, yis
´

ź

iăjďn

yj

¯

,

which itself follows from induction on n and the usual Leibniz formula rx, y1y2s “

y1rx, y2s ` rx, y1sy2.

Here is the main result of this subsection. The basic idea of the proof is

contained in [47, Corollary 1.32], but as usual we need to do more work in

order to get our estimates.

Proposition 4.17. Let B be a separable C˚-algebra, let X be a self-adjoint

subset of the unit ball of LB, let κ ě 1, and let ε ą 0. Let M “ 2p100κq
3
. With

notation as in Definition 4.9, let n P N, and let pp, qq be in the same path

component of P1
n,κ,εpX,Bq as an element pr, rq with both entries the same.

Then there is m P N and (with notation as in Definition 4.11) an element

u P U1
n`2m,M,MεpX,Bq such that

upp‘ 1m ‘ 0mqu
´1
“ q ‘ 1m ‘ 0m.
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Proof. Let k P N be as in the conclusion of Lemma 4.15, so there exists

a p16κq-Lipschitz homotopy in Pp2k`1qn,2κ,21κ2εpX,Bq between pp ‘ 1nk ‘

0nk, q ‘ 1nk ‘ 0nkq and pr ‘ 1nk ‘ 0nk, r ‘ 1nk ‘ 0nkq. Set m “ kn. Propo-

sition 4.10 gives a p20κ ¨ 16κq-Lipschitz path pppt, qtqqtPr0,1s passing through

P1
n`2m,2κ,84κ2εpX,Bq that connects pp‘1nk‘0nk, q‘1nk‘0nkq and pr‘1nk‘

0nk, r ‘ 1nk ‘ 0nkq. To simplify notation, note this path is p29κ2q-Lipschitz,

and that it passes through P1
n`2m,2κ,27κ2εpX,Bq

Define N :“ r213κ3s (where rys is the least integer at least as large as y),

and define ti “ i{N for i P t0, ..., Nu. As the path pppt, qtqqtPr0,1s is p29κ2q-

Lipschitz, for any i P t1, ..., Nu, }pti ´ pti´1
} ď p16κq´1. For i P t1, ..., Nu,

define vi :“ pti´1
pti ` p1 ´ pti´1

qp1 ´ ptiq. As }pti} ď 2κ for all i, Corollary

4.2 implies that

}2pti ´ 1} ď 4κ (33)

for all i, and so

}1´ vi} “ }p2pti´1
´ 1qppti´1

´ ptiq} ď 4κ ¨ p16κq´1 ď 1{2.

It follows that each vi is invertible, }vi} ď 2, and (by the Neumann se-

ries formula for the inverse) }v´1i } ď 2. Note also that as the homotopy

pppt, qtqqtPr0,1s passes through P1
p2k`1qn,2κ,27κ2εpX,Bq all the elements pti must

have the same “scalar part” (i.e. the same image under the canonical map

Mn`2mpK`Bq Ñ Mn`2mpCq), and so the elements vi must satisfy 1 ´ vi P

Mn`2mpKBq. Moreover, for x P X, using line (33) again we see that

}rvi, xs} “ }rvi ´ 1, xs}

“ }rp2pti´1
´ 1qppti´1

´ ptiq, xs}

ď 2}rpti´1
, xs}p}pti´1

} ` }pti}q ` }2pti´1
´ 1}p}rpti´1

, xs} ` }rpti , xs}q

ď 12κ ¨ 27κ2ε.

Hence moreover

}rv´1i , xs} “ }v´1i rx, visv
´1
i } ď 4 ¨ 12κ ¨ 27κ2ε ď 213κ3ε.

At this point we have that each vi is an element of U1
n`2m,2,213κ3ε.
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Note also that vipti “ pti´1
pti “ pti´1

vi, and so viptiv
´1
i “ pti´1

for each i.

Define v to be the product v1v2 ¨ ¨ ¨ vN , so v satisfies v´1p0v “ p1, or in other

words v´1pp ‘ 1m ‘ 0mqv “ r ‘ 1m ‘ 0m. Note that 1 ´ v P Mn`2mpKBq.

As }vi} ď 2 and }v´1i } ď 2 for each i, we have that }v} ď 2N and simi-

larly }v´1} ď 2N . Moreover, for any x P X, Lemma 4.16 gives }rv, xs} ď

N2N´1 ¨ 213κ3ε and similarly }rv´1, xs} ď N2N´1 ¨ 213κ3ε. Applying the same

construction with pqtq in place of pptq, we get an invertible element w such

that w´1pq‘ 1m‘ 0mqw “ r‘ 1m‘ 0m, such that 1´w PMn`2mpKBq, such

that }w} ď 2N , }w´1} ď 2N , and such that }rw, xs} ď N2N´1 ¨ 213κ3ε and

}rw´1, xs} ď N2N´1 ¨ 213κ3ε for all x P X. Define u “ wv´1. As N “ r213κ3s,

this has the claimed properties.

5 Reformulating the UCT II

In this section (as throughout), if B is a separable C˚-algebra, then LB and

KB denote respectively the adjointable and compact operators on the stan-

dard Hilbert B-module `2bB. For each n, we consider LB as a subalgebra of

MnpLBq via the “diagonal inclusion” LB “ 1MnbLB ĎMnbLB “MnpLBq.
Our goal in this section is to reformulate the vanishing results on the

UCT of Section 2 in terms of the groups KKi
κ,εpX,Bq of Section 3. We look

at the even (i “ 0) and odd (i “ 1) cases separately.

5.1 The even case

Lemma 5.1. Let κ ě 1 and ε ą 0. Let B be a separable C˚-algebra, and let X

be a self-adjoint subset of the unit ball of LB. Then there is a homomorphism

ψ˚ : KK˚
κ,ε{4pX,Bq Ñ KK˚

1,εpX,Bq such that the diagrams

KK0
1,εpX,Bq

((
KK0

κ,ε{4pX,Bq

ψ˚

OO

// KK0
κ,εpX,Bq

(34)
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and

KK0
1,ε{4pX,Bq

//

((

KK0
1,εpX,Bq

KK0
κ,ε{4pX,Bq

ψ˚

OO
(35)

commute, where the unlabeled arrows are the forget control maps of Definition

3.4.

Proof. Let pp, qq be an element of Pn,κ,ε{4pX,Bq. Let r and s be the projec-

tions associated to p and q respectively as in Definition 4.3. Using Lemma

4.5 parts (i) and (iii) we may define a map

ψ : Pn,κ,ε{4pX,Bq Ñ Pn,1,εpX,Bq, pp, qq ÞÑ pr, sq.

Allowing n to vary, and noting that the process of taking associated projec-

tions takes homotopies to homotopies (by part (iv) of Lemma 4.5) and block

sums to block sums, we get a well-defined homomorphism

ψ˚ : KK0
κ,ε{4pX,Bq Ñ KK0

1,εpX,Bq.

To check commutativity of the diagram in line (34), it suffices to show

that if pr, sq P Pn,1,εpX,Bq is the pair of projections associated to pp, qq P

Pn,κ,ε{4pX,Bq as above, then pr, sq and pp, qq are in the same path component

of Pn,κ,εpX,Bq. This follows from parts (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 4.5. Commu-

tativity of the diagram in line (35) is immediate: if pp, qq is in Pn,1,εpX,Bq
for some n, then p and q are themselves projections, so equal their associated

projections.

The following lemma records some results from [68, Section A.3] that we

will need. For the statement, recall the notion of a unitally strongly absorbing

representation from Definition 2.5 above.

Lemma 5.2. In the statement of this lemma, all unlabeled arrows are forget

control maps as in Definitions 2.11 and 3.4. Let A be a separable unital C˚-

algebra, and let B be a separable C˚-algebra. Let π : A Ñ LB be a strongly
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unitally absorbing representation of A, which we use to identify A with a

C˚-subalgebra of LB.

Let ε ą 0, and let X be a finite subset of A1. Then there exist homomor-

phisms

α : KK0
1,εpX,Bq Ñ KK5εpX,Bq

and

β : KKεpX,Bq Ñ KK0
1,εpX,Bq

that are natural with respect to forget control maps: more precisely if pX, εq ď

pY, δq in XA as in Definition 2.10 then the diagrams

KK0
1,δpY,Bq

β
��

// KK0
1,εpX,Bq

β
��

KK0
δ pY,Bq

// KK0
ε pX,Bq

and KK0
1,5δpY,Bq

// KK0
1,5εpX,Bq

KK0
δ pY,Bq

//

α

OO

KK0
ε pX,Bq

α

OO

are defined and commute.

Moreover, the diagrams

KK0
1,εpX,Bq

α

��

// KK0
1,5εpX,Bq

KK5εpX,Bq

β

66

and

KKεpX,Bq

β

��

// KK5εpX,Bq

KK0
1,εpX,Bq

α

66

commute.

Proof. Let π : A Ñ M2pLBq be (the amplification of) our fixed represen-

tation. In the language of [68, Appendix A.2], the groups KKεpX,Bq are

the same as the groups that are called there KKπ,p
ε pX,Bq, while in the lan-

guage of [68, Appendix A.3], the groups KK0
1,εpX,Bq would there be called

KKπ0,m
ε pX,Bq. The lemma thus follows from the arguments of [68, Lemmas

A.22, A.23, and A.24]
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We are now able to deduce a version of Corollary 2.22 for the groups of

Definition 3.1.

Corollary 5.3. Let A be a separable, unital, nuclear C˚-algebra. The fol-

lowing are equivalent:

(i) A satisfies the UCT.

(ii) Let κ ě 1 and ε P p0, 1q. Let B be a separable C˚-algebra with K˚pBq “

0. Let π : A Ñ LSB be a strongly unitally absorbing representation,

which we use to identify A with a C˚-subalgebra of LSB. Then for

any finite subset X of A1, there is a finite subset Z of A1 such that

pX, κ, εq ď pZ, κ, ε{160q in the sense of Definition 3.4, and such that

the forget control map

KK0
κ,ε{160pZ, SBq Ñ KK0

κ,εpX,SBq

of Definition 3.4 is zero.

(iii) There exist κ ě 1 and ν ě κ with the following property. Let γ ą 0, let

B be a separable C˚-algebra with K˚pBq “ 0, and let X be a finite subset

of A1. Let π : AÑ LSB be a strongly unitally absorbing representation,

which we use to identify A with a C˚-subalgebra of LSB. Then there is

ε ą 0 and a finite subset Z of A1 such that pX, ν, γq ď pZ, κ, εq in the

sense of Definition 3.4, and such that the forget control map

KK0
κ,εpZ, SBq Ñ KK0

ν,γpX,SBq

of Definition 3.4 is zero.

Proof. In the following proof, all unlabeled arrows are forget control maps

as in Definition 2.11, or Definition 3.4. Assume first that condition (i) from

the statement holds, and let κ ě 1 and ε ą 0; we may assume moreover

that ε ă 1. Let a finite subset X be given as in condition (ii). Then by the

equivalence from Corollary 2.22, there is a finite subset Z of A1 such that

the forget control map

KKε{8pZ, SBq Ñ KKεpX,SBq
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is zero. Replacing Z by Z Y Z˚ if necessary, we may assume that Z is

self-adjoint. Lemma 5.2 gives a commutative diagram

KKε{8pZ, SBq
0 // KKεpX,SBq

β

��
KK0

1,ε{40pZ, SBq
//

α

OO

KK0
1,εpX,SBq

,

whence the bottom horizontal map is zero. On the other hand, Lemma 5.1

(see in particular line (34)) gives a map ψ˚ such that the bottom triangle in

the diagram below

KK0
1,ε{40pZ, SBq

0 //

))

KK0
1,εpX,SBq

��
KK0

κ,ε{160pZ, SBq

ψ˚

OO

// KKκ,εpX,SBq

commutes. The top triangle also commutes as all the maps involved are

forget control maps, whence the bottom horizontal map is zero. This gives

us condition (ii) from the statement.

Condition (ii) clearly implies condition (iii), so it remains to show that

condition (iii) implies condition (i). For this, it suffices to establish condition

(ii) from Theorem 2.15, so let γ ą 0 and a finite subset X of A1 be given.

Then according to condition (iii) there are ν ě κ ě 1, ε ą 0 and a finite

subset Z of A1 such that the forget control map

KK0
κ,εpZ, SBq Ñ KK0

ν,γ{20pX,SBq

is defined and zero. Replacing Z with ZYZ˚ if necessary, we may assume Z

is self-adjoint. Using Lemma 5.1 (see in particular line (35)) there is a map

ψ˚ such that the top right triangle in the diagram below comutes

KK0
1,εpZ, SBq //

��

KK1,γ{20pX,SBq

�� ))

// KK1,γ{5pX,SBq

KK0
κ,εpZ, SBq 0

// KKν,γ{20pX,SBq // KK0
ν,γ{20pX,SBq

ψ˚

OO
.
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The rest of the diagram also commutes, as all the arrows are forget control

maps, whence the composition

KK0
1,εpZ, SBq // KK1,γ{20pX,SBq // KK1,γ{5pX,SBq

of the two top horizontal maps is zero. Using Lemma 5.2, there is a commu-

tative diagram

KKεpZ, SBq //

β

��

KKγpX,SBq

KK0
1,εpZ, SBq 0

// KK1,γ{5pX,SBq

α

OO
.

The top horizontal map is therefore zero; this is the conclusion we need for

Theorem 2.15, condition (ii) so we are done.

5.2 The odd case

For the statement of the next lemma, consider the Hilbert module `2 b SB

associated to the suspension SB “ C0pp0, 1q, Bq of a separable C˚-algebra B.

Let CsbpX,MpCqq denote the C˚-algebra of bounded and strictly continuous

functions from a locally compact space X to the multiplier algebra MpCq

of a C˚-algebra C. For any C˚-algebra C there are canonical identifications

LC “ MpC b Kq (see for example [45, Theorem 2.4]) and MpC0pX,Cqq “

CsbpX,MpCqq (see for example [1, Corollary 3.4]). Hence there is a canonical

identification

LSB “ Csbpp0, 1q,LBq. (36)

We identify LB “ Lp`2 b Bq with a C˚-subalgebra of LSB “ Lp`2 b B b

C0p0, 1qq via the ˚-homomorphism a ÞÑ a b 1C0p0,1q. We recall also that K`B
denotes the unitization of KB.

Lemma 5.4. Let B be a separable C˚-algebra. Let κ ě 1, ε ą 0, and let X

be a subset of the unit ball of LB. Then:

(i) Elements of Pn,κ,εpX,SBq (see Definition 3.1 identify canonically with

continuous paths ppt, qtqtPr0,1s of idempotents in MnpK`Bq‘MnpK`Bq sat-

isfying the following conditions:
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(a) for all t P r0, 1s, }pt} ď κ and }qt} ď κ;

(b) for all t P r0, 1s and all x P X, }rpt, xs} ă ε and }rqt, xs} ă ε,

(c) there are p, q PMnpCq such that p0 “ p1 “ p, q0 “ q1 “ q and such

that if σ : MnpK`Bq Ñ MnpCq is the canonical quotient map then

σpptq “ p and σpqtq “ q for all t P r0, 1s.

Moreover, the element pp, qq is in the subset P1
n,κ,εpX,SBq of Definition

4.9 if and only if p and q are equal to 1l for some l P N.

(ii) Elements of Un,κ,εpX,SBq (see Definition 3.5) identify with continuous

paths putqtPr0,1s of invertibles in MnpK`Bq satisfying the following condi-

tions:

(a) for all t P r0, 1s, }ut} ď κ and }u´1t } ď κ;

(b) for all t P r0, 1s and all x P X, }rut, xs} ă ε and }ru´1t , xs} ă ε;

(c) there is u P MnpCq such that u0 “ u1 “ u and such that if σ :

MnpK`Bq Ñ MnpCq is the canonical quotient map then σputq “ u

for all t P r0, 1s.

Moreover, the element is in the subset U1
n,κ,εpX,SBq of Definition 4.11

if and only if u is the identity.

Proof. We have a canonical identification

K`SB “ tf P Cpr0, 1s,K`Bq | σpfptqq “ fp0q “ fp1q for all t P r0, 1su.

Part (i) follows directly by comparing this with Definitions 3.1 and 4.9; simi-

larly, part (ii) follows from comparing this with Definitions 3.5 and 4.11. We

leave the details to the reader.

Lemma 5.5. For any κ ě 1 there exists a positive constant M1 with the

following property. Let ε ą 0, let A be a separable, unital, nuclear C˚-algebra

that satisfies the UCT, and let B be a separable C˚-algebra with K˚pBq “ 0.

Let π : AÑ LSB be a strongly unitally absorbing representation that factors
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through the subalgebra Bp`2q (such exists by Lemma 2.6), and use this to

identify A with a C˚-subalgebra of LSB.

Then for any finite subset X of A1 there exists a finite subset Z of A1

such that the forget control map

KK1
κ,εpZ, SBq Ñ KK1

M1,M1ε
pX,SBq

of Definition 3.7 is defined and zero.

Proof. We claim M1 “ 2p200κ
8q3 ¨ 320κ7 works. Using Corollary 5.3 there is a

finite subset Z of A1 such that the forget control map

KK0
κ8,2κ6εpZ, SBq Ñ KK0

κ8,320κ6εpX,SBq (37)

of Definition 3.4 is zero. We claim this set Z works.

Let u be an arbitrary element of Un,κ,εpZ,Bq. Using Proposition 4.13

part (i), and with notation as in Definition 4.11, there is an element v of

U1
n,κ2,κεpZ,Bq in the same path component of Un,κ2,κεpZ,Bq as u. Define now

a path pvtqtPr0,1s by

vt :“

˜

cospπt{2q ´ sinpπt{2q

sinpπt{2q cospπt{2q

¸˜

1 0

0 v

¸˜

cospπt{2q sinpπt{2q

´ sinpπt{2q cospπt{2q

¸˜

v´1 0

0 1

¸

.

(38)

Note that each vt is an element of U1
2n,κ4,2κ3εpZ,Bq. Define

pt :“ vt

˜

1 0

0 0

¸

v´1t .

Write p for the path pptq, and note that according to Lemma 5.4 part (i),

we may identify the pair pp, 1n ‘ 0nq with (using the notation of Definition

4.9) an element of P1
2n,κ8,2κ7εpZ, SBq, and therefore also a class rp, 1n ‘ 0ns P

KK0
κ8,2κ7εpZ, SBq. By assumption, the forget control map in line (37) is

zero, and therefore the image of rp, 1n ‘ 0ns in KK0
κ8,320κ7εpX,SBq is zero.

For notational simplicity, at this point let us define ε1 :“ 320κ7ε.

Now, Lemma 3.3 gives m P N and ps, sq P P2pn`mq,2κ8,ε1pX,SBq such that

pp‘ 1m ‘ 0m, 1n ‘ 0n ‘ 1m ‘ 0mq and ps, sq are in the same path component
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of the set P2pn`mq,2κ8,ε1pX,SBq. Let x be a unitary matrix in M2pn`mqpCq
such that xp1n ‘ 0n ‘ 1m ‘ 0mqx

˚ “ 1n`m ‘ 0n`m. As x is connected to the

identity through unitaries, the element pxpp‘1m‘0mqx
˚, 1n`m‘0n`mq is also

homotopic to ps, sq in P2pn`mq,2κ8,ε1pX,SBq; moreover (with notation as in

Definition 4.9), it is in P1
2pn`mq,2κ8,ε1

pX,SBq. We may now apply Proposition

4.17 to see that if M “ 2p200κ
8q3 then there is k P N and an element w of

U1
2pn`m`kq,M,Mε1

pX,SBq such that

wpxpp‘ 1m ‘ 0mqx
˚
‘ 1k ‘ 0kqw

´1
“ 1n`m ‘ 0n`m ‘ 1k ‘ 0k.

Write v for the path defined in line (38) above, which naturally defines an

element of LSB using the identification in line (36). Then if we define

y :“ wpx‘ 12kqpv ‘ 12pm`kqq P LSB,

we have

yp1n ‘ 0n ‘ 1m ‘ 0m ‘ 1k ‘ 0kqy
´1
“ 1n ‘ 0n ‘ 1m ‘ 0m ‘ 1k ‘ 0k.

In other words, the element y commutes with 1n ‘ 0n ‘ 1m ‘ 0m ‘ 1k ‘ 0k.

Define

z :“ p1n ‘ 0n ‘ 1m ‘ 0m ‘ 1k ‘ 0kqyp1n ‘ 0n ‘ 1m ‘ 0m ‘ 1k ‘ 0kq.

Using Lemma 5.4 part (ii), we may think of z as a path pztqtPr0,1s in Un`m`k,M,Mε1pX,Bq.

Now, write w as a path pwtqtPr0,1s, and note that as w is in U1
2pn`m`kq,M,Mε1

pX,SBq,

then by Lemma 5.4 part (ii), w0 “ w1 “ 12pn`mq. Moreover, v0 “ 12n by def-

inition. Hence z0 “ x ‘ 1k. On the other hand v1 “ u ‘ u´1 ‘ 12pm`kq

and so z1 “ px ‘ 1kqpu ‘ 1m`kq. Hence px ‘ 1kq
˚z defines a homotopy in

Un`m`k,M,Mε1pX,Bq between 1n`m`k and u ‘ 1m`k. This implies rus maps

to zero in KK1
M,Mε1

pX,SBq, which completes the proof.

6 A Mayer-Vietoris boundary map

In this section (as throughout), if B is a separable C˚-algebra, then LB and

KB denote respectively the adjointable and compact operators on the stan-

dard Hilbert B-module `2bB. For each n, we consider LB as a subalgebra of

MnpLBq via the “diagonal inclusion” LB “ 1MnbLB ĎMnbLB “MnpLBq.
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Our goal in this section is to construct and analyse a“Mayer-Vietoris

boundary map” in controlled KK-theory. The main results of the section

prove the existence of this boundary map (Proposition 6.1) and show it has

an exactness property (Proposition 6.6). These results are the technical heart

of the paper.

6.1 Existence

Here is the construction of the boundary map.

Proposition 6.1. Define an increasing function N0 : r1,8q Ñ r0,8q by the

formula N0pκq “ 227κ24. This function has the following properties.

Let κ ě 1, let N0 “ N0pκq, let ε ą 0, let B be a separable C˚-algebra, and

let X be a subset of the unit ball of LB. Let h P LB be a positive contraction

such that }rh, xs} ă ε for all x P X. Then there is a homomorphism

B : KK1
κ,εphp1´ hqX Y thu, Bq Ñ KK0

N0,N0ε
pX Y thu, Bq

defined by applying the following process to a class from KK1
κ,εphp1´ hqX Y

thu, Bq:

(i) Choose a representative w P Un,κ,εphp1 ´ hqX Y thu, Bq for the class,

and use Proposition 4.13 part (i) to find an element u P U1
n,κ2,κεphp1 ´

hqXYthu, Bq that is in the same path component as w in Un,κ2,κεphp1´
hqX Y thu, Bq.

(ii) Define

c “ cpu, hq :“ hu` p1´ hq, d “ dpu, hq :“ hu´1 ` p1´ hq (39)

in MnpLBq, and

v “ vpu, hq :“

˜

1 c

0 1

¸˜

1 0

´d 1

¸˜

1 c

0 1

¸˜

0 1

´1 0

¸

PM2npLBq. (40)

(iii) Define

Brws :“

«

v

˜

1 0

0 0

¸

v´1 ,

˜

1 0

0 0

¸ff

.
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Moreover, the boundary map is “natural with respect to forget control maps”:

precisely, if for some κ ď λ and ε ď δ, the boundary maps

B : KK1
κ,εphp1´ hqX Y thu, Bq Ñ KK0

N0pκq,N0pκqε
pX Y thu, Bq

and

B : KK1
λ,δphp1´ hqX Y thu, Bq Ñ KK0

N0pλq,N0pλqδ
pX Y thu, Bq

both exist, then the diagram

KK1
κ,εphp1´ hqX Y thu, Bq

B //

��

KK0
N0pκq,N0pκqε

pX Y thu, Bq

��
KK1

λ,δphp1´ hqX Y thu, Bq
B // KK0

N0pλq,N0pλqδ
pX Y thu, Bq

(with vertical maps the forget control maps of Definitions 3.4 and 3.7) com-

mutes.

In order to make the proof more palatable, we split off some computations

as lemmas. The proofs of these lemmas are elementary, but the second one is

quite lengthy. We record them for the sake of completeness, but recommend

the reader skips the proofs.

Lemma 6.2. Let B be a separable C˚-algebra. Let u P MnpLBq be an in-

vertible element such that 1 ´ u P MnpKBq, and let h P LB be a positive

contraction. Then the elements c “ cpu, hq and d “ dpu, hq from line (39)

above have the following properties.

(i) The elements cd´ 1 and dc´ 1 are in MnpKBq.

(ii) If κ ě 1 and ε ą 0 are such that }u} ď κ, }u´1} ď κ, }rh, us} ă ε, and

}rh, u´1s} ă ε, then cd ´ 1 and dc ´ 1 are both closer than pκ ` 1qε to

hp1´ hqpu` u´1 ´ 2q.

Proof. We just look at the case of cd´ 1 for both parts (i) and (ii); the case

of dc´ 1 is similar. Note first that because 1´ u is in MnpKBq and MnpKBq
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is an ideal in MnpLBq, we must have that 1 ´ u´1 is in MnpKBq also. We

compute that

cd´ 1 “ huhu´1 ` p1´ hqhu´1 ` hup1´ hq ´ 2h` h2

“ h2 ` hurh, u´1s ` hp1´ hqu´1

` hp1´ hqu` rh, usp1´ hq ´ 2h` h2. (41)

Using that u and u´1 equal 1 modulo the ideal MnpKBq, we compute that

this equals 0 modulo MnpKBq. Hence cd´ 1 is in MnpKBq

Looking at part (ii), note that the terms hurh, u´1s and rh, usp1 ´ hq in

line (41) above have norms at most κε and ε respectively. Hence cd ´ 1 is

within pκ ` 1qε of h2 ` hp1 ´ hqu´1 ` hp1 ´ hqu ´ 2h ` h2, which equals

hp1´ hqpu` u´1 ´ 2q.

Lemma 6.3. Let B be a separable C˚-algebra. Let κ ě 1, ε ą 0, and let

X be a subset of the unit ball of LB. Let h P LB be a positive contraction

such that }rh, xs} ă ε for all x P X, and let u be an element of the set

U1
n,κ,εphp1 ´ hqX Y thu, Bq from Definition 4.11. Let c “ cpu, hq and d “

dpu, hq be as in line (39) above, and let v “ vpu, hq be as in line (40).

Then }v} ď pκ` 2q3, }v´1} ď pκ` 2q3, and the pair

˜

v

˜

1 0

0 0

¸

v´1 ,

˜

1 0

0 0

¸ ¸

is an element of P1
2n,36κ6,216κ5εpX Y thu, Bq from Definition 4.9.

Proof. From the definition of v in line (40) above,

v “

˜

cpdc´ 2q 1´ cd

dc´ 1 ´d

¸

(42)

and

v´1 “

˜

0 ´1

1 0

¸˜

1 ´c

0 1

¸˜

1 0

d 1

¸˜

1 ´c

0 1

¸

“

˜

´d dc´ 1

1´ cd cpdc´ 2q

¸

.
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Hence

v

˜

1 0

0 0

¸

v´1 “

˜

cdp2´ cdq cpdc´ 2qpdc´ 1q

p1´ dcqd pdc´ 1q2

¸

and so

v

˜

1 0

0 0

¸

v´1 ´

˜

1 0

0 0

¸

“

˜

´pcd´ 1q2 pcd´ 1qcpdc´ 2q

p1´ dcqd pdc´ 1q2

¸

. (43)

This formula, part (i) of Lemma 6.2, and the fact that MnpKBq is an ideal

in MnpLBq imply that

v

˜

1 0

0 0

¸

v´1 ´

˜

1 0

0 0

¸

PM2npKBq,

whence v

˜

1 0

0 0

¸

v´1 is in M2npK`Bq, and v

˜

1 0

0 0

¸

v´1 and

˜

1 0

0 0

¸

have the

same image under the image of the canonical quotient map σ : M2npK`Bq Ñ
M2npCq. Note moreover that }v} ď pκ ` 2q3 and }v´1} ď pκ ` 2q3 from the

formula for v (whence also v´1) as a product of four matrices in line (40).

As κ ě 1, this implies that
›

›

›

›

›

v

˜

1 0

0 0

¸

v´1

›

›

›

›

›

ď pκ` 2q6 ď 36κ6.

To complete the proof that the pair
˜

v

˜

1 0

0 0

¸

v´1 ,

˜

1 0

0 0

¸ ¸

defines an element of P1
2n,36κ6,216κ5εpX,Bq it remains to check the relevant

commutator estimates, i.e. condition (ii) from Definition 3.1 with x in X Y

thu and ε replaced by 216κ5ε. As

˜

1 0

0 0

¸

(and indeed, any scalar matrix)

commutes with elements of X Y thu exactly, it suffices to show that
›

›

›

›

›

«

x, v

˜

1 0

0 0

¸

v´1 ´

˜

1 0

0 0

¸ff›

›

›

›

›

ď 216κ5ε. (44)
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for all x P X Y thu. We focus on the case when x is in X: the case when

x “ h follows from similar (and much simpler) estimates that we leave to the

reader.

Working towards the estimate in line (44), we compute that the element

in line (43) equals
˜

cd´ 1 0

0 dc´ 1

¸˜

1´ cd cpdc´ 2q

´d dc´ 1

¸

. (45)

The second matrix above satisfies
›

›

›

›

›

˜

1´ cd cpdc´ 2q

´d dc´ 1

¸›

›

›

›

›

ď }1´ cd} ` }c}}dc´ 2} ` }d} ` }dc´ 1}

ď ppκ` 1q2 ` 1q ` pκ` 1qppκ` 1q2 ` 2q

` pκ` 1q ` ppκ` 1q2 ` 1q.

As κ` 1 ě 1, we therefore see that
›

›

›

›

›

˜

1´ cd cpdc´ 2q

´d dc´ 1

¸
›

›

›

›

›

ď 8pκ` 1q4. (46)

On the other hand, using part (ii) of Lemma 6.2, the first matrix in line (45)

above is closer than εpκ`1q to hp1´hqpu`u´1´2q (we identify this as usual

with the diagonal matrix with both entries equal to hp1´ hqpu` u´1 ´ 2q).

Hence the difference in line (43) is closer than 8pκ` 1q5ε to

hp1´ hqpu` u´1 ´ 2q

˜

1´ cd cpdc´ 2q

´d dc´ 1

¸

.

Hence for x P X,
›

›

›

›

›

«

x, v

˜

1 0

0 0

¸

v´1 ´

˜

1 0

0 0

¸ff
›

›

›

›

›

ă 16pκ` 1q5ε`

›

›

›

›

›

«

x, hp1´ hqpu` u´1 ´ 2q

˜

1´ cd cpdc´ 2q

´d dc´ 1

¸ff
›

›

›

›

›

.

(47)
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As }rx, hs} ă ε, we have }rx, hp1 ´ hqs} ă 2ε; combining this with line (46)

gives

›

›

›

›

›

«

x, hp1´ hqpu` u´1 ´ 2q

˜

1´ cd cpdc´ 2q

´d dc´ 1

¸ff
›

›

›

›

›

ă 2ε ¨ 8pκ` 1q5 `

›

›

›

›

›

hp1´ hq

«

x, pu` u´1 ´ 2q

˜

1´ cd cpdc´ 2q

´d dc´ 1

¸ff
›

›

›

›

›

.

Combining this with line (47) gives

›

›

›

›

›

«

x, v

˜

1 0

0 0

¸

v´1 ´

˜

1 0

0 0

¸ff
›

›

›

›

›

ă 32pκ` 1q5ε`

›

›

›

›

›

hp1´ hq

«

x, pu` u´1 ´ 2q

˜

1´ cd cpdc´ 2q

´d dc´ 1

¸ff
›

›

›

›

›

.

(48)

Every entry of the matrix pu` u´1 ´ 2q

˜

1´ cd cpdc´ 2q

´d dc´ 1

¸

can be written

as a sum of at most 30 terms, each of which is a product of at most 5

elements from the set tu, u´1, h, 1u, each of which has norm at most κ. As

}rhp1´ hqx, ys} ă ε for all y P tu, u´1, h, 1u, Lemma 4.16 gives

›

›

›

›

›

«

hp1´ hqx, pu` u´1 ´ 2q

˜

1´ cd cpdc´ 2q

´d dc´ 1

¸ff
›

›

›

›

›

ă 4 ¨ 30 ¨ 5 ¨ κ4ε. (49)

On the other hand, }rhp1´ hq, ys} ă 2ε for all y P tu, u´1, h, 1u, whence

›

›

›

›

›

«

hp1´ hq, pu` u´1 ´ 2q

˜

1´ cd cpdc´ 2q

´d dc´ 1

¸ff

x

›

›

›

›

›

ă 4 ¨ 30 ¨ 5 ¨ κ4ε. (50)
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Finally, note that

hp1´ hq

«

x, pu` u´1 ´ 2q

˜

1´ cd cpdc´ 2q

´d dc´ 1

¸ff

“

«

hp1´ hqx, pu` u´1 ´ 2q

˜

1´ cd cpdc´ 2q

´d dc´ 1

¸ff

`

«

hp1´ hq, pu` u´1 ´ 2q

˜

1´ cd cpdc´ 2q

´d dc´ 1

¸ff

x,

so combining lines (48), (49), and (50) implies

›

›

›

›

›

«

x, v

˜

1 0

0 0

¸

v´1 ´

˜

1 0

0 0

¸ff
›

›

›

›

›

ă 1232pκ` 1q5ε.

Recalling that κ ě 1, this is enough for the estimate in line (44).

We are now ready for the proof of Proposition 6.1.

Proof of Proposition 6.1. Assume that w P Un,κ,εphp1 ´ hqX Y thu, Bq, and

let u P U1
n,κ2,κεphp1 ´ hqX Y thu, Bq be in the same path component as w

in Un,κ2,κεphp1´ hqX Y thu, Bq; u is guaranteed to exist by Proposition 4.13

part (i). Define v :“ vpu, hq as in line (40), so Lemma 6.3 gives an element

˜

v

˜

1 0

0 0

¸

v´1 ,

˜

1 0

0 0

¸ ¸

P P2n,36κ12,216κ11εpX Y thu, Bq.

Moreover, if u0 :“ u, and u1 is another choice of element in U1
n,κ2,κεphp1 ´

hqX Y thu, Bq that is connected to w in Un,κ2,κεphp1 ´ hqX Y thu, Bq then

Proposition 4.13 part (ii) implies that there is a homotopy putqtPr0,1s that

connects u0 and u1 through U1
n,κ4,κεphp1 ´ hqX Y thu, Bq. Let vt :“ vput, hq

be as in line (40). Then Lemma 6.3 implies that the path

t ÞÑ

˜

vt

˜

1 0

0 0

¸

v´1t ,

˜

1 0

0 0

¸ ¸

, t P r0, 1s
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has image in P1
2n,36κ24,216κ21εpX Y thu, Bq. In particular, the class Brws P

KK0
36κ24,216κ21εpX Y thu, Bq does not depend on the choice of u, so at this

point we have a well-defined set map

Un,κ,εphp1´ hqX Y thu, Bq Ñ KK0
36κ24,216κ21εpX Y thu, Bq.

We next claim that this map sends block sums on the left to sums on the

right.

For this, assume that w1 and w2 are elements of Un,κ,εphp1´hqXYthu, Bq.
Let u1 and u2 be elements of U1

n,κ2,κεphp1´hqX Ythu, Bq that are connected

to w1 and w2 respectively in U1
n,κ2,κεphp1 ´ hqX Y thu, Bq. For i P t1, 2u let

vi “ vpui, hq be as in line (40), and let v :“ vpu1 ‘ u2, hq P M4npLBq. Then

the pairs
˜

v1

˜

1n 0

0 0

¸

v´11 ‘ v2

˜

1n 0

0 0

¸

v´12 ,

˜

1n 0

0 0

¸

‘

˜

1n 0

0 0

¸¸

and
˜

v

˜

12n 0

0 0

¸

v´1 ,

˜

12n 0

0 0

¸¸

in M4npK`Bq ‘M4npK`Bq differ by conjugation by the same (scalar) permuta-

tion matrix in each component, and so define the same class inKK0
36κ24,216κ21εpXY

thu, Bq.

At this point, we have a semigroup homomorphism

Un,κ,εphp1´ hqX Y thu, Bq Ñ KK0
36κ24,216κ21εpX Y thu, Bq.

We claim that it respects the equivalence relation defining KK1
κ,εphp1´hqXY

thu, Bq. First, we check that w‘1k goes to the same class as w. As we already

know we have a semigroup homomorphism, it suffices to show that 1k goes to

zero in KK0
36κ24,216κ20εpXYthu, Bq. For this, note that if v :“ vp1k, hq is as in

line (40), then v “ 12k, whence the image of 1k in KK0
36κ24,216κ21εpXYthu, Bq

is the class r1k ‘ 0k, 1k ‘ 0ks, which is zero by definition.

Let us now show that elements of Un,κ,εphp1 ´ hqX Y thu, Bq that are

homotopic through Un,2κ,εphp1 ´ hqX Y thu, Bq go to the same class. For
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this, say that w0 and w1 are homotopic through Un,2κ,εphp1´ hqX Y thu, Bq.
Choose u0 and u1 in U1

n,κ2,κεphp1 ´ hqX Y thu, Bq that are connected to w0

and w1 respectively in Un,κ2,κεphp1´hqXYthu, Bq as in Proposition 4.13 part

(i). Using Proposition 4.13 part (ii), u0 and u1 are connected by a homotopy

putqtPr0,1s in U1
n,4κ4,2κεphp1 ´ hqX Y thu, Bq. Let vt :“ vput, hq be as in line

(40). Then Lemma 6.3 implies that the path

˜

vt

˜

1 0

0 0

¸

v´1t ,

˜

1 0

0 0

¸ ¸

defines a homotopy between the images of w0 and w1 in P1
2n,314κ24,227κ21εpX Y

thu, Bq. We thus see that N0pκq :“ 227κ24 has the desired property, and we

are done with the existence of B.

As the formulas for the boundary map B do not depend on the constants

κ and ε the naturality statement is clear.

6.2 Exactness

We now turn to the exactness property of the boundary map. In order to

state this, we need two lemmas.

Lemma 6.4. Let B be a separable C˚-algebra. Let X and Y be subsets of

the unit ball of LB, ε ą 0 and κ ě 1. Let h P LB be a positive contraction

such that }rh, xs} ă ε for all x P X. With notation as in Definition 3.1, let

pp, qq P Pn,κ,εpX Y Y Y thu, Bq (respectively, with notation as in Definition

4.9, let pp, qq P Pp1qn,κ,εpX Y Y Y thu, Bq). Then

pp, qq P Pn,κ,2εphX Y Y Y thu, Bq

(respectively,

pp, qq P P1
n,κ,2εphX Y Y Y thu, Bqq ).

In particular, there are homomorphisms

ηh : KK0
κ,εpX Y Y Y thu, Bq Ñ KK0

κ,2εphX Y Y Y thu, Bq
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and

η1´h : KK0
κ,εpX Y Y Y thu, Bq Ñ KK0

κ,2εpp1´ hqX Y Y Y thu, Bq

induced by the identity map on cycles pp, qq.

Proof. We compute that for x P X,

}rp, hxs} ď }h}}rp, xs} ` }rp, hs}}x} ă ε` ε

These estimates hold similarly for q so pp, qq P P1
n,κ,2εphX Y Y Y thu, Bq. As

the identity map on cycles takes homotopies to homotopies, and block sums

to block sums, existence of the homomorphism ηh is clear. Existence of η1´h
follows on noting that the assumptions on h also holds for 1´ h.

We leave the direct checks needed for the proof of the next lemma for the

reader.

Lemma 6.5. Let B be a separable C˚-algebra. Let X and Y be subsets of

the unit ball of LB, ε ą 0 and κ ě 1. Assume moreover that there is δ ą 0

such that for all y P Y , x Pδ X. Then for any γ ě κδ ` ε and λ ě κ, the

forget control map of Definition 3.4

KK0
κ,εpX,Bq Ñ KKλ,γpY,Bq

is well-defined.

The next proposition is the exactness property of the Mayer-Vietoris

boundary map that we are aiming for. We refer the reader to Subsection

1.6 for motivation behind the statement. For the statement, recall that for

an element x and subset Y of a metric space, and for ε ą 0, we write “x Pε S”

to mean that there is y P Y with dpx, yq ă ε. Moreover, in the statement

below, all unlabeled arrows between controlled KK-groups are the forget

control maps of Definition 3.4 or Definition 3.7.

Proposition 6.6. The increasing functions N1, N2 : r1,8q Ñ r1,8q defined

by

N1pλq “ 29000000λ3 and N2pµq “ 237µ25.
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satisfy the following properties.

Let κ ě 1, and let ε ą 0. Let λ ě κ, and let δ ě 3κε. Let N1 :“ N1pλq,

and let µ ě N1 and γ ě N1δ. With notation as in Proposition 6.1, define

N0 :“ N0pµq, and let N2 :“ N2pµq.

Let B be a separable C˚-algebra, and let X be a self-adjoint subset of the

unit ball of LB. Let h P LB be a positive contraction such that }rh, xs} ă ε for

all x P X. Let Yh, Y1´h, and Y be self-adjoint subsets of the unit ball of LB
such that y Pε Yh and y Pε Y1´h for all y P Y . With notation as in Definition

4.9, let pp, qq be an element of P1
n,κ,εpX Y Yh Y Y1´h Y thu, Bq. With ηh and

η1´h as in Lemma 6.4, and suing Lemma 6.5 to define the right hand vertical

maps in each case, assume that the images of rp, qs under the maps

KK0
κ,εpX Y Yh Y Y1´h Y thu, Bq

��
KK0

κ,εpX Y Yh Y thu, Bq
ηh // KK0

κ,2εphX Y Yh Y thu, Bq

��
KK0

λ,δphX Y Y Y thu, Bq

(51)

and

KK0
κ,εpX Y Yh Y Y1´h Y thu, Bq

��
KK0

κ,εpX Y Y1´h Y thu, Bq
η1´h // KK0

κ,2εpp1´ hqX Y Y1´h Y thu, Bq

��
KK0

λ,δphX Y Y Y thu, Bq

(52)

are zero.

Then with notation as in Definition 4.11, there exists an element

u P U1
8,N1,N1δ

php1´ hqX Y thu Y Y,Bq
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such that in the diagram below

KK1
N1,N1δ

php1´ hqX Y thu Y Y,Bq

��

KK0
κ,εpX Y Yh Y Y1´h Y thu, Bq

��
KK1

µ,γphp1´ hqX Y thu, Bq B // KK0
N0,N0γ

pX Y thu, Bq

��
KK0

N2,N2γ
pX Y thu, Bq

the images of the classes rus P KK1
N1,N1δ

php1 ´ hqX Y thu Y Y q and rp, qs P

KK0
κ,εpXYYhYY1´hYthu, Bq in the bottom right group KK0

N2,N2γ
pXYthu, Bq

are the same.

Just as for Proposition 6.1, to make the argument more palatable, we

split off some computations as two technical lemmas. As in that earlier case,

the arguments we give for these lemmas are elementary, but quite lengthy

(in fact, much longer than the earlier ones). We record them for the sake of

completeness, but again recommend that the reader skips the proofs.

Lemma 6.7. Let B be a separable C˚-algebra. Let ν ě 1 and let γ ą 0. Let

X and Y be self-adjoint subsets of the unit ball of LB. Let h P LB be a positive

contraction such that }rh, xs} ă γ for all x P X. Let pp, qq P P1
n,ν,γpX Y Y Y

thu, Bq (see Definition 4.9 for notation), and let uh P U1
n,ν,γphXYthuYY,Bq

and u1´h P U1
n,ν,γpp1´ hqX Y thu Y Y,Bq (see Definition 4.11 for notation).

Then the element

u :“ u1´hp1´ pq ` uhp (53)

is in U1
n,2ν2,10νγphp1´ hqX Y thu Y Y,Bq.

Proof. We split the computations into the points labeled (i), (ii), (iii), (iv),

and (v) below.

(i) As uh ´ 1 P MnpKBq and u1´h ´ 1 P MnpKBq, we compute from line

(53) that u´ 1 PMnpKBq.
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(ii) Note that

}1´ p} ď ν (54)

by Corollary 4.2. Hence maxt}uh}, }u1´h}, }p}, }1 ´ p}u ď ν, and so by

line (53), }u} ď 2ν2.

(iii) Let y P Y . Then by definition, }ra, ys} ă γ for all a P tuh, u1´h, p, 1´pu.

Hence the definition of u from line (53) implies that }ry, us} is bounded

above by

}ry, u1´hs}}1´ p} ` }u1´h}}ry, 1´ ps} ` }ry, uhs}}p} ` }uh}}ry, ps}

ă 4νγ.

(iv) Using the definition of u from line (53) and the assumptions on uh, u1´h
and p directly together with line (54) implies that

}ru, hs} ď }rh, u1´hs}}1´ p} ` }u1´h}}rh, 1´ ps} ` }rh, uhs}}p} ` }uh}}rh, ps}

ă 4νγ

(v) Let x P X and note that

rhp1´ hqx, uhs “ p1´ hqrhx, uhs ` rh, uhsp1´ hqx.

As }rhx, uhs} ă γ, as }rh, uhs} ă γ, as h is a positive contraction, and

as x is a contraction, we get

}rhp1´ hqx, uhs} ď }rhx, uhs}}1´ h} ` }hx}|}r1´ h, uhs} ă 2γ. (55)

Completely analogously, we see that

}rhp1´ hqx, u1´hs} ă 2γ. (56)

We see also that

}rhp1´ hqx, ps} ď }rx, ps}}hp1´ hq} ` }r1´ h, ps}}hx} ` }rh, ps}}p1´ hqx}

ă 3γ.
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Combining this with lines (54), (55), (56), we get

}rhp1´ hqx, us} ď }rhp1´ hqx, u1´hs}}1´ p} ` }u1´h}}rhp1´ hqx, 1´ p}

` }rhp1´ hqx, uhs}}p} ` }uh}}rhp1´ hqx, p}

ă 2νγ ` 3νγ ` 2νγ ` 3νγ

“ 10νγ.

Putting the points (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), and (v) above together (and using that

ν ě 1) we conclude that, u is an element of U1
n,2ν2,10νγphp1´hqXYthuYY,Bq

as claimed.

Lemma 6.8. With assumptions as in Lemma 6.7, let

u :“ u1´hp1´ pq ` uhp P U1
n,2ν2,10νγphp1´ hqX Y thu Y Y,Bq

be the element considered there. Let v :“ vpu, hq be as in line (40) above,

and define

w :“

˜

u1´hp1´ pq ´q

p p1´ pqu´11´h

¸

PM2npLBq.

Then w is invertible, and vw´1 is in U2n,p2νq8,237ν25γpX Y thu, Bq.

Proof. Using the assumptions on }p}, }u1´h}, }u
´1
1´h} and line (54) to estimate

}1´ p}, we have

}w} ď }u1´hp1´ pq} ` }q} ` }p} ` }p1´ pqu
´1
1´h} ď 4ν2.

A direct computation shows that w is invertible with inverse

w´1 “

˜

p1´ pqu´11´h p

´q u1´hp1´ pq

¸

. (57)

This satisfies the same norm estimate as w, and so we get the norm estimates

}w} ď p2νq2 and }w´1} ď p2νq2. (58)
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Lemma 6.3 and the fact that }u} ď 2ν2 implies that }v} ď p2ν2 ` 2q3 and

}v´1} ď p2ν2 ` 2q3. As ν ě 1, we thus see that

}v} ď p2νq6 and }v´1} ď p2νq6. (59)

Lines (58) and (59) then imply

}vw´1} ď p2νq8 and }wv´1} ď p2νq8. (60)

To complete the proof, we need to show that for all x P X Ythu, we have

}rvw´1, xs} ă 237ν25γ and }rwv´1, xs} ă 237ν25γ. We focus first on the case

of vw´1, and look first at rh, vw´1s.

Let c :“ hu ` p1 ´ hq and d :“ hu´1 ` p1 ´ hq be as in line (39). It will

be technically convenient to define

S :“ th, 1´ h, p, q, 1´ p, 1´ q, uh, u
´1
h , u1´h, u

´1
1´h, u, u

´1, c, du, (61)

and to define Sn to be the set of all products of at most n elements from S.

Note that for every s P S we have }s} ď p2νq2, and }rs, hs} ă 10νγ. Hence

by Lemma 4.16, for all n P N we have

s P Sn ñ }rh, ss} ă np2νq2pn´1q10νγ. (62)

Using the formula in line (42) above,

rh, vs “

˜

rcdc, hs ´ 2rc, hs rcd, hs

rh, dcs rd, hs

¸

.

and so

}rh, vs} ď }rcdc, hs} ` 2}rc, hs} ` }rcd, hs} ` }rh, dcs} ` }rd, hs}.

Each summand on the right hand side above is of the form }rh, ss} where

s P S3 for S as in line (61). Hence line (62) implies that

}rh, vs} ă 6 ¨ 3 ¨ p2νq4 ¨ 10νγ ď 211ν5γ (63)
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We also compute that

rh,w´1s “

˜

rh, p1´ pqu´11´hs rh, ps

rq, hs rh, u1´hp1´ pqs

¸

,

whence

}rh,w´1s} ď }rh, p1´ pqu´11´hs} ` }rh, ps} ` }rq, hs} ` }rh, u1´hp1´ pqs}

Each commutator appearing above is of the form rh, ss for some s P S2 as in

line (61), whence line (62) gives

}rh,w´1s} ă 4 ¨ p2νq2 ¨ 10νγ ď 27ν3γ. (64)

On the other hand,

}rh, vw´1s} ď }rh, vs}}w´1} ` }v}}rh,w´1s}.

Combining this with lines (58), (59), (63), and (64), as well as that ν ě 1,

we see that

}rh, vw´1s} ă 211ν5γ ¨ p2νq2 ` p2νq6 ¨ 27ν3γ ď 214ν9γ. (65)

Now let us look at rx, vw´1s for x P X. The definition of v from line (40)

gives

vw´1 “

˜

cpdc´ 1q 1´ cd

dc´ 1 0

¸

w´1 ´

˜

c 0

0 d

¸

w´1

“

˜

cd´ 1 0

0 dc´ 1

¸˜

c ´1

1 0

¸

w´1 ´

˜

c 0

0 d

¸

w´1.
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Hence the formula for w´1 from line (57) gives

vw´1 “

˜

cd´ 1 0

0 dc´ 1

¸˜

cp1´ pqu´11´h cp´ u1´hp1´ pq

p1´ pqu´11´h p

¸

looooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon

y1

´ h

˜

1´ q uhp

´u´1h q 1´ p

¸

looooooooooomooooooooooon

y2

´ p1´ hq

˜

p1´ pqu´11´h p

´q u1´hp1´ pq

¸

looooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooon

y3

. (66)

We now estimate }rvw´1, xs} for each x P X by looking at each of the terms

y1, y2, and y3 separately.

(i) First, we look at y1 from line (66). Let x P X. Lemma 6.2 implies that

›

›

›

›

›

˜

cd´ 1 0

0 dc´ 1

¸

´ hp1´ hqpu` u´1 ´ 2q

›

›

›

›

›

ă pν ` 1qγ (67)

(where, as usual, we identify hp1´hqpu`u´1´2q with the corresponding

diagonal matrix). Let

z1 :“

˜

cp1´ pqu´11´h cp´ u1´hp1´ pq

p1´ pqu´11´h p

¸

. (68)

As in line (54), }1´ p} ď ν, whence using that ν ě 1,

}z1} ď }c}}1´ p}}u
´1
1´h} ` }c}}p} ` }u1´h}}1´ p} ` }1´ p}}u

´1
1´h} ` }p}

ď p2ν2 ` 1qν2 ` p2ν2 ` 1qν ` ν2 ` ν2 ` ν

ď 9ν4. (69)
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Combining this with line (67), we see that

}y1´hp1´ hqpu` u
´1
´ 2qz1}

ď

›

›

›

›

›

˜

cd´ 1 0

0 dc´ 1

¸

´ hp1´ hqpu` u´1 ´ 2q

›

›

›

›

›

}z1}

ă 9ν4pν ` 1qγ ď p2νq5γ.

As }x} ď 1, this implies that

}rx, y1s} ď }rx, y1 ´ hp1´ hqpu` u
´1
´ 2qz1s}

` }rx, hp1´ hqpu` u´1 ´ 2qz1s}

ă p2νq5γ ` }rx, hp1´ hqpu` u´1 ´ 2qz1s}.

Hence we see that

}rx, y1s} ă p2νq
5γ ` }rrx, hp1´ hqs, pu` u´1 ´ 2qz1s}

` }rhp1´ hqx, pu` u´1 ´ 2qz1s}

` }rhp1´ hq, pu` u´1 ´ 2qz1sx}. (70)

Looking at line (68), every entry of the matrix pu` u´1´ 2qz1 is a sum

of at most 8 elements from the set S4, where S is as in line (61). Hence

by line (62), we see that

}rhp1´ hq, pu` u´1 ´ 2qz1s} ă 4 ¨ 2 ¨ 8 ¨ 4 ¨ p2νq6 ¨ 12ν2γ ď 218ν8γ. (71)

We have }rx, hp1´ hqs} ă 2γ, and line (69) implies

}pu` u´1 ´ 2qz1} ď p4ν
2
` 2q ¨ 9ν4 ď 26ν6,

whence

}rrx, hp1´ hqs, pu` u´1 ´ 2qz1s} ď 28ν6γ. (72)

Combining lines (70), (71), and (72) thus implies that

}rx, y1s} ď 219ν8γ ` }rhp1´ hqx, pu` u´1 ´ 2qz1s}. (73)
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Note now that for every element s P S we have that at least one of

the following holds: (a) }rs, xs} ă 16ν2γ for all x P X; or (b) }rs, p1 ´

hqxs} ă 16ν2γ for all x P X; or (c) }rs, p1´hqxs} ă 16ν2γ for all x P X;

or (d) }rs, hp1 ´ hqxs} ă 16ν2γ for all x P X. In any of these cases,

using that }rs, hs} ď 12ν2γ for any s P S, we get that for any s P S and

x P X, }rs, hp1 ´ hqxs} ă 40ν2γ. Applying Lemma 4.16, we therefore

see that

s P Sn ñ }rhp1´ hqx, ss} ă np2νq2pn´1q40ν2γ. (74)

As we have observed above already, every entry in the matrix pu`u´1´

2qz1 is a sum of at most 8 elements from the set S4, where S is as in

line (61). From line (74) we therefore see that

}rhp1´ hqx, pu` u´1 ´ 2qz1s} ă 4 ¨ 4 ¨ p2νq4 ¨ 40ν2γ ď 214ν6γ.

Combining this with line (73) above therefore implies

}rx, y1s} ă 220ν8γ.

(ii) Now we look at the element y2 from line (66) above. If x P X, we see

that

rx, y2s “

«

xh,

˜

1´ q uhp

´u´1h q 1´ p

¸ff

`

«

h,

˜

1´ q uhp

´u´1h q 1´ p

¸ff

x. (75)

We have that
«

h,

˜

1´ q uhp

´u´1h q 1´ p

¸ff

“

˜

rq, hs rh, uhps

ru´1h q, hs rp, hs

¸

.

Each entry in the matrix on the right is the commutator of h with an

element of S2, where S is as in line (61) above. Hence by line (62), we

see that
›

›

›

›

›

«

h,

˜

1´ q uhp

´u´1h q 1´ p

¸ff›

›

›

›

›

ă 4 ¨ 2 ¨ p2νq2 ¨ 12ν2γ ď 29ν4γ.
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Combining this with line (75) gives

}rx, y2s} ă

›

›

›

›

›

«

xh,

˜

1´ q uhp

´u´1h q 1´ p

¸ff
›

›

›

›

›

` 29ν4γ. (76)

On the other hand
«

xh,

˜

1´ q uhp

´u´1h q 1´ p

¸ff

“

«

rx, hs,

˜

1´ q uhp

´u´1h q 1´ p

¸ff

`

«

hx,

˜

1´ q uhp

´u´1h q 1´ p

¸ff

. (77)

As }rh, xs} ă γ, we have
›

›

›

›

›

«

rx, hs,

˜

1´ q uhp

´u´1h q 1´ p

¸ff
›

›

›

›

›

ď 2γ

›

›

›

›

›

˜

1´ q uhp

´u´1h q 1´ p

¸
›

›

›

›

›

.

As }1 ´ p} ď ν and }1 ´ q} ď ν by Corollary 4.2, every entry of the

matrix on the right has norm at most ν2, and so
›

›

›

›

›

«

rx, hs,

˜

1´ q uhp

´u´1h q 1´ p

¸ff
›

›

›

›

›

ă 23ν2γ.

Hence line (77) implies that
›

›

›

›

›

«

xh,

˜

1´ q uhp

´u´1h q 1´ p

¸ff
›

›

›

›

›

ă

›

›

›

›

›

«

hx,

˜

1´ q uhp

´u´1h q 1´ p

¸ff
›

›

›

›

›

` 23ν2γ. (78)

The commutator appearing on the right above equals
˜

rq, hxs rhx, uhsp` uhrhx, ps

ru´1h , hxsq ´ u´1h rhx, qs rp, hxs

¸

.

Using that uh P U1
n,ν,γphX,Bq, and applying Lemma 6.4, the norm of

each entry above is at most 2νγ, whence
›

›

›

›

›

«

hx,

˜

1´ q uhp

´u´1h q 1´ p

¸ff›

›

›

›

›

ă 23νγ.

Combining this with lines (76) and (78) therefore implies that

}rx, y2s} ă 210ν4γ.
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(iii) Finally, we look at y3 from line (66). This can be handled very similarly

to the case of y2, giving the estimate }rx, y3s} ă 210ν4γ for all x P X;

we leave the details to the reader.

Putting together the concluding estimates of points (i), (ii), and (ii) above,

we see that }rx, vw´1s} ă 221ν8γ for all x P X. Combining this with line

(65), we see that

}rx, vw´1s} ă 221ν9γ (79)

for all x P X Y thu.

To complete the proof, let us estimate }rx,wv´1s} for x P X Ythu. Using

the formula rx,wv´1s “ wv´1rvw´1, xswv´1, we see that

}rx,wv´1s} ď }wv´1}}rvw´1, xs}}wv´1}.

Lines (79) and (60) therefore imply that

}rx,wv´1s} ď 237ν25γ

and we are finally done.

Finally, we are ready for the proof of Proposition 6.6.

Proof of Proposition 6.6. With notation as in the statement, let pp, qq P

P1
n,κ,εpX Y Yh Y Y1´h Y thu, Bq, and assume that the images of rp, qs in

KK0
λ,δphX YY Ythu, Bq and KK0

λ,δpp1´hqX YY Ythu, Bq under the maps

in lines (51) and (52) are zero.

Note first that the map in line (51) is induced by the identity map on

cycles, so Lemma 3.3 applied to the cycle pp, qq in Pn,λ,δphX Y Y Y thu, Bq

implies that there exists k P N such that pp ‘ 1k ‘ 0k, q ‘ 1k ‘ 0kq is in the

same path component of Pn`2k,2λ,δphX Y Y Y thu, Bq as an element of the

form pr, rq. Replacing pr, rq with pyry˚, yry˚q for some appropriate unitary

y P Mn`2kpCq and using that the unitary group of Mn`2kpCq is connected,

we may assume that pr, rq is in P1
n`2k,2λ,δphX Y Yh Y thu, Bq (see Definition

4.9 for notation). Moreover, as pp, qq P P1
n,λ,δpX Y Yh Y Y1´h Y thu, Bq there

is a unitary z PMn`2kpCq such that pzpp‘ 1k ‘ 0kqz
˚, zpq‘ 1k ‘ 0kqz

˚q is in
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P1
n,λ,δphXYY Ythu, Bq. As the elements pr, rq and pzpp‘1k‘0kqz

˚, zpq‘1k‘

0kqz
˚q of P1

n,2λ,δphX YY Ythu, Bq are connected by a path Pn,2λ,δphX YY Y
thu, Bq, we may use Proposition 4.10 part (ii) to connect them by a path in

P1
n,2λ,4δphX Y Y Y thu, Bq. Precisely analogously (increasing k if necessary),

we may assume that pzpp‘ 1k ‘ 0kqz
˚, zpq ‘ 1k ‘ 0kqz

˚q is in the same path

component of P1
n,2λ,4δpp1 ´ hqX Y Y1´h Y thu, Bq as an element of the form

ps, sq.

For notational simplicity, write m “ n`2k, and let M :“ 4¨2p200λq
3
. Then

(with notation as in Definition 4.11), Lemma 4.17 gives j P N and elements

uh P U1
m`2j,M,MδphX Y thu Y Y,Bq

and

u1´h P U1
m`2j,M,Mδpp1´ hqX Y thu Y Y,Bq

such that

uhpzpp‘ 1k ‘ 0kqz
˚
‘ 1j ‘ 0jqu

´1
h “ zpq ‘ 1k ‘ 0kqz

˚
‘ 1j ‘ 0j (80)

and

u1´hpzpp‘ 1k ‘ 0kqz
˚
‘ 1j ‘ 0jqu

´1
1´h “ zpq ‘ 1k ‘ 0kqz

˚
‘ 1j ‘ 0j. (81)

For notational simplicity, rename zpp ‘ 1k ‘ 0kqz
˚ ‘ 1j ‘ 0j and zpp ‘ 1k ‘

0kqz
˚‘1j‘0j as p and q respectively and rewrite m`2j as n: if the conclusion

of the proposition holds for this new pair then it also holds for the original

pair thanks to the definition of the controlled KK0 groups (see Definition

3.1), so this makes no real difference. In this new language, lines (80) and

(81) can be rewritten uhpu
´1
h “ q and u1´hpu

´1
1´h “ q respectively.

Define now

u :“ u1´hp1´ pq ` uhp, (82)

which we claim has the properties in the statement. Using Lemma 6.7 with

ν “ M and γ “ Mδ, we see that (with notation as in Definition 4.11),

u is an element of U1
n,2M2,10M2δphp1 ´ hqX Y thu Y Y,Bq. Recalling that

M “ 4 ¨ 2p200λq
3
, we see that N1pλq “ 29000000λ3 has the desired property.
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To complete the proof, it remains to show that ifN2 “ N2pµq “ 2252000000µ3 ,

then Brus “ rp, qs in KK0
N2,N2γ

pX Y thu, Bq.

Now, v :“ vpu, hq is as in line (40), we have

Brus “

«

v

˜

1 0

0 0

¸

v´1 ,

˜

1 0

0 0

¸ff

.

Define now

w :“

˜

u1´hp1´ pq ´q

p p1´ pqu´11´h

¸

PM2npLBq. (83)

Applying Lemma 6.8 with ν “ M and γ “ Mδ, we see that w is in

U2n,p2Mq8,237M25δpX Y thu, Bq. For notational simplicity, set M1 :“ 237M25.

Proposition 4.6 implies that in KK0
M3

1 ,3M
3
1 δ
pX Y thu, Bq

Brus “

«

v

˜

1 0

0 0

¸

v´1 ,

˜

1 0

0 0

¸ff

“

«

pvw´1q´1v

˜

1 0

0 0

¸

v´1pvw´1q ,

˜

1 0

0 0

¸ff

“

«

w

˜

1 0

0 0

¸

w´1 ,

˜

1 0

0 0

¸ff

.

Computing, we see that

w

˜

1 0

0 0

¸

w´1 “

˜

1´ q 0

0 p

¸

,

whence

Brus “

«˜

1´ q 0

0 p

¸

,

˜

1 0

0 0

¸ff

(84)

in the group KK0
M3

1 ,3M
3
1 δ
pX Y thu, Bq.

Note now that the matrix

˜

1´ q q

q 1´ q

¸

PM2npK`Bq has norm at most

2λ (as }q} ď κ ď λ, and so }1´ q} ď λ by Corollary 4.2), and that it satisfies
›

›

›

›

›

«

x,

˜

1´ q q

q 1´ q

¸ff›

›

›

›

›

ă ε ă δ
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for all x P X Y thu. Hence

˜

1´ q q

q 1´ q

¸

P U2n,2λ,δpX Y thu, Bq. Applying

Proposition 4.6 again and using that λ ďM1, the identity

˜

1´ q q

q 1´ q

¸˜

1 0

0 0

¸˜

1´ q q

q 1´ q

¸

“

˜

1´ q 0

0 q

¸

shows that the class on the right hand side of line (84) is the same as the

class
«˜

1´ q 0

0 p

¸

,

˜

1´ q 0

0 q

¸ff

in KK0
M6

1 ,9M
9
1 δ
pX Y thu, Bq. Using a rotation homotopy, this is the same as

rp, qs by definition of KK0
M6

1 ,9M
9
1 δ
pX Y thu, Bq; recalling that M1 :“ 237M25,

M “ 4 ¨ 2p200λq
3
, and that µ ě 29000000λ3 we see that N2pµq “ 237µ25 indeed

has the right properties.

7 Main theorems

In this section (as throughout), if B is a separable C˚-algebra, then LB and

KB are respectively the adjointable and compact operators on the standard

Hilbert B-module `2 b B. We identify LB with the “diagonal subalgebra”

1Mn b LB ĎMn b LB “MnpLBq for each n.

In this section we prove our main result: the class of separable and nuclear

C˚-algebras with the UCT is closed under decomposability.

7.1 Two technical ‘local’ controlled vanishing results

In order to make the structure of the proof of Theorem 1.2 as clear as we can,

in this subsection we split off two ‘local’ technical results. These are based

on our work in Sections 5 and 6; given the material in these earlier sections,

at this point the proofs are essentially book-keeping.

The next result is the first key technical ingredient we need: it is based

on the material from Section 5. For the statement, recall that if x and S
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are respectively an element and subset of a metric space, and ε ą 0, then

“x Pε S” means that there is s P S with dpx, sq ă ε.

Proposition 7.1. There exists a function M : r1,8q Ñ r1,8q with the

following property. Let κ ě 1, and let M :“ Mpκq. Let B be a separable

C˚-algebra such that K˚pBq “ 0. Let ε ą 0, and let X be a finite subset of the

unit ball of LSB. Let F Ď LSB be a separable, nuclear, unital C˚-subalgebra

of LSB such that the identity representation F Ñ LSB is strongly unitally

absorbing (see Definition 2.5), such that for all x P X, x Pε F , and such that

F satisfies the UCT.

Then for each i P t0, 1u there exists a finite subset Z of F1 such that the

forget control map

KKi
κ,εpZ,Bq Ñ KKi

M,MεpX,Bq

of Definition 3.4 (for i “ 0) or Definition 3.7 (for i “ 1) is zero.

Proof. Let us focus on the case of i “ 0 first. Let Y be a finite subset of F1

such that for all x P X there exists y P Y with }x´ y} ă ε. Then for any n,

any δ ą 0, we see that with notation in Definition 3.1

Pn,κ,δpY, SBq Ď Pn,κ,δ`2κεpX,SBq.

Hence the forget control map

KK0
κ,δpY, SBq Ñ KK0

κ,δ`2κεpX,SBq (85)

is defined. On the other hand, Corollary 5.3 implies that there is a finite

subset Z of F1 such that the forget control map

KK0
κ,εpZ, SBq Ñ KK0

κ,160εpY, SBq

is defined and zero. Taking δ “ 160ε, and composing this with the forget

control map in line (85) above, we see that the forget control map

KK0
κ,εpZ, SBq Ñ KK0

κ,p160`2κqεpY, SBq
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is well-defined and zero. We are therefore done in the case i “ 0: any

function M satisfying Mpκq ě 160 ` 2κ will work. The case of i “ 1 is

similar (although requiring a much larger Mpκq), using Lemma 5.5 in place

of Corollary 5.3.

The second key technical result we need is as follows: it is based on the

material from Section 6.

Proposition 7.2. Let X be a finite subset of the unit ball of LB, let ε ą 0,

and let κ ě 1. Assume there exists a positive contraction h P LB, finite

self-adjoint subsets Zh, Z1´h, and Zhp1´hq of the unit ball of LB, and λ, µ ě 1

and δ, γ ą 0 with the following properties:

(i) }rh, xs} ă ε for all x P X;

(ii) for each z P Zhp1´hq, z Pε Zh and z Pε Z1´h;

(iii) with N1 :“ N1pλq as in Proposition 6.6, the forget control map

KK1
N1,N1δ

php1´ hqX Y thu Y Zhp1´hqq Ñ KK1
µ,γphp1´ hqX Y thu, Bq

os Definition 3.7 is defined and zero;

(iv) the forget control map

KK0
4κ2,2εpZh Y hX Y thu, Bq

Ñ KK0
λ,δphX Y thu Y Zhp1´hq, Bq

of Definition 3.4 is defined and zero;

(v) the forget control map

KK0
4κ2,2εpZ1´h Y p1´ hqX Y thu, Bq

Ñ KK0
λ,δpp1´ hqX Y thu Y Zhp1´hq, Bq

of Definition 3.4 is defined and zero.
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Then if Z :“ ZhYZ1´hYX Ythu and N2 :“ N2pµq is as in Proposition 6.6,

we have that the forget control map

KK0
κ,εpZ,Bq Ñ KK0

N2,N2γ
pX,Bq

of Definition 3.4 is zero.

Proof. We need to show that an arbitrary class α P KK0
κ,εpX,Bq vanishes

under the forget control map

KK0
κ,εpZ,Bq Ñ KK0

N2,N2γ
pX,Bq.

Using Proposition 4.10 part (i), with notation as in Definition 4.9, we may as-

sume that there is a cycle pp, qq P P1
n,4κ3,εpZ,Bq such that rp, qs P KK0

4κ3,εpZ,Bq

agrees with the image of α under the forget control map

KK0
κ,εpZ,Bq Ñ KK0

4κ3,εpZ,Bq.

It thus suffices to show that rp, qs P KK0
4κ3,εpZ,Bq vanishes under the forget

control map

KK0
4κ2,εpZ,Bq Ñ KK0

N2,N2γ
pX,Bq

(we leave the check that this map is defined under our assumptions to the

reader). Now, with notation as in Proposition 6.6, the composition

KK0
4κ2,εpX Y Zh Y Z1´h Y thu, Bq

��
KK0

4κ2,εpX Y Zh Y thu, Bq
ηh // KK0

4κ2,2εphX Y Zh Y thu, Bq

��
KK0

λ,δphX Y Zhp1´hq Y thu, Bq

(compare line (51)) is the zero map: indeed, the right-hand vertical map is

zero by assumption (iv). Similarly, using assumption (v), we see that the
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composition

KK0
4κ2,εpX Y Zh Y Z1´h Y thu, Bq

��
KK0

4κ2,εpX Y Z1´h Y thu, Bq
η1´h // KK0

4κ2,2εpp1´ hqX Y Z1´h Y thu, Bq

��
KK0

λ,δpp1´ hqX Y Zhp1´hq Y thu, Bq

(compare line (52)) is zero. Hence Proposition 6.6 gives us an element

u P U1
8,N1,N1δ

php1´ hqX Y thu Y Zhp1´hq, Bq

such that in the diagram below (with N0 “ N0pµq as in Proposition 6.1)

KK1
N1,N1δ

php1´ hqX Y thu Y Zhp1´hq, Bq

��

KK0
4κ2,2εpZ,Bq

��
KK1

µ,γphp1´ hqX Y thu, Bq B // KK0
N0,N0γ

pX Y thu, Bq

��
KK0

N2,N2γ
pX Y thu, Bq

(86)

the images of the classes rus P KK1
N1,N1δ

php1 ´ hqX Y thu Y Zhp1´hqq and

rp, qs P KK0
κ,εpZ,Bq in the bottom right group KK0

N2,N2γ
pX Y thu, Bq are

the same; a fortiori their images are also the same if we further compose with

the forget control map

KK0
N2,N2γ

pX Y thu, Bq Ñ KK0
N2,N2γ

pX,Bq.

Assumption (iii) implies, however, that the left-hand vertical map in line (86)

is zero, however, so we are done.

7.2 Proof of the main theorems

We are now ready for our main results. For the statement of the first of

these, we recall what it means for a C˚-algebra to decompose over a class of
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C˚-algebras from Definition 1.1 above. After giving a proof of this, we will

use it to establish the theorems from the introduction.

Theorem 7.3. Let κ ě 1 and γ ą 0. Let M1 :“ Mp4q be as in Proposition

7.1. Let N1 :“ N1pM1q be as in Proposition 6.6. Let M2 :“ MpN1q be as

in Proposition 7.1. Let N2 :“ N2pM2q be as in Proposition 6.6. Then any

ν ě N2 and ε P p0, γp2N2M2N1M1q
´1q have the following property.

Let A be a separable, unital C˚-algebra that decomposes over the class of

nuclear C˚-algebras that satisfy the UCT. Let B be any separable C˚-algebra

such that K˚pBq “ 0. Then for any finite subset X of A1, and ε ą 0, there

is a finite subset Z of A1, such that the forget control map

KK0
κ,εpZ, SBq Ñ KK0

ν,γpX,SBq

of Definition 3.4 is defined and zero.

In particular, A satisfies the UCT.

Proof. The claim that A satisfies the UCT follows as the vanishing property

in the statement of Theorem 7.3 implies condition (iii) from Corollary 5.3.

It thus suffices to prove the vanishing property. Let ν and ε satisfy the given

assumptions.

AsA is decomposable with respect to the family of nuclear C˚-subalgebras

that satisfy the UCT, there are nuclear, UCT C˚-subalgebras C, D and E

of A and a positive contraction h P E such that for all x P X, }rh, xs} ă ε,

hx Pε C, p1 ´ hqx Pε D, and hp1 ´ hqx Pε E, and such that all e P E we

have that e Pε C, and e Pε D. Replacing C, D, and E by the C˚-subalgebra

of A spanned by the algebra and the unit of A, we may assume that C, D,

and E are unital subalgebras of A (note that the unitization of a nuclear

C˚-algebra that satisfies the UCT is nuclear and satisfies the UCT: see [10,

Exercise 2.3.5] for nuclearity and [55, Proposition 2.3 (a)] for the UCT).

Represent A on LSB using a representation with the properties in Corol-

lary 2.7 (with B replaced by SB), and identify A (therefore also C, D, and E)

with unital C˚-subalgebras of LSB using this representation. Note that the

restrictions of this representation to each of E, C, D, (and the representation

of A itself) are strongly unitally absorbing.
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Throughout the rest of the proof, all unlabeled arrows are forget control

maps as in Definitions 3.4 or 3.7 as appropriate.

Using Proposition 7.1 there exists a finite self-adjoint subset Zhp1´hq of

E1 such that the forget control map

KK1
N1,2N1M1ε

php1´ hqX Y Zhp1´hq Y thu, SBq (87)

Ñ KK1
M2,2M2N1M1ε

php1´ hqX Y thu, SBq

is zero. Similarly, Proposition 7.1 and the facts that for all z P Zhp1´hq Ď E1,

z Pε C and z Pε D gives finite self-adjoint subsets Zh and Z1´h of C1 and D1

respectively such that the forget control maps

KK0
4,2εphX Y Zh Y thu, SBq

Ñ KK0
M1,2M1ε

phX Y Zhp1´hq Y thu, SBq (88)

and

KK0
4,2εpp1´ hqX Y Z1´h Y thu, SBq

Ñ KK0
M1,2M1ε

pp1´ hqX Y Zhp1´hq Y thu, SBq (89)

are defined and zero. Expanding Zh and Z1´h if necessary (using that for all

e P E, e Pε C, and e Pε D), we may assume that ,

for all z P Z, z Pε Zh and z Pε Z1´h. (90)

We are now in a position to apply Proposition 7.2 with the given ε and

κ, λ “ M1, δ “ 2M1ε, µ “ M2 and γ as given: assumption (i) follows by

choice of h; assumption (ii) follows from line (90); assumption (iii) follows as

the map in line (87) is zero; assumption (iv) follows as the map in line (88)

is zero; and assumption (v) follows as the map in line (89) is zero. Therefore

Proposition 7.2 implies that the forget control map

KK0
κ,εpZ, SBq Ñ KK0

ν,γpX,SBq

is zero and we are done.
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To establish the main results as stated in the introduction, we need a

basic lemma.

Lemma 7.4. The class of unital, nuclear C˚-algebras is closed under decom-

posability.

Proof. Let A be a unital C˚-algebra that decomposes over the class of unital

nuclear C˚-algebras. Let a finite subset X of A and ε P p0, 1q be given. To

show that A is nuclear, it will suffice to construct a finite rank ccp map

φ : AÑ A

such that φpxq «ε x for all x P X (compare for example [8, IV.3.1.6, (iii)]).

We may assume that X contains the unit of A.

Let then C, D, E30, and h be as in the definition of decomposability

(Definition 1.1) with respect to the finite set X and the parameter δ “
1
18
pε{p1 ` εqq2, and with C and D nuclear. Note that for any x P X,

}rh1{2, xs} ď 5
4
}rh, xs}1{2 by the main result of [49], whence

}hx´ h1{2xh1{2} ď
5

4
}rh, xs}1{2 ă

5

4
δ1{2 ă 2δ1{2; (91)

as hx Pδ C, and as δ ă 1, this implies that h1{2xh1{2 P3δ1{2 C. Choose a finite

subset Y of C such that for all x P X there is yx P Y with

}yx ´ h
1{2xh1{2} ă 3δ1{2. (92)

Similarly, there is a finite subset Z of D such that for all x P X there is

zx P Z with }zx ´ p1´ hq
1{2xp1´ hq1{2} ă 3δ1{2.

Now, as C and D are nuclear there are diagrams

C
ψC

  

C

FC

φC
>> and D

ψD

  

C

FD

φD
>>

30One does not actually need E at all in the proof.
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where: all the arrows are ccp maps; FC and FD are finite dimensional C˚-

algebras; and for all y P Y , and all z P Z,

φCpψCpyqq «δ1{2 y and ψDpφDpzqq «δ1{2 z. (93)

Using Arveson’s extension theorem (see for example [10, Theorem 1.6.1]),

extend ψC and ψD to ccp maps defined on all of A, which we keep the same

notation for. Define

φ0 : AÑ A, a ÞÑ φCpψCph
1{2xh1{2qq ` φDpψDpp1´ hq

1{2xp1´ hq1{2qq,

and note that φ0 is completely positive. For any x P X, let yx have the

property in line (92). As ψC is contractive, this and lines (93) and (91)

imply that

φCpψCph
1{2xh1{2qq «3δ1{2 φpψCpyxqq «δ1{2 yx «3δ1{2 h

1{2xh1{2 «2δ1{2 hx.

Precisely analogously, for any x P X,

φDpψDpp1´ hq
1{2xp1´ hq1{2qq «9δ1{2 p1´ hqx

and so for any x P X, φ0pxq «18δ1{2 x. Applying this to x “ 1 implies in

particular that }φ0} “ }φ0p1q} ě 1´ 18δ1{2. Hence if we define

φ : AÑ A, a ÞÑ
φ0paq

}φ0p1q}

then φ is a ccp map such that

}φpxq ´ x} ď
18δ1{2

1´ 18δ1{2

for all x P X. Using the choice of δ, this completes the proof.

The next corollary is Theorem 1.2 from the introduction: it is an imme-

diate consequence of Lemma 7.4 and Theorem 7.3.

Corollary 7.5. If a separable, unital C˚-algebra decomposes over the class

of nuclear, unital C˚-algebras that satisfies the UCT, then it is nuclear and

satisfies the UCT.
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The next result is Theorem 1.4 from the introduction. For the definition

of finite complexity and the classes Dα used below, see Definition 1.3.

Corollary 7.6. Let C be a class of separable, unital, nuclear C˚-algebras

that satisfy the UCT. Then the class of separable unital C˚-algebras that have

finite complexity relative to C consists of nuclear C˚-algebras that satisfy the

UCT.

In particular, every separable C˚-algebra of finite complexity is nuclear

and satisfies the UCT.

Proof. With notation as in Definition 1.3, let D0 “ C, and for each ordinal α,

let Dα,sep consist of the separable C˚-algebras in the class Dα from Definition

1.3. We proceed by transfinite induction to show that each Dα,sep consists

of nuclear, UCT C˚-algebras. If α “ 0, this is just the well-known fact

that AF C˚-algebras satisfy the UCT. If α ą 0 (and either a successor or

limit ordinal) then any C˚-algebra in Dα,sep decomposes over C˚-algebras in
Ť

βăαDβ,sep, and so is nuclear and UCT by Corollary 7.5 and the inductive

hypothesis.

A Examples

In this appendix we give some examples of C˚-algebras with finite complexity.

A.1 Cuntz algebras

The material in this section is based closely on work of Winter and Zacharias

[70, Section 7]31. Our aim is to establish the following result.

Proposition A.1. For any n with 2 ď n ă 8, the Cuntz algebra On has

complexity rank one.

We should remark that the proof of Proposition A.1 uses classification

results for Cuntz algebras, and so depends on prior knowledge of the UCT; it

31More specifically, it is based on the slightly different approach to the material in [70,

Section 7] suggested in [70, Remark 7.3].
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therefore cannot be said that Proposition A.1 gives a new proof of the UCT

for Cuntz algebras (and even if it did, it would be quite a complicated one!).

Indeed, the main point of establishing Proposition A.1 for us is to use it as an

ingredient in Theorem 1.7 from the introduction, not to establish the UCT.

We should also remark that Proposition A.1 was subsequently generalized

in [37, Theorem 1.5]; nonetheless, we hope that the different argument given

here still has some interest.

We now embark on the proof of Proposition A.1. We will follow the

notation from [70, Section 7]. Fix n P N with n ě 2. Let H be an n-

dimensional Hilbert space, with fixed orthonormal basis te1, ..., enu. Define

Γpnq :“
8
à

l“0

Hbl, (94)

where Hbl is the lth tensor power of H (and Hb0 is by definition a copy of

C). Let Wn be the set of all finite words based on the alphabet t1, ..., nu. In

symbols

Wn :“
8
ğ

k“0

t1, ..., nuk

(with t1, ..., nu0 by definition consisting only of the empty word). For each

µ “ pi1, ...., ikq P Wn, define eµ :“ ei1b¨ ¨ ¨beik , and define e∅ to be any unit-

length element of Hb0 “ C. Then the set teµ | µ P Wnu is an orthonormal

basis of Γpnq. For µ P Wn, write |µ| for the length of µ, i.e. |µ| “ k means

that µ “ pi1, ..., ikq for some i1, .., ik P t1, ..., nu. Then the canonical copy of

Hbk inside Γpnq from line (94) has orthonormal basis teµ | |µ| “ ku.

For each i P t1, ..., nu let Ti be the bounded operator on Γpnq that acts

on basis elements via the formula

Ti : eµ ÞÑ ei b eµ.

The Cuntz-Toeplitz algebra Tn is defined to be the C˚-subalgebra of BpΓpnqq
generated by T1, ..., Tn. We note that each Ti is an isometry, and that 1 ´
řn
i“1 TiT

˚
i is the projection onto the span of e∅. It follows directly from

this that Tn contains all matrix units with respect to the basis teµu of Γpnq,
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and therefore contains the compact operators K on Γpnq. Moreover, in the

quotient Tn{K, the images si of the generators Ti satisfy the Cuntz relations

s˚i si “ 1 and
řn
i“1 sis

˚
i “ 1, and therefore the quotient is a copy of the Cuntz

algebra On.

Now, for x P R`, define rxs :“ mintn P N | n ě xu, and define32

Γ0,k :“
2k´1
à

l“k

Hbl and Γ1,k :“
2k`rk{2s
à

l“k`rk{2s

Hbl. (95)

For i P t0, 1u, define B
p0q
i,k :“ BpΓi,kq. For each l,m P N, we identify Hbl b

Hbm with Hbpl`mq via the bijection of orthonormal bases
`

ei1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b eil
˘

b
`

ej1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ejm
˘

Ø ei1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b eil b ej1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ejm .

Fix for the moment k P N (it will stay fixed until Lemma A.2 below). Then

for each j P N we get a canonical identification

Γ0,k bH
bjk

“

2k´1
à

l“k

Hbl
bHbjk

“

pj`1qk´1
à

l“jk

Hbl.

Combining this with line (94) we get a canonical identification

Γpnq “
´ k´1
à

l“0

Hbl
¯

looooomooooon

“:H0

‘

´ 8
à

j“0

Γ0,k bH
bjk

¯

.

Let id be the identity representation of B
p0q
0,k on Γ0,k and write B0,k for the

image of B
p0q
0,k in the representation on Γpnq that is given by

0H0 ‘

´ 8
à

k“0

idb 1Hbjk
¯

with respect to the above decomposition above. Similarly, we get a decom-

position

Γpnq “
´
k`rk{2s´1
à

l“0

Hbl
¯

loooooooomoooooooon

“:H1

‘

´ 8
à

j“0

Γ1,k bH
bjk

¯

32In [70, Section 7], Γ0,k is written Γk,2k and Γ1,k is written Γk`rk{2s,2k`rk{2s.
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and define B1,k to be the image of B
p0q
1,k under the representation

0H1 ‘

´ 8
à

k“0

idb 1Hbjk
¯

.

Now, let f : r0, 1s Ñ r0, 1s be the function with graph pictured, where

the non-differentiable points occur at the x values 1{6, 2{6, 4{6, and 5{6.

Let h
p0q
0,k P B

p0q
0,k be the operator on Γ0,k that acts on the summand Hbl from

line (95) by multiplication by the scalar fppl ´ kq{pk ´ 1qq. Similarly, let

h
p0q
1,k P B

p1q
1,k be the operator on Γ1,k that acts on the summand Hbl from line

(95) by multiplication by the scalar 1 ´ fppl ´ k ´ rk{2sq{pk ´ 1qq. Let h0,k
and h1,k be the images of h

p0q
0,k and h

p0q
1,k in B0,k and B1,k respectively. Note

that the operator on h0,k ` h1,k on Γpnq acts on the summand on Hbl from

line (94) by multiplication by 1 as long as l ě k ` rk{2s. In particular,

h0,k ` h1,k equals the identity on Γpnq up to a finite rank perturbation.

(96)

We will need two technical lemmas about these operators.

Lemma A.2. For any T in the Cuntz-Toeplitz algebra Tn and i P t0, 1u, we

have that }rhi,k, T s} Ñ 0 as k Ñ 8.

Proof. We will focus on h0,k: the case of h1,k is essentially the same. It

suffices to consider the case where T is one of the canonical generators Ti of

the Cuntz-Toeplitz algebra. Let eµ be a basis element with |µ| “ jk ` l for
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some j, l P N with l P t0, ..., k ´ 1u. Then we compute that rh0,k, Tiseµ “ 0 if

j “ 0, and that otherwise

rh0,k, Tiseµ “
`

fppl ` 1q{pk ´ 1qq ´ fpl{pk ´ 1qq
˘

ei b eµ.

As the elements tei b eµ | µ P Wnu are an orthonormal set, this implies that

}rh0,k, Tis} ď max
lPt0,...,k´1u

|fppl ` 1q{pk ´ 1qq ´ fpl{pk ´ 1qq|.

The choice of function f implies that the right hand side above is approxi-

mately 6{k, so we are done.

Lemma A.3. For any T in the Cuntz-Toeplitz algebra Tn we have that:

(i) for i P t0, 1u, dphi,kT,Bi,kq Ñ 0 as k Ñ 8;

(ii) dph0,kh1,kT,B0,k XB1,kq Ñ 0 as k Ñ 8.

Proof. We will focus on the case of h0,k: the other cases are similar. It

suffices to consider T a finite product S1...Sm, where each Sj is either one of

the generators Ti or its adjoint. Using Lemma A.2, we see that rh
1{l
0,k, Sjs Ñ 0

as k Ñ 8 for any j, and any l P N with l ě 1. Hence the difference

h0,kS1...Sm ´
`

h
1{p2mq
0,k S1h

1{p2mq
0,k

˘`

h
1{p2mq
0,k S2h

1{p2mq
0,k

˘

¨ ¨ ¨
`

h
1{p2mq
0,k Smh

1{p2mq
0,k

˘

tends to zero as k Ñ 8. It thus suffices to prove that the distance between

each of the terms h
1{p2mq
0,k Sjh

1{p2mq
0,k and B0,k tends to zero as k Ñ 8. Define

pk to be the strong operator topology limit of h
1{l
0,k as l Ñ 8; in other words,

pk is the support projection of h0,k. Then we have that h
1{p2mq
0,k Sjh

1{p2mq
0,k “

h
1{p2mq
0,k pkSjpkh

1{p2mq
0,k . As h

1{p2mq
0,k is in B0,k, it suffices to prove that the distance

between pkTipk and B0,k tends to zero as k Ñ 8. However, pkTipk is actually

in B0,k, so we are done.

Now, as in the discussion on [70, page 488], define

Γkpnq :“
k´1
à

l“0

Hbl.
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For a word µ P Wn in t1, ..., nu, we may uniquely write µ “ µ0µ1, where the

lengths |µ0| and |µ1| satisfy |µ0| P t0, ..., k ´ 1u, and |µ1| P kN. Then the

bijective correspondence of orthonormal bases

eµ Ø eµ0 b eµ1

gives rise to a decomposition

Γpnq “ Γkpnq b Γpnkq.

Identify the C˚-algebra BpΓkpnqq b Tnk with its image in the representation

on Γpnq arising from the above decomposition. The following is essentially

part of [70, Lemma 7.1].

Lemma A.4. With notation as above, BpΓkpnqq b Tnk contains the finite-

dimensional C˚-algebras we have called B0,k and B1,k, and in particular also

contains h0,k and h1,k.

Proof. In the notation of [70, Lemma 7.1], B0,k “ ΛkpBpΓk,2kqq, and B1,k “

ΛkpBpΓk`rk{2s,2k`rk{2sqq. Part (i) of [70, Lemma 7.1] says exactly that the

image of Λk is contained in BpΓkpnqq b Tnk , however, so we are done.

It is explained on [70, page 488] that BpΓkpnqq b Tnk contains Tn, so we

get a canonical inclusion.

Tn Ñ BpΓkpnqq b Tnk . (97)

The dimension of Γkpnq is dk :“ 1 ` n ` n2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nk´1, so we may make

the identification BpΓkpnqq b Tnk “ MdkpTnkq. With respect to this identi-

fication, the inclusion in line (97) takes the compact operators on Γpnq to

MdkpKpΓpnkqqq. Taking the quotient by the compacts on both sides of line

(97) thus gives rise to an inclusion

ι : On ÑMdkpOnkq. (98)

In this language, we get the following immediate corollary of Lemmas A.2

and A.3. To state it, let q : BpΓpnqq Ñ QpΓpnqq be the quotient map from

the bounded operators on Γpnq to the Calkin algebra.
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Corollary A.5. For any a P On, we have that the following all tend to zero as

k Ñ 8: }rqph0,kq, ιpaqs}, }rqph1,kq, ιpaqs}, dpqph0,kqιpaq, qpB0,kqq, dpqph1,kqιpaq, qpB1,kqq,

and dpqph0,kh1,kqιpaq, qpB0,k XB1,kqq.

We are finally ready for the proof of Proposition A.1.

Proof of Proposition A.1. Let ε ą 0, and let X be a finite subset of the unit

ball of On. Corollary A.5 implies that for any large k we have that for all

a P X and i P t0, 1u, the quantities }rqphi,kq, ιpaqs}, dpqphi,kqιpaq, qpBi,kqq,

and dpqph0,kh1,kqιpaq, qpB0,k X B1,kqq are smaller than ε{2. We may assume

moreover that k ” 1 modulo n´1. Fix this k for the remainder of the proof.

As discussed on [70, page 488], we have a canonical unital inclusion Onk Ñ

On by treating suitable products of the generators of On as generators of

Onk . Moreover, dk is equal to k modulo n´ 1. It follows that the K-theory

of MdkpOnq is given by Z{pn´ 1qZ in dimension zero and zero in dimension

one, with the class r1s of the unit in K0 represented by the residue of k in

Z{pn´ 1qZ. Hence the K-theory invariants of MdkpOnq and On agree, as we

are assuming that k ” 1 modulo n´ 1. In particular, the Kirchberg-Phillips

classification theorem (see for example [53, Corollary 8.4.8]) gives a unital

isomorphism MdkpOnq – On. Combining this with the inclusion Onk Ñ On

mentioned above gives a unital inclusion

β : MdkpOnkq Ñ On. (99)

Now, the composition β ˝ι : On Ñ On of β as in line (99) and ι as in line (98)

is a unital inclusion, whence necessarily induces an isomorphism on K-theory.

As On satisfies the UCT, β ˝ι is therefore a KK-equivalence (see for example

[55, Proposition 7.3]). Hence the uniqueness part of the Kirchberg-Phillips

classification theorem (see for example [53, Theorem 8.3.3, (iii)]) implies that

β ˝ ι : On Ñ On is approximately unitarily equivalent to the identity. Thus

there is a sequence pumq of unitaries in On such that }a ´ umβιpaqu
˚
m} Ñ 0

for all a P On. Choose m large enough so that }a´ umβιpaqu
˚
m} ă ε{2 for all

a P X.

Set h :“ umβpqph0,kqqu
˚
m, C0 :“ umβpqpB0,kqqu

˚
m, D0 :“ umβpqpB1,kqqu

˚
m,

and E0 :“ umβpqpB1,k X B0,kqqu
˚
m. Set C to be the C˚-subalgebra of On
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spanned by C0 and the unit, and similarly for D and E. Our choices, plus

the fact that qph0,k ` h1,kq “ 1 (see line (96)), imply that this data satisfies

the definition of decomposability (Definition 1.1), so we are done.

A.2 Groupoids with finite dynamical complexity

In this section, we give another interesting class of C˚-algebras with finite

complexity: C˚-algebras of groupoids with finite dynamical complexity. To

avoid repeating the same assumptions, let us stipulate that throughout this

appendix the word “groupoid” means “locally compact, Hausdorff, étale

groupoid”; we will often also assume that G has compact base space, but

not always. For background on this class of groupoids and their C˚-algebras,

we recommend [10, Section 5.6], [51, Section 2.3], or [59].

Note that if G is a groupoid in this sense, then any open subgroupoid

H of G (i.e. H is an open subset of G that is algebraically a groupoid with

the inherited operations) is also a groupoid in this sense. Again, to avoid

too much repetition, let us say that the word “subgroupoid” means “open

subgroupoid”.

The following definitions are essentially contained in the authors’ joint

work with Guentner [31, Definition A.4].

Definition A.6. Let G be a groupoid, let H be a subgroupoid of G, and

let C be a set of subgroupoids of G. We say that H is decomposable over

C if for any compact subset K of H there exists an open cover tU0, U1u of

rpKqY spKq such that for each i P t0, 1u the subgroupoid of H generated by

th P K | sphq P Uiu

is contained in an element of C.

Definition A.7. For an ordinal number α:

(i) if α “ 0, let C0 be the class of groupoids G such that for any compact

subset K of G there is a subgroupoid H of G such that K Ď H, and

such that the closure of H is compact;
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(ii) if α ą 0, let Cα be the class of groupoids that decompose over the

collection of their subgroupoids in the class
Ť

βăα Cβ.

We say that a groupoid G has finite dynamical complexity if G is contained in

Cα for some ordinal α. If G has finite dynamical complexity, the complexity

rank of G is the smallest α such that G is in Cα.

The main result of this section is as follows. For the statement, recall that

a groupoid is ample if it has totally disconnected base space, and principal

if the units are the elements g P G that satisfy spgq “ rpgq. Recall also

that a C˚-algebra is subhomogeneous if it is isomorphic to a C˚-subalgebra

of MNpCpXqq for some N P N and compact Hausdorff space X. Recall

finally the notion of complexity rank relative to a class of C˚-algebras from

Definition 1.3.

Proposition A.8. Let G be a groupoid with compact base space.

(i) The complexity rank of C˚r pGq relative to the class of subhomogeneous

C˚-algebras is bounded above by the complexity rank of G.

(ii) If G is ample and principal, then the complexity rank of C˚r pGq (relative

to the class of finite-dimensional C˚-algebras) is bounded above by the

complexity rank of G.

In particular, if G is second countable and has finite dynamical complexity,

then C˚r pGq satisfies the UCT.

Before getting into the proof of this, let us discuss some remarks and

examples.

Example A.9. Let GpXq be the coarse groupoid associated to a bounded

geometry metric space X: see [61, Section 3] or [52, Chapter 10] for back-

ground. For such spaces X, Guentner, Tessera and Yu [29] introduced a

notion called finite decomposition complexity ; it comes with a natural com-

plexity rank, defined to be the smallest ordinal α such that X is in the class

Dα of [30, Definition 2.2.1]. Then [31, Theorem A.7] shows that GpXq has
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finite dynamical complexity if and only if X has finite decomposition com-

plexity33; moreover, inspection of the proof shows that the two complexity

ranks agree. It follow from this and [30, Theorem 4.1] that for any n P N
there are spaces X such that GpXq is not in Cn, but is in CN for some finite

N ą n. Moreover it follows from [30, Discussion below 2.2.1] or the main

result of [15] that there are spaces X such that GpXq is in Cα for some infinite

α, but not for any finite α.

Example A.9 shows that the range of possible values of the complexity

rank for groupoids is quite rich. As we do not know the corresponding fact

for C˚-algebras, the following question is natural.

Question A.10. Are there any circumstances when the complexity rank of

C˚r pGq is bounded above by that of G?

It seems very unlikely that there is a positive answer in general, but it is

conceivable that there could be a positive answer for coarse groupoids.

Example A.11. Transformation groupoids provide natural examples with

finite complexity rank. Using the main result of [2], the complexity rank of

the transformation groupoid associated to any free action of a virtually cyclic

group on a finite-dimensional space is one. We guess that the techniques used

in the proof of [18, Theorem 1.3] should show that for many discrete groups

Γ, any free action on the Cantor set X gives rise to a groupoid X ¸ Γ with

finite dynamical complexity; however, we did try to look into the details, and

would be interested in any progress here. These ideas lead to the following

conjecture.

Conjecture A.12. If Γ has finite decomposition complexity then X ¸Γ has

finite dynamical complexity for any free action of Γ on the Cantor set.

Remark A.13. Proposition A.8 does not give new information on the UCT:

this is because all groupoids with finite dynamical complexity are amenable

33This result was one of the key motivations for the definition of finite dynamical com-

plexity, and also motivates the terminology.
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by [31, Theorem A.9], whence their groupoid C˚-algebras satisfy the UCT

by Tu’s theorem [64, Proposition 10.7]. However, it seems interesting to have

an approach to the UCT for a large class of groupoids that does not factor

through the Dirac-dual-Dirac machinery employed by Tu.

We now turn to the proof of Proposition A.8. For a subgroupoid H of a

groupoid G, write H 1 :“ H YGp0q, which is also a subgroupoid of G.

Lemma A.14. Let G be a groupoid with compact base space, and let H be a

subgroupoid in Cα. Then H YGp0q is a subgroupoid of G that is also in Cα.

Proof. We proceed by transfinite induction on α. For the base case α “ 0,

let H be a subgroupoid of G in C0, and let K 1 be a compact subset of H 1. As

the base space in an étale groupoid is open, K :“ K 1zGp0q is also a compact

set, and is contained in H. As H is in C0, there exists a subgroupoid L of H

that contains K, and that has compact closure. Hence L1 is a subgroupoid

of H 1 that contains K 1 and has compact closure. Thus H 1 is in C0 too. The

inductive step follows the same idea.

The lemma below is very similar to [67, Lemma B.3].

Lemma A.15. Let G be a groupoid with compact base space. Let H be a

subgroupoid of G that decomposes over some class C of subgroupoids of G.

Then H 1 decomposes over the collection of subgroupoids L1, where L is a

subgroupoid of H that is in C.

Proof. Let X be a finite subset of the unit ball of C˚r pH
1q, and ε ą 0. As

CcpHq ` CpGp0qq is dense in C˚r pH
1q, perturbing X slightly, we may assume

that X is contained in a subset of C˚r pH
1q of the form CcpKq ` CpGp0qq,

where K is an open and relatively compact subset of H. The proof of [67,

Lemma B.3] gives us open subgroupoids H1 and H2 of H and a positive

contraction h in CcpH
p0q
1 q Ď C˚r pH1q such that H1, H2 and H1 X H2 are in

the class C, and such that for all x P X, hx P C˚r pH1q, p1 ´ hqx P C˚r pH2q,

and p1´ hqhx P C˚r pH1XH2q. Then the data h, C :“ C˚r pH
1
1q, D “ C˚r pH

1
2q,

and E “ C˚r pH
1
1 XH

1
2q give the desired decomposability statement.
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Proof of Proposition A.8. For part (i), fix a groupoid G. We show by trans-

finite induction on α that if H is an open subgroupoid of G in the class Cα,

and if H 1 “ H YGp0q, then C˚r pH
1q is in the class Dα of Definition 1.3, where

we define Dα relative to the class of subhomogeneous C˚-algebras. Applying

this to H “ G then gives the desired conclusion for C˚r pGq.

For the base case, we need to show that if H is an open subgroupoid of G

in the class C0 and if H 1 “ HYGp0q, then C˚r pH
1q is locally subhomogeneous.

Let a finite subset X of C˚r pH
1q and ε ą 0 be given. As CcpH

1q is dense

in C˚r pH
1q, up to a perturbation, we may assume X is contained in CcpKq

for some open and relatively compact subset K of H 1. Lemma A.14 implies

that H 1 is in C0, whence there is an open subgroupoid L of H 1 with compact

closure that contains K, and therefore so that X is contained in C˚r pLq. On

the other hand, C˚r pLq is subhomogeneous by the proof [32, Lemma 8.14], so

we are done with the base case.

Assume now that α ą 0 (and is either a successor ordinal or limit ordinal),

and let H be a subgroupoid of G in the class Cα. According to Lemma A.15,

we have that H 1 decomposes over
#

C˚r pL
1
q | L an open subgroupoid of H 1 in

ď

βăα

Cβ

+

.

which completes the proof of part (i) by inductive hypothesis.

We now look at part (ii), so let G be principal and ample. We will show

that if G is in C0, then C˚r pGq is locally finite dimensional; thanks to our

work in part (i), this will suffice for the proof.

Let then G be an element of C0. We claim that for any compact subset

K of G there is a compact open subgroupoid of H of G that contains K.

The claim shows that C˚r pGq is locally finite-dimensional. Indeed, up to a

perturbation we can assume any finite subset of C˚r pGq is contained in CcpKq

for some open and relatively compact subset K of G, and so in C˚r pHq for

some compact, open subgroupoid of G. It is well-known that a compact,

Hausdorff, étale, principal groupoid with totally disconnected base space has

a locally finite-dimensional C˚-algebra: for example, this follows directly

from the structure theorem for “CEERs” in [25, Lemma 3.4].
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To establish the claim, let a compact subset K of G be given. According

to the definition of C0 there exists an open subgroupoid L of G with compact

closure such that K is contained in L. Note first that as L has compact

closure, there is some m P N such that L is covered by m open bisections

from G. Hence in particular, for any x P Lp0q, we have that the range fiber

Lx has at most m elements. Working entirely inside L, it suffices to prove

that if K is a compact subset of a principal, ample groupoid L such that

supxPLp0q |L
x| “ m ă 8, then there is a compact, open subgroupoid H of L

that contains K.

Now, as L is ample (and étale), each point l P K is contained in a compact,

open subset of L. As finitely many of these compact, open subsets cover K,

there is a compact, open subset K 1 of L such that K Ď K 1. Let H be

the subgroupoid of L generated by K 1. A subgroupoid generated by an open

subset is always open (see for example [32, Lemma 5.2]), so it suffices to prove

that H is compact. Let phiqiPI be an arbitrary net consisting of elements from

H. Each hi can be written as a finite product hi “ k
p1q
i ¨ ¨ ¨ k

pniq
i , with k

pjq
i in

K2 :“ K 1 Y pK 1q´1 Y spK 1q Y rpK 1q. As each range fibre from L has at most

m elements, we may assume that ni ď m for all m; in fact we may assume it

is exactly m, as otherwise we can just “pad” it with identity elements. Write

then hi “ k
p1q
i ¨ ¨ ¨ k

pmq
i . As K2 is compact, we may pass to a subnet of I, and

thus assume that each net pk
pjq
i qiPI has a convergent subnet, converging to

some kpjq in K2. It follows on passing to this subnet that phiq converges to

kp1q ¨ ¨ ¨ kpmq. As we have shown that every net in H has a convergent subnet,

H is compact, completing the proof.
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